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MONEY LAUNDERING EVOLUTION DETECTION, TRANSACTION SCORING, 

AND PREVENTION FRAMEWORK 

Murad Latif Mehmet, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2013 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Duminda Wijesekera 

 

Money laundering is a major and ongoing global issue that has not been addressed 

with a dynamic approach by authorities using multiple systems. Made powerful by 

modern tools and resources available to them, money launderers are adopting more 

sophisticated schemes, spanning across many countries, to avoid being detected by anti-

money laundering systems. Consequently, money laundering detection and prevention 

techniques must be multi-layered, multi-method, and multi-component to be ahead of the 

evolving laundering schemes. Handling such a multifaceted problem involves a large 

amount of unstructured, semi-structured and transactional data that stream at speeds 

requiring a high level of analytical processing to discover unraveling business-

complexities, and discover deliberately concealed relationships.  

Therefore, I developed the money laundering evolution detection framework 

(MLEDF) to capture the trail of the dynamic and evolving schemes. My framework uses 

sequence matching, case-based analysis, social network analysis, and more importantly, 
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complex event processing to link the fraud trails. My system capture a single scheme as 

an event in a trail in “real-time”, and then using detection algorithms, associate the 

captured event with other ongoing events. 

A comprehensive Anti Money Laundering system must incorporate a risk 

modeling that calculates the dynamic attributes of transactional relationships and the 

potential social relationships among seemingly unrelated entities from a financial 

perspective. Therefore, I developed an industry-wide system to assign a risk scores to any 

transaction for being a part of a larger money laundering scheme. This score should be 

valid across every financial domain, continuously updated, and it is not specific to the 

evaluating financial institution.  

Additionally, I developed a transaction scoring exchange and money laundering 

prevention framework that uses a transaction messaging system and assigns scores to the 

transactions, where the score is derived from the dynamics risk of the transaction and the 

statically computed risk score. The transaction score is correlated to the static and 

dynamic risk scores, in order to identify transactions score pertaining to money 

laundering, and to prevent transaction sequences from being executed. The transaction 

score uses dynamic risk scores obtained from the analytical results of the real-time 

detection algorithms to produce valid results. 

My money laundering prevention system relies upon the finding of an accurate 

detection system, supported by dynamic risk modeling systems for transaction scoring.  

My prevention framework includes a protocol to exchange the information among the 
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framework participants, and it incorporates two levels of cooperation and information 

sharing. 

The developed three level systems in this study consist of multi-levels and multi-

components, and they can be easily incorporated within existing structure financial 

institutions. My system allows financial investigators to overcome the long processes and 

time-consuming characteristics of their investigations, to prevent money laundering 

schemes, or at least be aware of such schemes in their early stages. 

I validated the accuracy of calculating the money laundering evolution detection 

framework, dynamic risk scoring, and transactions scoring framework using a multi-

phase test methodology. My test used data generated from real-life cases, and 

extrapolated to generate more varying scenarios of money laundering evolution and risk 

data from real-life schemes and patterns generator that I implemented. 
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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION 

Money laundering schemes (MLS) continuously evolve to avoid detection. 

Launderers use internet-based financial services and conventional financial services 

thereby using more complex schemes to avoid being detected by anti-money laundering 

systems. Money laundering schemes can evolve dynamically with different fraud 

patterns, to include other schemes and to expand over networks in different countries. 

This evolution use many ways, due to the diversity offered by financial products and the 

advantages of internet-based banking.  As new fraudulent schemes are developed, many 

anti-money laundering solutions available today are unable to expose them, which is a 

winning factor in providing criminals with new avenues to outwit money laundering 

detection systems. The financial industry lacks a common framework that facilitates 

detection of complex money laundering schemes, their evaluation, and exchanging of 

evidence relating to potential mal-acts.  As solution, I propose two frameworks to detect 

evolving dynamic schemes, score transactions based on a dynamic risk model, exchange 

transactional evidence data to make money laundering difficult, and thereby prevent 

money laundering. 

1.1 Problem Statement  
Few publications describe the complexity and dynamic evolution of money 

laundering schemes. To the best of my knowledge, there has been no publication on 
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formally modeling the evolution of money laundering schemes, including the dynamics 

of the evolutions. Most existing efforts to analyze transactions and detect money 

laundering schemes and score them is conducted offline, after transactions finish.  

Many financial industry organizations deploy their own proprietary anti-money 

laundering (AML) detection systems in addition to various measures offered by business 

procedure and practice. Complex money laundering schemes divert such systems by 

routing trails of ill-gotten money using multiple scenarios offered by many institutions 

situated in multiple countries. Financial institutions that are being used without their 

knowledge have limited capabilities mainly due to inability to get transactional 

information from AML systems belonging to other organizations.  

Another limitation associated with the ML and AML systems is that the current 

risk models used to detect money laundering efforts using any financial institution 

calculates the transactional risk based on customer activity within the boundaries of that 

financial institution (FI). The primary risk assessment method used by financial 

institutions use compute a static risk score to approve the opening of accounts and 

obtaining financial products, but does not accurately reflect the risk of that account being 

used as a tool to enable money laundering. In addition, risk models used by industry are 

specific to that financial sector, and consequently incapable of capturing the known 

dynamics of money laundering schemes (MLS) that uses multiple financial instruments.   

Economic models are also used in many statistical analysis based AML systems. 

Such AML systems require complex mathematical calculations and are not usable in 

evaluating the evolving nature of the MLS that use online transactions.  Moreover, 
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Knowledge Discovery (KD) techniques are also used in 

various AML systems. Such AML systems suffer from the lack of information exchange 

and from their time-intensive nature.  

Regulations require financial institutions to report suspicious transactions, and 

designated government entities to investigate and decide on them within several months, 

if not within a year. All transactions in the USA are cleared electronically by the 

Automated Clearing House (ACH).  

Modeling dynamic money laundering schemes that evolve in order to detect and 

analyze them effectively and creating a framework that allows sharing of transaction data 

and scoring as evidence among financial institution in order to prevent the execution of 

money laundering transactions is the primary problem addressed in my dissertation. 

Consequently, money laundering detection / prevention techniques must be multi-

layered, in order to deal involves a large amount of unstructured and semi-structured 

transactional data that stream at speeds requiring a high level of analytical processing to 

discover unraveling business-complexities, and discover deliberately concealed 

relationships. A multi-layered and multi-system framework will allow us to be ahead of 

the evolving money laundering schemes. To the best of my knowledge, there is no such 

system, due to the time and cost involved in the process. From a systems perspective 

handling such a collection of multifaceted problem involved in correlating a large amount 

of streaming data at high speeds to discover unraveling business-complexities, and 

connecting deliberately concealed relationships would be a major issue. 
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1.2 Thesis Statement 
My thesis statement is that ‘it is possible to model evolving money laundering schemes 

and be able to detect and prevent them by modeling the evolution of money laundering 

schemes.’  

The feasibility of the modeling will be shown with my two proposed frameworks:  

(1) “Money Laundering Evolution Detection Framework”, which detects the 

evolution of the dynamic money laundering schemes, and  

(2) “Money Laundering Transaction Risk Scoring and Prevention Framework”, 

which assesses the risk of any transaction being a part of a money laundering scheme. My 

framework depends on sharing data and risk assessments of transactions among financial 

institutions.  

Consequently, my objective is to develop a framework that is used by industry 

institutions to make the money laundering process harder and ultimately, to prevent 

blatant money laundering transactions that appear as legal. The feasibility of the 

modeling and framework is mainly based upon five disparate but well-connected parts: 

(1)  Modeling of static MLS: In the first part of the study, I created a preliminary 

model for static MLS. This model is used as the basis to develop models of evolving 

money laundering schemes.  

(2)  Modeling the evolution of the dynamic MLS: The second part of the study 

evaluate and formulate the external factors that force MLS to evolve. The static MLS 

were defined using an ontological model and consequently evolution of static schemes 

onto dynamic schemes will be modeled as changes in the factors causing the evolution. 

Consequently, the evolutions I model are better termed “predefined evolutions” that 
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evolve in a controlled way. There are few economic models that examine the evolution of 

the money laundering schemes. My dynamic modeling will incorporate these economic 

models in the analysis of the dynamics of evolution of the scheme in question.  

(3)  Money Laundering Evolution Detection Framework (MLEDF): In the 

third part of my thesis, a framework consisting of the following two separate detection 

systems was designed to detect complex money laundering schemes and their evolutions. 

A) MLS Algorithms and MLS Network Detection: There is a module with six major 

heterogeneous algorithms. Each algorithm uses a different method to capture the network 

associated with the specific type of MLS (Smurfing, Trade, Stock, Derivative, EMoney, 

DirtyEFT).  These algorithms output discovered networks associated with the specific 

MLS patterns in real time. Each of them is stored in a different database. Then, the 

discovered networks are reformatted and saved in a single database referred to as the 

“Network” Database. This process facilitates faster and efficient analysis of the links 

among MLS networks.   

B) Evolution Detection Analysis and Generating the Fraud Trail and Suspicious Trail: 

Four separate algorithms are run to find the “Full-Trail”, “Missing-Trail”, and 

“Suspicious-Trail” of MLS networks, and saved in separate databases. The Full-Trail is a 

long series of MLS’s that span over many countries in multiple cycles. Missing-Trail is a 

short Full-Trail that does not exceed the depths of three related MLSs. I assume that the 

Missing-Trail is a premature Full-Trail with possibly broken parts and missing links or 

evidence. A Suspicious-Trail is a combination of discovered Full-Trails and/or Missing-

Trails. It will be constructed using algorithms that incorporate Social Network Analysis 
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(SNA) and numerical analysis techniques. The module “Detection Analysis” determines 

the evolution of the “Full-Trail” networks, such as changing the number of involved 

associates, changes to the cost of laundering, and changing laundering locations. 

(4)  Dynamic Risk Model for Money Laundering Detection: I propose a static 

risk model that assigns a risk score for every transaction being a part of a money 

laundering scheme. The static risk score given by financial institutions and shared and 

aggregated to account for relations among transacting entities. I continuously recalculate 

the static risk score of an entity based on shared risk scores. The output of MLEDF will 

be used as a central data repository to calculate the risks from one reliable data source.  

The dynamics of none-static risk scoring was designed to continuously and automatically 

scoring and correlate past transactions using data from different sectors to be used by an 

analytical processing unit. Such a detection and analysis is implemented using Complex 

Event Processing (CEP) techniques using built-in connectors to retrieve data from 

different sectors and then to do data analytics to correlate ML activities from the various 

business sectors. 

(5)  Money Laundering Transaction Scoring Exchange Framework 

(MLTSEF): This framework exchanges information and prevents the execution of 

complex schemes. Such system requires industry specific standards to monitor, detect, 

score, and prevent money laundering. My system will keep necessary historical 

information of the transaction trail with trusted third parties, and thereby, facilitates the 

transactional evidence information to be exchanged with other financial institutions. With 

the help of trusted third parties (TTP), the financial institution is allowed to discern the 
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nature of the transaction from the transaction score, and therefore, reject or accept its 

execution. 

  

 

Figure 1 My Thesis Statement and the Multi-Component and Multi-Level System 

 

1.3 Significance of Contributions 
My first contribution to money laundering literature is defining an evolution 

model for money laundering schemes, and capturing the dynamics of the evolution. 

Additionally, a practical and multi-analysis AML system that benefits from the cutting 

edge technology of CEP was designed, and more importantly, the system was tested with 

real life cases. Moreover, my AML system was enhanced and supported with a 

transaction scoring system based on the enhanced static risk modeling and dynamic risk 

modeling. Then, following this the transaction scoring system was created, derived from 
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the dynamic risk modeling, which is the cornerstone of the money laundering prevention 

framework. The transaction scoring and exchange framework both constitute the 

transaction scoring exchange and prevention framework.  

Another contribution of my system is testing of detection algorithms using real-

life cases provided by an organization I refer to as the Trusted Third Party (TTP), which 

is legally allowed to collect information and track records of financial exchange. The 

TTP provided sanitized cases on the basis of having each of the five significant 

contributions for MLEDF and MLTSEF using my own test bed and secondarily validated 

in the infrastructure of the TTP.  

First, a preliminary OWL ontology was created by the researcher to build and 

represent a static model of the money laundering schemes. In order to decompose the 

complexity of MLS, some basic ontological constructs are provided that can be used to 

create known money laundering schemes. These basic ontological constructs can be 

integrated into financial transaction specification languages in order to facilitate further 

forensic analysis. My money laundering ontology also provides providing formal 

semantics for financial transaction data by interpreting the ontology in models of WOL 

and RDF. 

Second, due to the dynamic nature of ML make it difficult to differentiate 

between legitimate and fraudulent transactions because of their complexity and evolving 

nature.   Therefore, I evaluated and formulated the external factors that force the MLS to 

evolve, including the trends of and reasons for evolving MLS. A MLS evolves in two 

ways: network and pattern. ML schemes can evolve in parallel ways with the evolution of 
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the MLS network.  Alternatively, the MLS network may evolve on its own, while the 

scheme stays the same. 

Third, the implemented detection framework will detect and identify the 

participants of money laundering schemes. The proposed framework will capture the trail 

of the dynamic and evolving schemes, where I capture in real-time a single scheme as an 

event in a trail, then, using detection algorithms, I associate the captured event with other 

ongoing events. Detecting a long but related sequence of money laundering schemes and 

linking the sequence live becomes simpler, automated, systematic, and easier to 

incorporate with my framework.  

Fourth, the money laundering detection framework detects the well-known types 

of MLS, using six detection algorithms across various business and other sectors. MLS 

Algorithms and MLS Trail Network Detection use six main heterogeneous algorithm 

modules where each algorithm captures the network associated with the specific type of 

MLS within a financial sector.  

Fifth, after detecting the MLS for each business sector with various patterns, I 

detect the evolution of MLS patterns and relations. The dynamics of ML is captured and 

reported by the evolution algorithms. To achieve this, the MLEDF uses four evolution 

algorithms to link and create the series of correlated MLSs that span over time and 

locations.  

Sixth, my framework detects the evolution of MLS and implements a system to 

include SNA for detecting and linking related ML networks. The linkage will function 

properly even when all evidence is unavailable. The major objective of the “SNA” 
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module is to detect components of undiscovered/hidden “Full-Trail” relations by 

analyzing the four databases generated by the framework. During the relationship 

analysis stage, the SNA module investigates the available trails by using the SNA 

database that contains relations to determine if two trails are related through attributes, 

such as amount of funds involved, geography, affinity of participants, time, method for 

laundering, and personal or professional relationships. 

Seventh, I enhanced the existing static money laundering risk model of BSA by 

aggregating and assigning reciprocal static risk scores for transactions. Evaluating a 

transaction based on selected static rules is inadequate because a rule that is normal for a 

one customer’s profile may be a fraudulent pattern for another customer’s profile. Bank 

assigned risk score is inconclusive and insufficient because it is based on limited 

information related to the account, and is valid within the boundaries of the financial 

institution (FI). My risk model aggregates the static risk that is calculated only during the 

account opening and in periodic time intervals with known length. The final static risk 

score is aggregated and calculated through evaluation using transactional patterns of the 

entity. The static risk score given by financial institutions are shared and aggregated to 

the account for relations among transacting entities. I continuously recalculate the static 

risk score of an entity based on the shared risk scores. 

Eighth, specific sectors within the financial industry uses risk models that are 

static and incapable of capturing the known dynamics of money laundering schemes 

(MLS). I propose a risk model for money laundering that assigns a risk value for every 

transactions being a part of a money laundering scheme. The dynamic risk score is shared 
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and aggregated to the account for relations among trusted third parties representing 

transacting entities. The score is valid across every financial domain and is continuously 

updated. Furthermore, it is not bound to the evaluating financial institution risk model 

and financial sector type.  

Ninth, countering ML requires an industry-wide risk analysis method to score 

dynamically and actually prevent a scheme during the life-span of a MLS. The static and 

dynamic risk analysis must be correlated to the analytics of transaction scoring, in order 

to identify transactions with a high risk score participating in ML, and to prevent 

transaction sequences from being executed.  I propose a framework that creates a 

particular transaction messaging system and assigns scores to the transaction; the scoring 

is derived by the already calculated transaction risks, both static and dynamic. The 

transaction scoring uses dynamic risk to produce valid results. 

Finally, the designed prevention framework includes a protocol to exchange the 

information among the framework participants, and is incorporated in two levels of 

information sharing. I used the output of the detection framework in the calculation of 

dynamic risk scoring and exchanging scores and alerts among participants.  

1.4 Summary of Contributions 
 I developed an OWL model to create a money laundering scheme and modeled 

the evolution of the money laundering scheme by extending three economic models. The 

evolution model determines the network or laundering pattern evolution based on four 

factors. 
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I developed money laundering detection framework that uses complex event 

processing and social network analysis. The system detects MLS, including the whole 

sequence of long MLS trails, and produces evidence of the evolution pattern of each trail.  

 

 

Figure 2 Details of My Multi-Component Framework 

 

I extended the BSA static risk model [ 1 , 2] to continuously calculate and update 

the risk based on the transaction activity of the transacting entities. The aggregate static 

risk will continuously vary based on the transaction patterns of the entity, if transacting 

with high-risk or low-risk counter-parties. 

My risk framework includes a static risk model, and a dynamic risk model. The 

dynamic risk model calculates the risk scores of entities associated with the ML activity 

and are based upon the results of the detection framework.  The significance of the 
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dynamic model lies in subverting the shortcoming of the static risk model that allows 

money launderers to reduce static risk even if they are heavily involved in ML activity. I 

developed money laundering transaction scoring system driven from cumulative static 

and dynamic risk, to be used within the proposed money laundering prevention 

framework.  

MLTSEF was designed that encompasses a protocol to exchange information 

among the framework participants. The framework uses TTPs to facilitate the exchange 

of evidence even in cases of non-cooperative participants. The output of MLDEF is used 

in the calculation of the dynamic risk scoring and the exchanging of scores, after which 

transactions are approved or rejected.  

1.5 Limitations of the Dissertation 
The essential parts of the MLDEF were designed, described and implemented for 

the purpose of this dissertation, but not the communication protocol. Two critical 

technical factors will impact the implementation of the latter. The first factor is that, it 

needs to be integrated within financial institutions. The second factor relates to the fact 

that proposed cryptographic overhead that can result in an unacceptably large 

computation time. Although practical solutions may exist, implementing secure 

conversations can alleviate delays and computation overheads have not been considered. 

A minimal concern associated with the gigantic amount of data produced and analyzed 

on the fly is the potential storage overhead, which is beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

There exist few non-technical factors that will impact the feasibility of the 

proposed solution to reduce ML. The first factor is the privacy concern and the lack of 
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cooperation among financial institutions to exchange data.  The second factor is the 

comfort level of financial institutions to delegate TTPs to exchange their information. All 

institutions are mandated by law to identify and report suspicious transactions to the 

financial intelligence unit in their country even if the reporting mechanism does not exist 

or is not utilized. Then, the current system can be easily implemented in the mission-

critical points such as ACH and the stock exchange markets.  

Another critical topic that requires attention is the logic of introducing and using 

CEP in detecting ML, scoring it, and preventing it. To the best of my, and based on 

information from the CEP vendor StreamBase, the amazing performance given by the 

CEP, its versatility, speed, and agility in handling complex, diverse, and consistently fast 

data streams, is not limited to the financial industry but includes ongoing work in the 

defense and intelligence communities. The CEP product StreamBase [ 3] that was used in 

the current study, with direct permission and copyrights from the vendor, is supported by 

an independent strategic not-for-profit venture capital firm named In-Q-Tel. The 

organization In-Q-Tel identifies innovative technologies to support the missions of the 

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the broader Intelligence Community (IC), and 

seeks to be equipped with the latest in information technology in support of the United 

States’ intelligence capability [ 4 ].  

1.6 Organization of the Dissertation 
Chapter 2 provides a brief background regarding money laundering, anti-money 

laundering systems, social network analysis, and complex event processing.  The two 

frameworks and their dependencies cover the different nature and spectrum of the current 
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work, and therefore, each chapter contains a section titled “Related Work” to discuss and 

compare works relevant to this dissertation in the context of the topic covered within the 

chapter. Hence, chapters 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are self-contained and include a problem 

statement of their own, as well. As a brief introductory chapter, Chapter 3 briefly 

explains the topics, and details the basics of ML and AML systems, and BSA. Then, the 

emerging topics of CEP and SNA are discussed. 

Chapter 4 explains the ontological model of well-known money laundering 

schemes. Chapter 4 also explains the evolution model along with a case study. Chapter 5 

introduces the four-layered centralized approach to my ML evolution detection 

framework (MLEDF) and details the MLS pattern detection along with a case study. 

Chapter 6 covers the evolution detection of the correlated complex ML networks by 

MLEDF, while explaining how SNA is used to link the network even with missing 

evidence. Chapter 7 describes how I enhanced the BSA risk model with a dynamic risk 

model was created in order to produce valid ML risk scores that are not susceptible to the 

manipulation of launderers.  

Extending the work from previous chapters, Chapter 8 describes the transaction 

scoring obtained from the proposed risk models and MLEDF, and explains the 

components of the Money Laundering Transaction Scoring Exchange Framework 

(MLTSEF) that is used in preventing ML.  

Chapter 9 describes the experiment results in detail, including a discussion of the 

accuracy and performance tests for both MLEDF and MLTSEF.  
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Finally, Chapter 10 concludes the dissertation by summarizing the contributions 

of this research and discussing possible future research areas. 
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CHAPTER TWO - BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an overview of the topics associated with my dissertation 

work; Money Laundering (ML), Anti-Money Laundering (AML) systems, Bank Secrecy 

Act (BSA), Social Network Analysis (SNA), and Complex Event Processing (CEP). 

First, ML and AML are described, and the shortcomings of current AML systems are 

discussed. Then the emergence of the BSA is explained, and then SNA and CEP and their 

use in my work are described.   

2.2 Money Laundering (ML) 
Many definitions have been given for money laundering, but one of the broadest 

is “Using proven and secret techniques to make money obtained in dirty ways appear to 

have been acquired elsewhere”. Money laundering is a long-term and multi-level process 

that proceeds within the legitimate transaction systems and business cycles to legalize 

illegal funds. Anything can be used in the money laundering process, including 

diamonds, rare coins, airline tickets, livestock, music tracks sold in iTunes, rental 

property in “second life”, stocks and derivatives markets.  

 The ML process has three stages [ 5]:   

(1) Placement: The dirty money is placed into the legal economy, by deposit in a 

financial institution.  
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(2) Layering: The money in a financial institution is passed through many 

transactions and financial activities, such as withdrawing funds and then investing them 

in other financial instruments to distance the dirty money from its placement stage.  

(3) Integration: The money re-enters the economy in its cleansed form. After this 

stage, the money launderer has already passed the detection stage. This is due to the 

difficulty in associating a launderer in this stage to the activities stages, especially if there 

is no evidence or tracking. 

2.2.1 International Organizations to Fight Money Laundering 
In this section lists international organizations established to counteract, detect 

and prevent money laundering.   

(1) Financial Action Task Force (FATF): The highest authority in counter money 

laundering activities, this is an inter-governmental body aimed to develop, promote, 

monitor, and report any national and international policies to combat ML/TF.  

(2) United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC): The UN organization 

has “The Law Enforcement, Organized Crime and Anti-Money-Laundering Unit”, which 

is entitled to carry out the programs against ML.   

(3) United Nations International Money Laundering Information Network 

(IMoLIN): The UN has an Internet-based network works against ML/TF, developed with 

the input collected from UNODC.  

(4) The Wolfsberg Group: An association of 12 global banks that establishes 

standards on AML efforts and other forms of regulation, such as the money laundering 

risk model.  
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(5) Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs): A group composed of 

specialized governmental agencies referred to as Financial Intelligence Units, which 

provide global law enforcement agencies with data and facilitate information exchange. 

Each country has its own FIU, with the jurisdiction to investigate and analyze money 

laundering and other financial crimes [ 6].  

(6) The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN): The FIU of the United 

States Department of the Treasury that is entitled to collect and analyze information 

about financial transactions. 

2.3 Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Money Laundering Systems 
Anti-money laundering (AML) is a financial terminology that collectively s to the 

laws, regulations, procedures, and instituted control-mechanisms that are adopted by the 

FIs to detect and report MLA. The purpose of AML systems is to stop the practice of 

generating money using illegal actions. It is incumbent on the FI to comply with AML 

regulation and procedures. Consequently, if MLA occurs without being reported, then the 

FI will be penalized for lack of compliance.   

Anti-Money Laundering systems (AMLS) are categorized into several 

governmental and commercial systems, each one tailored toward the demand and 

functionality of the adopting organization. Some organizations implement an AMLS for 

internal use, such as FAIS [7] of FinCEN, whereas other organizations implement AMLS 

for global use, such as IMoLIN [ 8]. An AML system combines the information gathered 

with the knowledge of experts to decide on the possibility and severity of MLA. 
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2.3.1 Bank Secrecy Act and Transaction Reporting  
AML strategies date back to the 1970s in the US. The United States Government 

started to regulate the financial sector with the Currency and Financial Transactions 

Reporting Act (CFTRA) passed by the US Government in 1970. Due to improvements in 

technology and changing ML techniques, the CFTRA was updated in the past years with 

regulations to counter money laundering and other financial crimes [ 1 , 9]. CFTRA has 

been amended by Title III of the US PATRIOT Act of 2001 and other legislation, a legal 

framework commonly referred to as the "Bank Secrecy Act" (BSA). 

The BSA mandates FIs to submit several types of reports. As of April 2013, all 

are filed online at FinCEN. Some of the reports listed are the:  

(1) Suspicious Activity Report (SAR): Filed in the event of any suspicious 

transaction relevant to a possible violation of law or regulation.  

(2) Currency Transaction Report (CTR): Filed for each transaction (deposit, 

withdrawal, exchange of currency, or transfer) of monetary value exceeding $10,000.  

(3) International Transportation of Currency or Monetary Instruments (CMIR): 

Filed by a person who physically transports currency, traveler’s checks, and other 

monetary instruments in an amount exceeding $10,000 into or out of the United States. 

2.4 Complex Event Processing 
The main objective of Complex Event Processing (CEP) is to connect gigantic 

event streams (such as stock market data), as well as to correlate such streams, analyze 

them in “real-time” and detect patterns, and/or monitor ongoing activity, such as detect 

fraudulent patterns or follow stock sales trends. Another definition of CEP is that it is a 

technique of tracking and analyzing (processing) streams of data, and to aggregate and 
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conclude facts about events [10]. Data streams used in analysis can be collected from 

multiple sources, in order to infer events and patterns [11, 12, 13]. 

2.4.1 New Paradigm of Event Processing  
All of the above definition may seem normal for event processing in today’s 

technology, but what differentiate the CEP as a new paradigm is the following 

outstanding features [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]:  

(1) High Throughput: To process large volumes of messages, as in millions in a 

second.  

(2) Low Latency: To report and react in real-time to occurring conditions, in 

milliseconds. 

 (3) Complex Computations: To detect patterns among events (event correlation), 

filter events, aggregate time or length of windows of events, join event streams, trigger 

other actions when the collection of streams satisfy pre-specified conditions.   

2.4.2 Computation-oriented and Detection-oriented Event Processing  
Based on objectives of event processing, CEP solutions are classified into two 

categories [14]:  

(1) Computation-oriented or Operation-Oriented (COEP): To aggregate data and 

other mathematical calculations, in order to extract valuable data from streams.   

(2) Detection-oriented (DOEP): To detect sequences of correlated event patterns.  

For example, calculating aggregated daily sales of a stock, or calculating daily 

average sale of stock shares bought by all people from a specific country, or calculating 

the total wire transfers to a specific bank in a specific country are examples of 
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computation-oriented CEP. Detecting a Ponzi trade pattern or transaction patterns of a 

specified group of traders are examples of detection-oriented CEP.  

The detection oriented event processing is driven by a need to detect faster than 

previously speeds. Computation oriented Event Processing is not driven by a need to 

detect more accurately, as detection accuracy necessitates improved detection 

methodology. Detection methods are not part of CEP, though CEP eases the 

implementation of those methods [14]. 

2.5 Social Network Analysis 
Social network analysis (SNA) is the systematic analysis of social connections, to 

observe social relationships as network [19]. In SNA, a relationship consists of nodes that 

identify actors (people) in the network and ties their identity with a relationship (such as 

family, friendship, financial, organizational or a criminal) between the actors [19, 20].  

Some SNA models follow a procedure to find the key actors (players) in a network. The 

SNA key-players’ model might  to the chairman of an organization and the president of 

country or a ring leader of a criminal gang.  

2.5.1 Social Network analysis in the Criminal Studies and Fraud  
Some SNA models evaluate the location of actors in the network, and other 

models (to a less degree) assess their weights in sequence of connections. Few models 

give weight to the relationships, thereby measuring the influence of key players in the 

continuity of the network.  Few models [21] suggest identifying criminal leaders by 

assigning them with a role [20].  
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2.5.2Social Network analysis in the Anti Money Laundering Systems  
Current Anti-Money Laundering (AML) systems are designed to function based 

on the requirements of and functions within the boundaries of the adopting organization. 

Increase of sophistication of money laundering techniques can be countered by 

integrating new techniques such as SNA, in addition to the already existing rule-based 

analysis and risk modeling.  
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CHAPTER THREE – ONTOLOGICAL CONSTRUCTS TO CREATE MONEY 

LAUNDERING SCHEMES 

3.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides ontological components to construct money laundering 

schemes. The terminology and constructs that combine them provide an unambiguous 

nomenclature and an associated semantics to describe money laundering schemes.  

Money Laundering Schemes (MLS) have evolved in order to take advantage of 

internet-based financial transactions and web services. To date, regulations alone have 

not been able to deter such schemes, as seen in recent examples of long running money 

laundering schemes [22, 23, 24, 25]. Digital currencies (E-Money) are particularly 

suitable for money laundering schemes because of their global usability, anonymity, ease 

of use, and instantaneous transferability. It is becoming increasingly difficult to 

differentiate between legitimate and fraudulent transactions because of their complexity 

and evolving nature, as described in recent publications [ 24, 25, 30].   

In order to decompose this complexity, some basic ontological constructs are 

hereby provided that can be used to create known money laundering schemes. These 

basic ontological constructs can be integrated with financial transaction specification 

languages to provide further forensic analysis, particularly with XBRL, the de-facto 

standard for reporting in the financial industry, in order to recognize financial misuses.  
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 discusses the well-

known money laundering schemes. Section 3.3 defines the components of money 

laundering schemes and section 3.4 defines the proposed money laundering ontological 

constructs. Section 3.5 presents an example of constructing a money laundering scheme 

using the proposed ontological constructs.  Section 3.6 describes related work in the area 

of money laundering ontologies. Section 3.7 has concluding comments. 

3.2 Known Money Laundering Schemes 
In order to identify the basic components of existing money laundering schemes, I 

list some well-known money laundering schemes as follows:  

1. Structured Transfer Scheme: This method involves splitting a transfer of funds into 

multiple fund transfers involving smaller amounts that are below the threshold of 

suspicion. 

2. Alternative Remittance Systems Scheme: In this method, all transactions are made in 

cash, involving parties (two or more) that calculate the difference of their balances, and 

make quick payments in their own countries without the need for any electronic wire 

transfer.     

3. Loan Back Scheme: In this method, a shell company (a fictitious company created 

merely to transfer money without raising suspicion) transfers funds allocated as credit 

from the money launderer in the form of a loan. The loan is then repaid with laundered 

money, thereby legitimizing such laundered money.   
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4. Low Invoicing Scheme: In this method, the seller lowers the invoice to the buyer as 

payment for an illegal commodity (such as drugs or weapons).  The buyer then resells 

the product for a high profit.  

5. High Invoicing Scheme: In this method, high prices for goods are paid by contractors, 

which results in high profits (laundered money) for the seller. This is characterized by 

fabricated deliveries of products, transactions carried out by shell companies in 

offshore territories, and use of electronic payments by anonymous persons. 

6. Anonymous Account Holder Services: In this method, accounts are created by E-

Money servers for customers who wish to be anonymous during E-Money transactions. 

These are attractive to money launderers due to the ease and secrecy of fund transfers 

among the accounts, as well as the accessibility to funding withdrawals at any regular 

banking locations.  

7. Stock Market Schemes: Involves manipulation and transfer pricing in the stock market. 

An example of this would be the sale of a certain symbol where the market trend leans 

toward buying its stock, or the buying of a specific symbol where the market trend 

leans toward selling its stock. 

8. Derivative Market Schemes: Involves manipulation, zero-sum game and transfer 

pricing in the derivative market, especially with its large variety of products and 

markets. 
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3.3 Components of Money Laundering Schemes  
The four basic entities used to construct a money laundering scheme are people, 

the organization, portfolio, and messages. The “people” represent the individuals who 

participate in a business transaction.  This entity can be business related, non-business 

related, or a money launderer.  

 

 
Figure 3  The ontology class diagram 
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The “organization” represents any institution or firm that engages in financial 

operations or business trading. The “portfolio” represents any assets of a person or an 

organization in a financial institution. “Messages” represent any form of communication 

exchanged between people and organizations. 

Three auxiliary entities are also used in this study: a communication medium, 

invoice and identification documents to represent schemes. The “communication 

medium” represents any environment that allows the delivery of messages. The “invoice” 

represents the demand for payment issued in trading schemes. “Identification documents” 

are used to identify the “people”.   

There are many relationships amongst the entities.  Therefore, these entities and 

relationships are formally defined using the Web Ontology Language (OWL). 

3.4 The Ontology of Money Laundering Schemes 
The ontology class diagram represents the components used in money laundering 

schemes as described in the previous section: people, organization, portfolios, messages, 

communication medium, invoice and identification documents.  The entities in the OWL 

ontology shown in Figure 3 above are listed and described as follows: 

1. People: Represents individuals who participate in a business transaction. This consists 

of the subclasses “business related”, “ML participant”, and “ML not participant”. 

This entity is associated with the following entities: “organization”, “portfolio”, 

“messages”, “identification document”, and “money laundering schemes”. For 

instance, money launderer “people” need “identification documents”, to send 
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“messages” to withdraw “portfolio” cash from an “organization” bank, as part of a 

structured “money laundering scheme”. 

2. Portfolio: Represents financial assets and products. This has many subclasses such as 

“cash”, “security”, and “bank account”. This entity is associated with “organization”, 

“people” and “messages”. For instance, “people” own accounts linked to a bank 

“organization”, and access them via bank transaction “messages”. 

3.  Organization: Represents any business engaged in trading or financial transactions. 

This has many subclasses such as “banking”, “securities trading”, and “electronic 

organization”. This entity is associated with the following entities: “people”, 

“portfolio”, “messages”, “invoice”, and “money laundering schemes”. For instance, a 

security trading company sends invest “messages”, or issues an “invoice” from the 

security account to the account owner. 

4. Messages: Represents all messages exchanged in the domain between “people” and 

“organization”. All the activities in the domain are performed via messages, such as 

“bank messages”, “trade messages”, and “human messages”. This entity is associated 

with entities: “people”, “organization”, “portfolio”, “communication medium” and 

“money laundering schemes”. For instance, to withdraw funds, the money launderer 

“people” send the withdraw “message” to the bank “organization”, and thereby the 

withdraw “message” accesses the “portfolio” bank account, as part of the structuring 

“money laundering scheme” using the phone “communication medium”. 

5. Communication medium: Represents all methods of standard and encrypted 

communication.  This has many subclasses, such as “anonymous proxy server”, 
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“electronic payment server”, and “mail server”. This entity is associated with the 

entities, “message” and “money laundering schemes”. For instance, the deposit uses 

the “electronic payment server” as part of the “money laundering schemes”. 

6. Identification document: Represents all documents that can be provided by the person 

for identification purposes.  This has many subclasses, such as “national card ID” and 

“passport”. This entity is only associated with the entity, “people”. For instance, 

money launderer “people” must have an “identification document” passport. 

7. Invoices:  Represents trading statements. This consists of the subclasses “invoice to 

business” and “invoice to people”. This entity is associated with the entities, 

“organization” and “people”. For instance, an “organization” issues an “invoice” to 

“people”. 

8. Money laundering schemes: Represents the various money laundering techniques. 

This has many subclasses such as “low invoicing scheme” and “structuring scheme”. 

The finance industry is very dynamic; as the money laundering techniques continue to 

evolve, they can be added to the ontology. This entity is associated with the following 

entities: “people”, “organization”, “message”, and “communication medium”. For 

instance, money launderer “people” send a transfer “message” to the bank 

“organization”, as part of the high invoicing “money laundering schemes”. 

The object properties in the OWL ontology are hereby listed and described as 

follows: 

1. HasProvided: For one entity to provide information to another entity. For instance, a 

person provides his or her bank account number to an organization.  
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2. HasRequestedBy: An entity makes a request to another entity. For instance, an EFT is 

requested by an account holder from a bank. 

3. HasRequestedFrom: An entity receives a request from another.  For instance, an EFT 

requested from a bank by a person. 

4. HasUsedAccessed: An entity uses or accesses another entity. 

5. Is: To associate an entity within the MLS with their specific entity. For instance, the 

entity “EMSS Launderer” is a “MLSParticipant”. 

6. IsAssociatedAsClassWith: To associate or link an entity “Value Type” with its super 

class. 

7. IsFrom: To associate the source entity of messages that is not in the form of a request. 

For instance, an electronic fund transfer is from a person. 

8. IsOwnedByLinkedTo: An entity that is owned by or linked to another. 

9. IsTowards: To associate the target entity of messages that is not in the form of a 

request. For instance, an electronic funds transfer is made in favor of a shell 

company. 

10. MustHaveDataOf: An entity has the data of another. For instance, a bank must have 

the data of the account holder person. 

3.5 Example Construction of Money Laundering Scheme 
In this section, the anonymous account holder services scheme is created using 

the constructs from my OWL ontology. According to the OWL definition herein 

employed, messages are linked to one or more entities. For instance, opening an account 

is a relation linked to the requester entity and the requested entity, and the request 
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message is sent by a person to a bank. Another example can be the relation in electronic 

funds transfers (EFT), where there is a receiver entity and a sender entity.  Owning an 

account, however, is linked to only one entity. The message sequence of the example 

scheme is described in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Choreographies of Anonymous Account Holder Services Scheme 

Step Entity Message (Linked Entity) 

1st AnonySession HasRequestedFrom(ProxyServer), HasRequestedBy(MLaunderer) 

2nd  AnonySession IsFrom(ProxyServer), IsTowards(MLaunderer) 

3rd  EMAccount-1 HasRequestedFrom(EMoneyServer), 

HasRequestedBy(MLaunderer) 

4th  EMAccount-1 IsFrom(EMoneyServer), IsTowards(MLaunderer) 

5th  MLaunderer HasProvided(ShellComp) 

6th  ShellComp MustHaveDataOf(EMAccount-1) 

7th  MLaunderer HasUsedAccessed (DepositCash)  

8th  DepositCash IsFrom(MLaunderer), IsTowards(ShellComp) 

9th  EMAccount-2 HasRequestedFrom(EMoneyServer), HasRequestedBy(ShellComp) 

10th  EMAccount-2 IsFrom(EMoneyServer), IsTowards(ShellComp) 

11th  E-Deposit HasRequestedFrom(EMExchange),  HasRequestedBy(ShellComp) 

12th  EMExchange HasUsedAccessed(EMAccount-2) 

13th  EFT IsFrom(EMAccount-2), IsTowards(EMAccount-1) 

14th  EFT IsFrom(ShellComp), IsTowards(MLaunderer) 

15th  Withdraw HasRequestedFrom(EMExchange), HasRequestedBy(MLaunderer) 

16th  Withdraw HasUsedAccessed(EMoneyServer) 

17th  Withdraw IsFrom (EMAccount-1), IsTowards(MLaunderer) 

 

The choreographies of Table 1 are briefly described as follows: 

Steps 1 and 2 are the request for an anonymous session by the money launderer 

and the opening of the session by the proxy server. Steps 3 and 4 are the request for an 

electronic currency account by the money launderer and the opening of the account by 

the electronic payment server. In steps 5 and 6, the money launderer passes the account 
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information to the shell company. In steps 7 and 8, the money launderer transfers cash 

funds to the shell company. Steps 9 and 10 are the request for an electronic currency 

account by the shell company and the opening of the account by the electronic payment 

server. Steps 11 and 12 represent the cash deposit of the shell company to the electronic 

currency exchange and provision of account information. Steps 13 and 14 are the transfer 

of funds from the shell company to the money launderer using electronic currency 

accounts. Steps 15, 16, and 17 represent the withdrawal of funds from the electronic 

currency account of the money launderer, using the electronic currency exchange office.  

 

 
Figure 4  The sequence diagram of the anonymous account holder services scheme 

 

Figure 4 shows the sequence diagram of the choreographies, using the relation 

and constructs from the OWL ontology.  Figure 5 shows the objects properties used in the 
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ontology, linking the entities of the choreographies of the anonymous account holder 

services scheme. 

 

 
Figure 5  The objects represented in the anonymous account holder services scheme 

 

3.6 Related Work 
International organizations such as The Financial Action Task Force on Money 

Laundering and National Drug Intelligence Center publish annual reports on and statistics 

of money laundering trends, including ongoing investigations of cyber laundering cases 

[22, 23, 24, 25].  FF-POIROT [ 26, 27, 28, 29] is a project which builds a detailed 

ontology of European law on the preventive practices of financial fraud. The project is 
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focused on sales tax fraud and online investment solicitation, and it does not go into 

details of money laundering ontologies and schemes. Woda [ 30] extensively describes 

money laundering techniques, but does not include any formal specification or ontology 

definition of the MLS. Vanderlinden [ 33] produced a comprehensive OWL ontology for 

financial systems, and covers legitimate transactions. The emphasis of the work done is 

to produce the OWL, and no detail is provided about the formal definition and 

methodological background. 

Several publications study deficiencies of the languages used in the financial 

industry, with a particular focus on the taxonomy and specification of the reporting 

languages.  None of these studies cover the MLS with the exception of Viveo [ 41] and 

SEPBLAC [ 42].   

As part of their consulting work for large global financial enterprises, Viveo 

released their product “QUALIFY-IT- XBRL Reporting” to provide bankers with 

uniform message content (e.g. Fraud detection, Risk control, Money laundering) before 

anyone else can get it. The Viveo [ 41] product is tailored to the retail banking industry 

and heavily depends on XBRL [ 34], and thus lacks the capability to be used in web 

services transaction languages such as IFX [ 43].  The taxonomy project of SEPBLAC [ 

42], titled “Telematic Reporting Project”, automates the reporting process of suspicious 

transactions, improves efficiency with fewer tasks and errors, and ensures scalability.  

Chen et al. [ 34] assess different taxonomies used for financial reporting in different 

countries, based on data samples selected from the Shanghai Stock Exchange. They 

explore whether the current XBRL can apply to real life scenarios, and conclude the need 
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to improve XBRL. Nicola et al. [ 35] developed an application-oriented, domain-specific 

benchmark, "Transaction Processing over XML”, which simulates multi-user financial 

workloads with data based on the FIXML standard. Carrillo et al. [ 36 , 37] propose 

creating middleware to reduce the incompatibility from multiple implementations of 

XBRL in an enterprise. This is based on their developing an XBRL taxonomy for public 

institutions in Colombia.  

Several efforts are underway to develop taxonomies for financial and investment 

organizations. Progress is being made on preparing taxonomy for the financial industry 

and investment organizations. Lara et al. [ 38] introduce a generic translation process of 

XBRL taxonomies of investment funds into OWL ontologies. They suggest that 

extensions to OWL are required to fulfill all the requirements of financial information 

reporting. An improved XBRL can be achieved by adding formal semantics. Castells et 

al. [ 39] developed an ontology-based platform that provides the integration of contents 

and semantics in a knowledge base that provides a conceptual view of low-level contents 

and semantic search facilities.  Dui et al. [ 40] demonstrate that configuration 

management for XML languages is more complicated than traditional software 

engineering artifacts, and they propose to evaluate XML by using different versions of 

the Financial Products Markup Language (FpML). They conclude that designers of 

FpML, and of many other complex XML languages, may need to make changes to the 

language while retaining overall compatibility. None of these works mentioned above 

analyze the semantics of money laundering, nor do they propose a model that can be used 

to detect the schemes within the available financial reporting languages such as IFX [ 
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43], a language the financial industry heavily depends upon for web-based transaction 

and business-to-business banking. In this study, Methontology [ 31] was used to develop 

this ontology because Protégé [ 32] uses it. 

3.7 Conclusion 
This chapter describes an OWL ontology to build money laundering schemes. The 

implemented ontology provides components that can be used to construct MLS. My 

money laundering ontology provides formal semantics for financial transaction data, and 

facilitates detecting illegal financial schemes.  
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CHAPTER FOUR – MODELLING THE EVOLUTION OF MONEY 

LAUNDERING SCHEMES 

4.1 Introduction  
In response to anti-money laundering systems, launderers are using more complex 

schemes that can evolve dynamically with different fraud patterns, to include other 

schemes and to expand over networks in different countries. The concealment process 

requires the modification of network members and laundering techniques. Detecting a 

trail of money laundering schemes and linking the sequence becomes more difficult with 

the traditional analysis methods that do not consider the evolutionary aspect of ML. This 

chapter describes the model I developed to identify the factors and their effect on 

laundering mechanisms. 

I evaluate and formulate the external factors that force the MLS to evolve. The 

static MLS were defined using an ontological model, therefore, the evolution of the static 

schemes onto evolving dynamic schemes are modeled using the previously defined well-

known static MLS. I use a declarative definition of change requested to make the 

evolution a “predefined evolution”. The reason for this is in order to control the way 

changes are made to be similar to the path chosen by money launderers.  

There are few economic models [44, 45, 46] that examine the evolution of money 

laundering schemes.  These models systematically analyze the link between the crime 

proceeds and financial systems, and provide a theoretical analysis of the systems that 
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control the evolution of the illegitimate activity. They attempt to formally correlate the 

illegitimate activities with the development of an illegitimate economy.  The objective of 

the analysis is to find the equilibrium point of minimized collateral costs of regulation 

and tolerable level of money laundering. My dynamic evolution modeling incorporates 

the objective and theories of these economic models. The term “changing” itself refers to 

the task of deciding the changes to perform upon the MLS, particularly the human-driven 

(following the footprints of money launderers) execution of the changes, and the 

management of their effects in the sequence of MLS. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 identifies the trends of 

evolving MLS and section 4.3discusses the evolution methods and the factors affecting it. 

Section 4.4 presents an example of scheme evolution and section 4.5 presents a 

discussion on related work in the area. Section 4.6 has concluding comments. 

4.2 Identify the trends of evolving MLS 
The model conceptualizes the evolution of the MLS, using the evolution of the 

static MLS ontology to identify the factors that influence and bear consequences on the 

evolution. Therefore, the model will implement the changes in systematic and controlled 

steps, to avoid conflicts and inconsistency with real life cases.  

The first step in formulating evolution involves identifying the reasons and 

contributing factors that lead to the evolution of MLS. This will include the analysis 

undertaken by few economic models that explain the rationale of such evolution using a 

probabilistic approach and economy analysis. There are many contributing factors to the 

decision on the method of evolution, however, all can be categorized in three categories: 
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Security factors (Risk and AML regulations), economic factors (Tax), and technological 

factors (new mediums for laundering).  

4.3 Evolution of the MLS 
 

 
Figure 6 Money Laundering Scheme before the evolution 

 

In order to describe money laundering evolution, I start the section with some 

informal descriptions of dynamic evolution of MLSs. One of the primary reasons for 

evolving money laundering schemas is to create a distance between the origin and the 

destination of the (placement, layering, integration) stages of money laundering. 

Consequently, the complexity of the evolution of the MLS is increased by increasing the 

distinct number of “Network/Location”. The dynamics of the evolution is tracked and 

traced by following the direction of the laundered-money flow. Money launderers get 

involved in business transactions that follow the direction of the laundered-money flow. 

However the transactions are perceived as normal transaction in the opposite direction to 

the money-flow if they are not linked to other transaction in the big scheme of the events. 
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The figures 6 and 7 depict how MLS evolves, and conveys the complexity in the 

evolution. In figure7, the top half contained 3 schemes and 4 entities, whereas, the bottom 

half evolved into dynamically evolving schemes using 31 schemes and 21 entities. After 

the evolution, and as it can be seen from the figure 7, the distance between the 

“Company1” and the “Money-Launderer  EndBoss” had increased.  

 

 
Figure 7 Transition of the MLS into complex and dynamically evolving schemes 
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MLS will evolve in two ways. The first is to evolve in parallel with the evolution 

of the MLS network.  In the second way, the MLS network may evolve on its own, while 

the scheme remains static. 

4.3.1 Evolution as Change of the Network  
 

 
Figure 8 The allowed evolutions of MLS 

 

To comply with the evolution principles, I assume that organizations or people 

cannot take different roles simultaneously in the same scheme. From the perspective of 

economic models, a scheme is not accepted to be evolving when it keeps the same 

network members. A network of the MLS can evolve in two ways, either by expanding or 

by shrinking. A network can expand either by having two networks merged or having a 

new network added. Whereas, in a shrinking network, either the members are replaced 

with changing roles, or new members are added to the network. The allowed network 

evolutions are shown in figure 8 and figure 9. 
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Figure 9  The network evolution 

 

The list below describes the ways in which a network can expand or shrink: 

1. The members of the network are reduced, and the role of the decommissioned 

members is either re-assigned or not used.  

2. A role can be assigned to members of other networks. A network can cooperate with 

other networks to accomplish the task in the targeted geographical area of the other 

network. 

3. If ML requires new organizations and members in other regions, the launderers must 

expand the network.  

4. If there is no way of partnering with networks in the targeted geographical area, then 

a new network will be formed from existing business organizations in that targeted 

area. 

5. Frequently, ML can use legally established businesses to launder money, without 

raising the suspicions of the abused firm.  

I observe that network evolution of options 3, 4, and 5 are more common. This is 

because some schemes cannot expand the network in large numbers or in certain 
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countries, as that might draw the attention of the authorities. Importantly, this study 

signifies that that not every network evolution requires activity and expansion to other 

countries.  For example, consider a smurfing scheme that involves fifty money 

depositors, with thirty bank accounts and thirty EFTs. This scheme can evolve into a 

Hawala scheme that involves fifty money depositors, with ten remittance offices (of 

which five exist in the destination) and fifty pays (half of which is for pays to 

collaborators of the money launderer).  Alternatively, it can evolve into a Hawala scheme 

with ten money depositors, with only three or four remittance offices, one of which is 

owned or operated by the money launderer. In this schema, the launderer can reduce the 

number of people involved in the scheme, and thereby reduce the cost, if he owns a 

business involved in the scheme.  

4.3.2 Evolution as Change of the Patterns 
A scheme can evolve into other types of MLS. However, there are certain rules 

that force its evolution in the direction of a more complex scheme. I consider evolution 

among complex schemes, and simple schemes can evolve into more complex schemes. 

Realistically, complex schemes will evolve into simple schemes, such as Hawala or 

Smurfing, even if that involves expanding the network.   

During the transition from a scheme type into another, there will be an increase or 

a decrease in the cost (C), network members (N), and professionals (P) involved in the 

scheme. For instance, evolving from the Smurf scheme into the E-Money scheme will 

reduce C, N, and P. Below, figure 10 shows the list of allowed evolutions among well-
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known MLS types. The chart for the changes in the C, N, and P among schemes is 

represented in figure 10 below. 

 

 
Figure 10  Evolution of MLS involving the changes in Cost, Network, and Professionals 

 

4.3.3 Evolution Factors and Their Priorities  
The factors of Cost, Risk, Anti-Money Laundering regulation (AML), and Tax are 

herein accepted as being the primary determinants of the evolution process. The 

secondary factors will be Geography, Economy, Technology and Time.  Each factor has a 

different effect on the evolution process; the effects of cost and risk are shown in figures 

11and 12. The amount that needs to be laundered has an effect on the decision of what 

MLS to select for laundering, as such decision will determine the duration of evolution. 

The priority order is defined as: Cost, Risk , AML , Tax, and Geography. 
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The AML factor contributes to the changing network; hence, to the changing 

countries. The Cost factor contributes to changing MLS. The Tax factor contributes to the 

changing network; hence, the changing countries. The Risk factor contributes to the 

changing MLS and network. The Time factor contributes to the changing MLS, 

especially in the E-Money scheme. 

 

 
Figure 11  The evolution depending on Cost factor 

 

Lastly, one must remember that the amount needed to be laundered will have an 

effect on the decision of what MLS to select. That decision will determine the duration of 

the MLS. 
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Figure 12  The evolution depending on Risk factor while Cost factor is stagnant 

 

4.4 Example of a Scheme Evolution 
The Black Market Peso Exchange Method (BMPE) is a ML method that 

facilitates movement of cash through wire remittances involving small amounts, rather 

than through bulk cash movement, combined with trade-based money laundering. The 

steps involved in BMPE [52] are as follows:   

“A” is a Colombian drug lord operating in the US. Money in the US needs to be 

placed into the financial system. “B” is a legitimate Colombian businessman who 

specializes in computer trading. “B” wants to purchase computers from “XYZ”. The 

money broker (MB) in Colombia asks nominees in the U.S. to open checking accounts 

and blank checks are signed by the nominees and given to the broker. The drug lord “A” 

sells the cash to the MB in exchange for pesos, which are paid in Colombia. The broker 

directs his network nominees to pick up the cash, and structure deposits into checking 

accounts.   
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Figure 13 The evolution of the Smurfing onto Black Market Peso Exchange Method 

 

The MB sells the checks drawn to “B”, who needs U.S. dollars to conduct trade 

with “XYZ” at a normal exchange rate, to avoid the 10% Peso to Dollar exchange fee. 

The MB fills in the dollar amount on the signed check leaving the name of the payee 

blank.  Afterwards, “B” can fill in the payees’ name using the signed checks to purchase 

computers from “XYZ”. Later, “XYZ” ships the machines to businessman B at his free-

trade zone warehouse in Panama. The MB collects million dollars’ worth of pesos from 

B, and turns over the pesos to “A”. 
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4.5 Related Work 
Few economic models examine the evolution of money laundering schemes 

(MLS). Brigitte Unger [44] improves the well-known "Walker Model", by adopting the 

relationship between tax evasion and money laundering. She suggests that the "Walker 

Model" must be calculated for all countries. The Gravity Model for measuring ML claims 

that laundering takes place when the underlying crime makes illegal income. Such 

proceeds need to be brought back into the legal economy, and the incentive to launder 

increases with lower tax rates and lenient policies. Ferwerda [45] formulated the relation 

between ML and crime. The model claims that the probability to be caught for ML, the 

sentence for ML, the probability to be convicted for the predicate crime, and the 

transaction costs of ML are all negatively related to the crime rate in the country. 

Masciandaro [46] argues that ML creates its own course in the economy by creating a 

money flow in the illegal economy. Therefore, a fixed portion of the illegal proceeds is 

laundered, and is then invested into legal or illegal businesses. The decidability factor for 

ML depends on factors such as time, cost, and difference between interest rates of illegal 

and legal economies versus the interest rate of keeping the money unlaundered.   

4.6 Conclusion  
In this study, a framework has been created to detect the evolution of MLS. The 

methodology and choreographies involved in the evolution of well-known MLS have 

been defined. Although the current study’s choreographies only specify well-known 

money laundering schemes, the framework can be updated with business rules to capture 

any form of MLS that can be mined from repositories of financial transactions. 
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CHAPTER FIVE - PATTERN DETECTION OF THE EVOLVING MONEY 

LAUNDERING SCHEMES  

5.1 Introduction  
Money launderers are adopting more complex schemes to avoid anti-money 

laundering systems. These schemes can evolve dynamically with different fraud patterns 

to include other schemes and to expand over networks in different countries. The 

concealment process requires the modification of network members and laundering 

techniques. Detecting a trail of money laundering schemes and linking the sequence 

becomes more difficult with the traditional offline analysis methods. Such methods 

depend on data mining techniques and the knowledge of the expert. The majority of the 

existing methods emphasize on individual’s transactions and thereby limit the capabilities 

to capture a long trail of frauds. A framework is herein proposed to capture the trail of the 

dynamic and evolving schemes. My framework “Money Laundering Evolution Detection 

Framework” uses sequence matching, case-based analysis, and complex event processing 

to link the fraud trails. A single scheme is captured in real-time as an event in a trail, 

then, using detection algorithms, the captured event is associated with the ongoing 

events. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 identifies the MLS 

detection methods and trends in AML systems and section 5.3 discusses the critical 

detection factors and shortcomings of AML systems. Section 5.4 explains the Money 
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Laundering Evolution Detection Framework (MLEDF) proposed to collect the evidence 

patterns of conventional and web-based financial transactions. Section 5.5 defines the 

evidence gathered and data used to detect the evolution of MLS. Section 5.6 describes the 

six MLS Pattern Detection Modules (detection algorithms) in MLEDF that are used to 

find the components of ML networks from scenarios of fully available evidence data of 

transactions. Section 5.7 explains in detail the detection module of the derivative market. 

Section 5.8 describes related work and Section 5.9 consists of the concluding comments. 

5.2 Detection Methods and Trends in AML Systems 
Anti-Money Laundering (AML) systems are categorized into several 

governmental and commercial systems where each system is tailored to meet the 

requirements of the adopting organization. FinCEN pioneered in implementing the 

FinCEN AI System (FAIS) [7] for its internal use to combat money laundering (ML). 

The system combines the information gathered from intelligent software agents with the 

knowledge of experts. However, FAIS [7, 47] only links and evaluates the database of the 

reported suspicious transactions. 

The Intelligent Anti-Money Laundering System (IAMLS) [48] is an adaptive, 

intelligent and flexible solution for the Chinese banking system. IAMLS uses 

autonomous and reactive intelligent multi-agents. The system includes multi components 

for data collection, risk monitoring, behavior diagnosing, and suspicious activity 

reporting. This system is based on the combination of human expertise and automated 

intelligence.  
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The model of sequence matching [49] is relevant to my research in the evolution 

sequence and pattern analysis. Liu [49] proposes a sequence matching based algorithm to 

discover suspicious transaction sequences. The algorithm comprises of four phases: (1) 

data acquisition and parsing, (2) high-risk sequences selection, (3) similarity calculation 

between high-risk sequences and reference sequences, and (4) sequences classification. 

The algorithm uses information from individual accounts’ transaction history and 

transaction information from other accounts in a peer group. The  goal of this system is to 

classify normal and suspicious sequences from their large volume of transactions, by 

viewing transactions as temporal sequences. It is much easier to characterize a transaction 

as fraudulent than it is to characterize an individual's single transaction as fraudulent.  

The work and framework developed by Gunestas, et al.’s studies [50,  51] are 

similar to the researcher’s work in the financial misuse domain. However, Gunestas’ 

framework focuses on Ponzi schemes in web services.  Gunestas, et al. [50] proposed a 

framework referred to as Forensic Web Services (FWS), which provides its capabilities 

to other web services by logging service interactions. Gunestas, et al. [51] developed a 

framework to capture the misuses at multiple levels. They define some of these schemes 

precisely, and show how to produce evidence of them using cryptographically secure 

local message repositories.  This work focuses on detecting a special type of the 

Ponzi/Pyramidal investment schemes created to fraud unsuspecting investors. 
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5.3 Critical Detection Factors and Shortcomings of Existing AML Systems 
The majority of Money Laundering (ML) detection systems have various 

weaknesses in the methodology used and concepts applied in the detection and analysis 

stage, listed as follows:  

1. Pattern Recognition: The rule-based AML systems analyze the captured transaction 

set of the specific domain. Such systems evaluate only single transactions between 

the sender and the receiver, without considering any of their past transaction histories. 

AML systems must recognize and evaluate individual links and the set of the created 

transaction trail (sequence) after interlinking the captured ML transaction link pairs. 

Otherwise, ML networks found will be premature of their full linkage. My framework 

analyzes captured networks in order to relate the networks among each other and 

create a ML trail consisting of a network of ML networks. 

2.  Missing Patterns: Any system is susceptible to missing patterns because rule based 

analysis depends on a finite set of rules. To avoid detection issues related to missing 

patterns, different DBs are maintained to associate two sequences of transactions with 

missing patterns.  Data from those DBs is fed into the algorithm to help detect 

suspicious relations even with the absence of evidence (pattern). My framework 

maintains various DBs of the inter-relations of ML participants; this includes the 

three different DB of “Boss-Associate”, “Boss-Boss”, and “Boss-Associate” 

transactions. Additionally, there is the DB “ML network”, which is a list of the 

already detected and related transactions.  

3. Data Mining Independent: AML systems must be tailored to have lenient or 

aggressive new pattern matching techniques without the use of time intensive multi-
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step data mining techniques (preprocessing, anomaly detection, dependency 

modeling, clustering, and classification) from a huge and constantly growing set of 

data. My framework is designed to take newer patterns found after the analysis stage 

of the ML networks. The process is less time-extensive as the output generated by 

“ML evolution detection” module provides vital information about how the pattern 

changed. 

4. Capturing Evolution Dynamics: rule-based analysis fails to capture the internal 

dynamics and use risk analysis to assess the external dynamics of the Money 

Laundering Schemes (MLS). Therefore, the majority of MLS systems require the 

involvement of experts to assess such links. My framework uses a risk analysis based 

priority and a rule based analysis to capture majority of the patterns associated with 

annually reported patterns by international organizations. The risks are assessed 

within their environment and circumstances. My framework is not driven by the set of 

the static characteristics of a single transaction or set of transactions of a MLS. A 

transaction is accepted as a component of the dynamically structured MLS, and 

therefore, the relations among a large set of transactions are analyzed. Additionally, 

different databases are created for the various inter-relations, and techniques such as 

SNA used to derive hidden relations and patterns. 

5. Social Network Analysis: Most of the AML systems treat the transaction set as 

independent entities, and therefore, SNA is not included in the analysis. The current 

framework accepts the transactions, actors and their actions as interdependent rather 

than independent entities. The accuracy of the SNA is strengthened with observing 
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the patterns in the past relations and including the hidden ties. An automated 

component will attempt to link the relation among ML trails in order to eliminate and 

minimize the role of human experts using a social group based analysis.   

6. Accuracy: The accuracy in creating the ML trail is achieved with the use of methods 

such as SNA. Accuracy increases by covering complex aspects of a transaction that 

are not inherent in the transaction itself. My framework covers complex 

characteristics of a transaction that is not inherent in the transaction itself in order to 

increase the detection accuracy. Accuracy increases with the inclusion of criteria such 

as peer relations, group relations, past transaction weights, hidden family ties, and the 

direction of money-flows.  

7. Missing Evidence/Missing Relations: AML systems fail in deducing relations among 

ML networks, due to the absence of evidence. Therefore, such systems use human 

analysis extensively [7, 47]. My framework replaces this effort with a social network 

analysis module. The framework uses SNA to determine missing evidence as 

explained above in the section, “Missing Patterns” 

8. Holistic Approach: AML systems must be designed considering the criteria of a 

holistic approach based on all the critical factors listed above. For example, such 

holistic systems need to profile the ML domain in terms of individuals, small groups, 

and large groups (networks).  

5.3.1 Improved Features and Proposed Criteria of MLEDF 
The MLEDF was designed to meet the criteria listed in previous sections. This 

allows the AML system to discover the complete structure of fraud link sequences. An 
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effective AML system must be able to discover the complete structure of a fraud trail. 

Using a multi-component system, the analysis performed on the acquired dataset must be: 

-Real Time: Capable of capturing and analyzing the dataset within a very short time 

frame. 

-Fast: Capable of capturing data and performing fraud analysis on the data with faster 

response time, without the need for time extensive data mining techniques. 

-Automated: Capable of automating the analysis procedure to the level of having no 

human expert involved in the analysis. 

-Renewable/Updateable: Able to incorporate new business rules and fraud patterns and 

able to be updated without reengineering the whole system. 

-Data Fusion: Capable of capturing fraud patterns that are suspicious, unknown, and 

hidden. The data fusion must be achieved without generating a high ratio of false 

positives.  

-Deducibility: Capable of linking the patterns of fraud trails even when there is a missing 

link or sequence among the available data sets.    

5.4 Money Laundering Evolution Detection Framework (MLEDF) 
The MLEDF framework is composed of four different modules that work in 

phases. Each phase will communicate with the next phase, and the output generated from 

each phase is sent into the next phase. The phases and their function are explained below. 

 Transaction Data Collection: The transaction agents or data input collectors from 

Automated Clearing House such as (EPN, FEDWIRE, and CHIPS) will send in their 

data format. The different types of transaction data are: Banking, Stock market, 
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Derivative market, Web Services, Trading, Electronic Money, and Money Brokering. 

Once the industry-specific transaction data is gathered, relevant information is 

extracted for analysis. The data input of transactions from specific financial industry 

transactions contain fields different from the transaction of other financial industries. 

For example, there are more than 20 fields in stock order forms and in this study only 

time, sender, receiver, price, quantity, symbol, market, sellerOrderID, buyerOrderID, 

tradeID, and country are used. Furthermore, transaction-independent data is used in 

the analysis, such as the economic status of the country, sales trends of the stock, and 

the stock value during the day. 

 Data Processing: The data collected from different systems are used to create 

patterns of the well-known MLS. The MLS-related data extracted from the streaming 

events is filtered before they are submitted into the detection algorithms. The 

extracted data associated with each MLS pattern is assigned to a specific MLS type 

using the following components: (I) Business Rules: MLS business rules and referred 

flags associated with each pattern; the rules associated with a specific sector are used 

by the MLS detection algorithms to identify the MLS patterns. (II) MLS Template: 

Well-known MLS templates will be used during this phase. Currently, the templates 

have seven major pattern types with their different subtype combinations. This acts as 

a repository of known MLS. If a new form of MLS is discovered, then it will be 

added to this DB.  (III) Economic Models of ML: Three ML economic models will be 

used to validate and increase the accuracy of the detection algorithms for well-known 
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ML patterns. Those economic models determine whether the evolution of MLS is 

within the accepted trend of the models.  

 

 
Figure 14 The MLEDF framework 

 

 MLS Algorithms and MLS Network Detection: There are six major heterogeneous 

algorithm modules (Smurfing, Trade, Stock, Derivative, EMoney, and DirtyEFT ). 

Each algorithm uses a different method to capture the network associated with the 

specific type of MLS.  In real-time, the algorithms’ output the discovered networks 

associated with the specific MLS patterns, each into a different database. Then, the 

discovered networks are reformatted and saved in a single database referred to as the 

“Network” Database. This process facilitates faster and efficient analysis of the links 

among MLS networks.  
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 Evolution Detection Analysis and Generating the Fraud Trail and Suspicious 

Trail: Four separate algorithms are run to find the “Full-Trail”, “Missing-Trail”, and 

“Suspicious-Trail” of MLS networks, and saved in separate databases. Full-Trail is a 

long series of MLS’s that span over many countries and involves many cycles of 

MLS. In essence, it is a concatenated sequence of related schemes (MLS) that acts in 

itself to transfer money from one MLS to the other until it reaches the final MLS, 

where the orchestrator (i.e. the money launderer) is referred to as the “EndBoss”. Any 

MLS or trail will have the originator “StartBoss” and the terminator “EndBoss”, in 

addition to the associates that maintain the MLS or trail. The “Associates” are the list 

of the people involved in the sequence of detected fraud. The “StartBoss” is the entity 

that starts the MLS or trail. Missing-Trail is a short Full-Trail that does not exceed the 

depths of three related MLSs. It is assumed that the Missing-Trail is a premature Full-

Trail with broken parts and missing links or evidence. A Suspicious-Trail is a 

combination of discovered Full-Trails and/or Missing-Trails, and is constructed using 

algorithms that incorporate SNA and numerical analysis techniques. The module 

“Detection Analysis” determines the evolution of the “Full-Trail”s such as the change 

to the number of involved associates, changes to the cost of laundering, and changes 

to the laundering locations. 

5.5 Gathering Transaction Data and Generation of the Transaction 
Evidence Data    

The input of transactions for each MLS pattern differs from other MLS patterns. 

Each pattern-specific detection application will produce a comprehensive pattern output 
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and a standard output. The standard output is used in conjunction with the standard 

output of other patterns in the evolution analysis phase. 

Definition 1 (Message): A “Message” sent between two parties in the framework 

consists of the following components:   

(1) Common Mandatory Fields: Sender, Receiver, Time, Transaction ID, and a field that 

reflects the amount of funds transferred or price of the transaction.   

(2) Pattern Specific Mandatory Fields: A set of attributes pertinent to the transaction type. 

For example, the Smurfing transaction will have only the "EFT" field that reflects 

whether the banking transaction is an EFT or not. The stock transaction has more fields 

as in "Quantity, Symbol, Market, TradeID, Country, etc.".   

(3) Auxiliary Third Party Fields: The framework retrieves critical data from third party 

sources, used in conjunction with the transaction data. The auxiliary data includes 

information such as recent market stock and derivative data, current product market price, 

and country economic status. This data is used to compare the transaction price and 

product price with the nominal price.  

Definition 2 Comprehensive Output (Pattern-specific Output): The MLS specific 

detection algorithm generates comprehensive evidence for each MLS pattern. As seen in 

figure 15, the comprehensive output generated by a pattern-specific algorithm is different 

than that of the other algorithms. The output is saved in a separate database. For example, 

the field “Associates” exists in most of the outputs; it is a list of the people involved in 

the sequence of detected fraud. The size of the list varies because the list will expand as 

the money transfers from one entity to the next, until it reaches the final destination or 
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terminates with a fund withdrawal. The number of transactions (which can be modeled as 

steps in an event) required to create a MLS vary based on the MLS type. In this study, the 

set of transactions that constitute the comprehensive-output for a specific MLS are linked 

together. Any previously examined transaction that is related to the current transaction 

under examination is linked to the output of the current transaction, if the transactions 

share common fields and involve a fund transfer. For example, all the associates involved 

in a Smurfing fraud will be placed in the list of “Associates”, and the manipulator is 

represented in the field “Boss”.  

 

 
Figure 15 The “Comprehensive Output” (DB content) of the of the output of Six MLS Detection Algorithms 

 

Definition 3 “Network” Output (Standard Output): All the data gathered from pattern 

detection are reduced to the minimum set that represents what is hereby defined as the 

“Network”, which constitutes the entities that created the MLS and information about 
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MLS. These entities are “EndBoss”, “StartBoss”, and “Associates”. The “Network” DB 

contains fields of participants and vital information of a detected MLS.  Each network 

will be assigned a unique ID. The nine fields in the “Network” are: NetworkID, EndBoss, 

StartBoss, AmountLaundered, Associates, Type, DetectionTime, StartTime, EndTime. A 

network can be associated only with one type of MLS; therefore, the field “Types” 

represents the various well-known types of MLS.  

Definition 4 “ML-Networks” Output: After generating the standard output and 

discovering the networks, MLEDF saves the networks participating in scheme to the 

"ML-Networks" DB. The MLEDF will create the outputs (1) “Boss-Boss”, that is, 

generates the bosses involved in MLS schemes within the MLS-Network, including end 

and start boss.  

(2) “Boss-Associate”, that is, generates the boss and associate combinations that are 

involved in MLS schemes within the ML-Network, including end and start boss. 

(3) “Associate-Associate”, that is, generates the list of associates involved in MLS 

schemes within the MLS-Network. 

Definition 5 Evolution “Detection Schema” Output: The evolution-output “Detection-

Schema” is generated by the “Evolution-Detection-Analysis” module. The DB 

“Detection-Schema” contains information about the evolution of the ML trail, such as 

information of average cost and average number of associates used in each of the 

sequence of MLSs in the Full-Trail, as well as the start date and end date of the network. 

Definition 6 “Full-Trail” Output: The output “Network” feeds into the module 

responsible for detecting the links and relations among MLS. The “Full-Trail” will 
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contain the full path of the evolution, linking the entire MLS trail. A “Full-Trail” output 

might span over many networks and countries, and might include many patterns. This 

way, the evolution patterns and strategies are collected into the DB of “Full-Trail”. A 

Full-Trail is a list of networks that constitute a single trail of Full-Trail’s, whereas “Full-

Trail” is the DB that contains the list of all available trails of “Full-Trail”. 

Definition 7 “Missing-Trail” Output: Input from previous step (of Full-Trail) includes 

short network trails that do not make it to the “Full-Trail” DB. The list is kept in a DB 

named “Missing-Trail” and feeds into the analysis module of “Suspicious-Trail”. 

Definition 8 “Suspicious-Trail” Output: The outputs generated from previous steps 

feeds (as input) into the module dedicated to perform SNA analysis. The module detects 

and deduces the relation among MLS trails based on their historical pattern and 

transactions, in addition to considerations such as geography and time. There are many 

cases in which money launderers intentionally obfuscate an evolution trail, either by 

hiding it or performing it in a none-reported method. The module is more resource 

consuming when compared to the “Full-Trail” module, due to the extensive use of SNA 

and link and weight calculations. The Suspicious-Trail module will produce a new trail 

that contains the full path of an evolution, after making a scientific assumption of a 

possible relation between two or more “Full-Trail” lists. The generated evolution patterns 

and strategies are collected into the “Suspicious-Trail” DB. 

 

Table 2 Sample Output of Detection Schema 

DetectionTime Type SubType NetworkID Location StartBoss EndBoss 

20120915114 HiLo Hi 2213 USA Boss756 Boss 17 
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20120819139 Stock LowSale 9786 Germany Boss 324 Boss 75 

Associates Cost Amount WithdrawalTime StartTime EndTime 

A, B, G, U 25,000 1,825,000 20120915114 20120830 20120915 

N, O, W, Y 14,700 1970,000 20120819124 20120725 20120819 

 

Table 3 Sample Output of the FullTrail 

Networks TrailID Duration EndInWthrw Amount StartBoss EndBoss 

24, 51, 67,  92 1932 56 Days Yes 1,523,234 Boss756 Boss 17 

2, 15, 98, 126 72468 99 Days No 9,500,234 Boss 29 Boss592 

415, 783, 999 97246  129 Days Yes 9,500,23 Boss 324 Boss 75 

 

5.5.1 The Sequence of Algorithms Used in Detection Modules of MLEDF  
Financial transactions based on conventional and web services use various types 

of messages in order to complete the fraud scheme. The following processes will be 

employed to generate and analyze the evidence: 

1. Capture all transaction packets, with a system able to comply with the speed of high-

frequency trading transaction sequences. 

2. Apply the applicable business rules and major set of pattern detection filters in a 

system equipped with complex event processing capabilities. 

3. Generate the network of each MLS pattern and insert it into the DB “Network” that 

contains “Network ID” and “Network Members”. This DB includes the field 

“Weight” associated with the relation of networks, network members, and existing 

historical transactions.   

4. Standardize the output of Network Table to contain bosses and associates of the MLS. 
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5. Run the algorithms to link the networks, based on the economy models of money 

laundering and on the algorithms of SNA techniques. Then, create the DB of schemes 

“Full-Trail” based on fully generated lists. 

6. Run the algorithms to link smaller network trails based on historical association and 

on algorithms that find the weight of former transactions. Then, create the DB of 

schemes “Missing-Trail” based on the hypothesis made in this study about missing 

links.  

7. Run the SNA algorithms to link the schemes of “Full-Trail” and “Missing-Trail” 

based on historical association and on algorithms that find the weight of former 

transactions. Then, the weight of the relation is calculated based on SNA of 

individuals, peers, networks, and network of networks.  Afterwards, the DB of 

schemes “Suspicious-Trail”, which is a DB of scientifically-calculated combinations 

of “Full-Trail” and “Missing-Trail”, is created.  

5.6 MLS Pattern Detection Modules in MLEDF 
The MLEDF processes the input feeds from various types of transaction data, 

each feed is related to a particular market or finance industry.  The main detection 

module is divided into sub modules pertaining to accepting market data and detecting 

money laundering patterns relevant to that specific market. This is because the data set of 

each market and industry is different from the other, and because the money laundering 

techniques differ for each market.  

Many business rules can be adopted into the detection algorithms to create a large 

set of detection algorithms.  MLEDF uses a minimal set of business rules to detect the 
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market and industry specific evolution of MLS, with six detection patterns for each 

finance sector. This minimal set contains the core set of rules for the schemes reported 

annually.  

5.6.1 Module to Detect Structured Transfer Scheme (Smurfing)  
The “Structured Transfer Scheme” or “Smurfing” method involves splitting a 

transfer of funds into multiple fund transfers involving smaller amounts that are below 

the threshold of suspicion. The structuring can be traversed both ways horizontally and 

vertically. The money can be split among many associates to be trailed many levels deep 

to reach its destination. The following algorithm describes the Smurf Detection module, 

uses an account and relation (transactions) table, and detects any depth of tree graphs. 

Smurf Detection Algorithm: 

 A possible Smurf Network will always start with an EFT or Deposit to oneself 

account. The person’s account is increased with the amount of the transaction. 

 When an EFT comes in, the receiver and sender accounts are increased and decreased 

respectively with the transaction amount. 

 Using the current transaction, previous transactions that are not in a network are 

searched, and the most recent that matches the current EFT sender as its receiver is 

selected.  

 The found transaction then is marked as trunk and is attached to the current 

transaction (thus making a list from the very first node to the current one). 

 From the transactions lists are chosen the ones that comply with: 

o Having a last receiver with a $900 minimum account. 
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o Exist in a 14-day time window. 

o Have a minimum of 5 transactions. 

o The receiver is the same as the current EFT and the last transaction is not a trunk. 

 

Algorithm 1 Smurfing Detection Algorithm 

 Smurfing Detection Algorithm 

1 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
3 
 
 
4 
 
5 
 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
 
 
8 
 
 
 
 
9 
 
 
 
 
 

INPUT  EFTINPUT ETFDepositTransactionSchema; OUTPUT  EFTOUTPUT ; 
TABLE Relations (    firstSender string,     firstTime timestamp,    firstAmount 
long, lastReceiver string,    id long,    nodeList list(SmurfRelations),    lastTime 
timestamp, trunk boolean,    network long,  Associates list(string))  PRIMARY 
KEY (id)  TABLE accounts ( name string, amount long) PRIMARY KEY (name); 
DECLARE seqTransactionID long DEFAULT 0L; CREATE  gen__seqIdSetter 
(transactionID long); 
CREATE  TransactionID ; SELECT seqTransactionID + 1 AS transactionID 
FROM EFTINPUT INTO gen__seqIdSetter; SELECT *, seqTransactionID AS 
transactionID FROM EFTINPUT INTO TransactionID; 
CREATE  NotSelfEFT; CREATE  IsSelfEFT;SELECT * FROM TransactionID 
WHERE sender != receiver INTO NotSelfEFT WHERE true INTO IsSelfEFT ; 
CREATE  isDeposit ; INSERT INTO accounts (name, amount)     SELECT 
IsSelfEFT.receiver AS name, IsSelfEFT.amount     FROM IsSelfEFT     ON 
DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE amount = accounts.amount + IsSelfEFT.amount AS 
accounts.amount  RETURNING IsSelfEFT.time, ….., long(0) AS cost, 
accounts.amount AS receiverAccount     INTO isDeposit; 
CREATE  UpdSendr ; UPDATE accounts USING NotSelfEFT SET amount = 
accounts.amount - NotSelfEFT.amount AS accounts.amount     WHERE 
accounts.name == NotSelfEFT.sender RETURNING NotSelfEFT.time, ……, 
accounts.amount - NotSelfEFT.amount AS cost INTO UpdSendr; 
INSERT INTO Relations (id, firstSender, firstTime, firstAmount, lastReceiver, 
nodeList, lastTime, trunk, network, Associates) SELECT isDeposit.transactionID 
AS id, isDeposit.sender AS firstSender, isDeposit.time AS firstTime, amount AS 
firstAmount, isDeposit.receiver AS lastReceiver, list(isDeposit) AS nodeList, 
isDeposit.time AS lastTime, false AS trunk, long(int(-1 AS network)) AS network, 
list(sender) AS Associates FROM isDeposit ; 
CREATE  UpdRecver ; INSERT INTO accounts (name, amount) SELECT 
UpdSendr.receiver AS name, UpdSendr.amount FROM UpdSendr ON 
DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE  amount = accounts.amount  + UpdSendr.amount 
AS accounts.amount RETURNING UpdSendr.time, …., accounts.amount AS 
receiverAccount    INTO UpdRecver; 
CREATE  ParentR ; SELECT UpdRecver.time, …., Relations.id AS fatherID, 
Relations.firstAmount, append(Relations.Associates, UpdRecver.sender) AS 
Associates  FROM UpdRecver, Relations WHERE Relations.lastReceiver == 
UpdRecver.sender    && Relations.lastTime >= UpdRecver.time - days(14)    && 
Relations.network == long(-1) ORDER BY lastReceiver, lastTime, network DESC 
LIMIT 1 INTO ParentR; 
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10 
 
 
 
 
11 
 
 
 
 
12 
 
13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14 
 
 
15 
 
16 
 
17 
 
 
18 
 
 
 
19 
 
20 
 
 
 
21 
 

CREATE  ParentTrunk ;UPDATE Relations     USING ParentR     SET 
firstSender = Relations.firstSender, …., trunk = true AS Relations.trunk, network = 
long(int(-1 AS Relations.network)), Associates = Relations.Associates WHERE 
Relations.id == ParentR.fatherID  RETURNING ParentR.time, …….., 
ParentR.fatherID, ParentR.firstAmount, ParentR.Associates INTO ParentTrunk; 
CREATE  WriteTrnsc ; INSERT INTO Relations  SELECT transactionID AS id, 
…, ParentTrunk.receiver AS lastReceiver, ParentTrunk.nodeList, ParentTrunk.time 
AS lastTime, false AS trunk, long(int(-1 AS network)) AS network, 
ParentTrunk.Associates  FROM ParentTrunk RETURNING ParentTrunk.time, 
…….., ParentTrunk.Associates  INTO WriteTrnsc; 
CREATE  RecvHASMinAmnt ; SELECT * FROM WriteTrnsc WHERE 
receiverAccount >= 900 INTO RecvHASMinAmnt ; 
CREATE  TimeLimitedRltn ; SELECT RecvHASMinAmnt.receiver AS 
lastReceiver, sum(length(Relations.nodeList)) AS transactionCount, 
sum(Relations.firstAmount) AS firstAmount, aggregatelist(Relations.nodeList) AS 
allNodeLists, RecvHASMinAmnt.receiverAccount AS finalAmount, 
sum(Relations.firstAmount) - RecvHASMinAmnt.receiverAccount AS totalCost, 
concat(Relations.Associates) AS Associates, min(Relations.firstTime) AS 
startTime, max(Relations.lastTime) AS endTime, RecvHASMinAmnt.location, 
RecvHASMinAmnt.type  FROM RecvHASMinAmnt, Relations WHERE 
Relations.lastReceiver == RecvHASMinAmnt.receiver 
   && Relations.firstTime >= RecvHASMinAmnt.time - days(14)    && 
Relations.trunk == false   && Relations.network == long(-1) GROUP BY 
RecvHASMinAmnt.receiver AS lastReceiver INTO TimeLimitedRltn; 
CREATE  RemoveDuplAssoc ; SELECT TimeLimitedRltn.* AS *, REPLACE 
unique(Associates) AS Associates FROM   TimeLimitedRltn INTO   
RemoveDuplASsoc ; 
CREATE  HASMinTrnsc ; SELECT * FROM RemoveDuplASsoc WHERE 
RemoveDuplASsoc.transactionCount >= 5 INTO HASMinTrnsc ; 
DECLARE seqNetworkID long DEFAULT 0L; CREATE  gen__seqIdSetter2 
(networkID long); 
CREATE  SetNetID ; SELECT seqNetworkID + 1 AS networkID FROM 
HASMinTrnsc INTO gen__seqIdSetter2; SELECT *, seqNetworkID AS 
networkID FROM HASMinTrnsc INTO SetNetID; 
UPDATE accounts USING SetNetID SET amount = accounts.amount - 
SetNetID.finalAmount AS accounts.amount WHERE accounts.name == 
SetNetID.lastReceiver  RETURNING SetNetID.lastReceiver, ….., 
SetNetID.networkID INTO EFTOUTPUT;  
CREATE  IterateNodeList ; SELECT *  FROM SetNetID FOREACH 
allNodeLists AS nodeList INTO IterateNodeList; 
CREATE  IterateNodes ; SELECT *  FROM IterateNodeList FOREACH 
nodeList AS node INTO IterateNodes; UPDATE Relations USING IterateNodes 
SET firstSender = Relations.firstSender, ….., network = IterateNodes.networkID 
AS Relations.network WHERE Relations.id == IterateNodes.node.transactionID ; 
UPDATE seqTransactionID FROM (SELECT * FROM gen__seqIdSetter); 
UPDATE seqNetworkID FROM (SELECT * FROM gen__seqIdSetter2); 
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In Algorithm1 and step 1, the input, output and tables used in the module are 

defined and created, while in steps 2 and 3 transaction IDs are assigned to the received 

transactions. In step 4, the EFT type to be SelfEFT and NotSelfEFT are detected, as the 

smurfing starts with a funds deposit to another entity. In step 5, the sum of the deposit 

transactions is calculated. In steps 6, 7 and 8, the sender and receiver of EFTs are 

obtained and placed into the “Relations” table.   Then, in steps 9 and 10, the concept of 

trunk is used to track and maintain the parent child relationship in the smurfing relations. 

In steps 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15, the none-duplicate transactions ID are written to the table 

and the conditions of amount and time frame are checked, and if met would be deemed a 

smurfing network. In steps 16 and 17, the network ID is set to the related transactions. In 

step 18, the output of the smurfing network is produced. In steps 19 through 21, the nodes 

to remove the already detected smurfing networks from the trunk and relation monitoring 

are iterated. 

5.6.2 Module to Detect High-Invoice and Low-Invoice Trading  
In this method of Low Invoicing Scheme, the seller lowers the invoice to the 

buyer as payment for an illegal commodity (such as drugs or weapons).  The buyer then 

resells the product for a high profit. . In the method of High Invoicing Scheme, high 

prices for goods are paid by contractors resulting in high profits (laundered money) for 

the seller. This is characterized by fabricated deliveries of products, transactions carried 

out by shell companies in offshore territories and using electronic payments made by 

anonymous persons. The following algorithms are used for Low-Invoicing and High-

Invoicing trading schemes. 
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High-Invoicing Algorithm:  

 Filter all sales transactions. 

 Add Aggregate Operator to the feed PRICE that calculates the AVG, MAX, MIN 

price of any product in the feed PRICE. 

 From all filtered sales transactions (from previous step), select the transactions in 

which the Product ID has {PriceSoldOf- ProductID > 1.5 AvgMarketPrice}, which 

means select all the transactions that have sold products at more than one and a half 

times the actual market price (150% of the market price).  

 Find all the sellers that sold items for higher than market value. 

 Find all the buyers that were sold items for higher than market value. 

 Create the output (table) to contain the network (buyer and seller), and total amount 

laundered. In the High-Invoicing scheme, identify the (seller == big boss), as the 

money flows towards him.   

Low-Invoicing Algorithm:  

 Filter all sales transactions. 

 From all filtered sales transactions (from the previous step), select transaction in 

which the Product ID has {PriceSoldOf- ProductID < 0.50 AvgMarketPrice}, 

which means select all the transactions that have sold products at less than half the 

actual the market price (50% of the market price).  

 Select “Sell” message receivers (which means the buyers) of the former step—that 

were involved in another “Sell” transaction—in which they are selling the product 

they bought for half the market price in the normal price range; the buyer involved 
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in low invoicing needs to sell the  low  invoiced products to claim his laundered 

money. 

 Find all the buyers that: 

o Were sold items for lower than market value,  

o Were involved in normal selling transaction,  

o Sold the same item they bought for lower than market value. 

 Create the output (table) to contain the network (buyer and seller), and total amount 

laundered. In the Low-Invoicing scheme, identify the (buyer == big boss), as the 

money flows towards him. 

   

Algorithm 2 Low / High Value Invoicing Detection Algorithm 

 Low and High Value Invoicing Detection Algorithm 

1 
2 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
8 
 
 
 
9 

INPUT TradesIN HiLoTransactionSchema; PricesIN HiLoPrices; 
OUTPUT HighInvoiceScheme ; LowInvoicingScheme ; 
TABLE Prices  HiLoPrices (productID, location, time, unitPrice) PRIMARY 
KEY (productID, location); possibleLowInvoiceBuys  EXTENDS Transaction 
(price double, productID long, quantity int) PRIMARY KEY (#"time") 
SECONDARY KEY (productID, sender)  
CREATE GetMarketPrice ; SELECT TradesIN.time,……,Prices.unitPrice AS 
marketPrice  FROM TradesIN, Prices WHERE Prices.productID == 
TradesIN.productID && Prices.location == TradesIN.location INTO 
GetMarketPrice; 
REPLACE INTO Prices (productID, location, time, unitPrice) SELECT 
PricesIN.productID, location, PricesIN.time, PricesIN.unitPrice FROM PricesIN ; 
CREATE  HiInv ; LoInv ; NotHiLo ; SELECT * FROM GetMarketPrice 
  WHERE (price/marketPrice) > RATIO_HIGH_INV INTO HiInv 
  WHERE (price/marketPrice) < RATIO_LOW_INV INTO LoInv 
  WHERE true INTO NotHiLo ; 
SELECT HiInv.* AS *, (price - marketPrice * quantity) AS totalLaundered, 
  marketPrice * quantity AS cost, EXCEPT  price AS paidPerUnit, receiver AS 
  endBoss, sender AS startBoss FROM   HiInv INTO   HighInvoiceScheme ; 
CREATE  LoInvBuy; INSERT INTO LowInvoiceBuysDB (time, sender, 
receiver, price, productID, quantity) 
    SELECT (time, sender, receiver, price, productID, quantity) FROM NotHiLo 
    RETURNING NotHiLo.time, ………,NotHiLo.marketPrice INTO LoInvBuy; 
CREATE  AggregateBuys; SELECT LoInvBuy.productID, LoInvBuy.sender, 
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10 
 
 
 
 
 
11 
 
12 
 
 

   LoInvBuy.price AS avgPrice, aggregatelist(LoInvBuy.time) AS buyIDs, 
   sum(LoInvBuy.quantity) AS quantity, lastval(LoInvBuy.time) AS time 
   FROM LoInvBuy, LowInvoiceBuysDB WHERE 
   (LowInvoiceBuysDB.productID == LoInvBuy.productID 
   &&  LowInvoiceBuysDB.sender == LoInvBuy.sender) 
   GROUP BY LoInvBuy.productID, LoInvBuy.sender, LoInvBuy.price AS 
   avgPrice  INTO AggregateBuys; 
CREATE  JoinBuys ;VJOIN LoInv.time, …..AggregateBuys.productID AS 
   ProductID, AggregateBuys.sender AS Sender, ….., AggregateBuys.quantity AS 
   quantity, AggregateBuys.time AS time FROM LoInv, AggregateBuys WHERE 
   ((#"time" BETWEEN #"time" -100 AND #"time" +100) AND (LoInv.receiver 
   =AggregateBuys.sender AND LoInv.quantity =AggregateBuys.quantity))  
   INTO JoinBuys; 
CREATE  Iterate ; SELECT *  FROM JoinBuys FOREACH buyers_buyIDs AS 
   sellID INTO Iterate; 
SELECT     JoinBuys.* AS *, REPLACE buyers_avgPrice AS marketPrice, price 
    AS paidPerUnit,  ( buyers_avgPrice - price * quantity) AS totalLaundered, 
    receiver AS endBoss,  sender AS startBoss,    #"time" AS startTime, 
    buyers_time AS endTime, price * quantity AS cost FROM   JoinBuys INTO   
    LowInvoicingScheme ; 

 

In Algorithm 2 and steps 1, 2 and 3, the input, output and tables used in the 

module are created and defined. In step 4, the market price feed is obtained, and in step 5, 

the prices are inserted into “Prices”. Then, in step 6, the transaction price is analyzed 

versus the market price and “HiInv”, “LoInv”, and “NotHiLo” are generated. In step 7, 

the “HighInvoiceScheme” is generated. In step 8, “LoInvBuy” is created, that is the 

normal trading price that might be related to low invoice in the future. In step 9, the buys 

of step 8 are aggregated, and then joined in step 10 with the LoInv transaction to detect 

any low invoice buyer who sold the product at normal price after the low invoice scheme. 

In step 11, the transaction analysis iteration is created for the detected low invoice 

trading, and in step 12 the “LowInvoicingScheme” is produced.  
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5.6.3 Module to Detect Stock Trades Against Market Trend and Deviant Price  
In this method, the manipulation and transfer pricing in the stock market is 

discovered. The characteristics of the four types of stock manipulation trading are as 

follows:  

 Stock sale of a symbol where the market trend leans towards buying its stock. 

 Stock buying of a symbol where the market trend leans towards selling its stock. 

 Stock sales of a symbol above the market selling price—the Hi-Invoicing 

equivalent for the stock market. 

 Stock sales of a certain symbol below the market selling price—the Low-Invoicing 

equivalent for the stock market. 

The following is the algorithm for stock trading against the market trend scheme. 

Algorithm to Detect Stock Sales Against Market Trend:  

 Create a table for each country that has one Boolean field for the “Indicator of 

Country Negative Economic-Political Status” of world countries. This is based on 

Fitch and Moody’s rating.  

 Create an indicator (within a table) for each company that has a symbol in the stock 

market. The grading rate for companies functions the same as a status indicator of 

countries.  

 Create a “Last3DaysStockTrend” table just for the purpose of capturing the last 

three days’ price trend of every stock symbol. 
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 Gather aggregate average price of every stock symbol for the last three days, filter 

the stock symbols that kept on increasing for the last three days and filter the stock 

symbols that kept on decreasing for three days. 

 From the stock trading orders or transactions, capture all trading above $5000 

against market trend: 

1- Capture “Sellers” of stock with 3-days-price-increasing, where such stock has 

the trend of (Yesterday>DayBeforeYesterday>TwoDaysBeforeYesterday), where 

the Boolean value of  “NO” is the case for negative indicator of the country and 

where the company that has that stock symbol has Good economic standing.  

2- Place the “Sellers” in a table named “SellersOfIncreasingStocks” using both 

indicators of that country and the company which has the symbol on the market. 

So, in essence, “Sellers” of increasing value stocks in countries with a NO negative 

indicator and companies with NO negative indicators are captured. Furthermore, 

the relation of Seller-Buyer (1 level in depth) of the Increasing Stocks are also 

captured. Therefore, the network for the latter can be generated as well.  

3- Capture “Buyers” of stock with 3-days-price-decreasing trend (where 

Yesterday<DayBeforeYesterday<TwoDaysBeforeYesterday) that have a Boolean 

value of  “Yes” for negative indicator of the country and where the company that 

has that stock symbol has Bad economic standing.  

4- Place the “Buyers” in a table named “BuyersOfDecreasingStocks” using both 

indicators of that country and the company which has the symbol on the market. 

So, in essence, “Sellers” of decreasing value stocks in countries with a YES 
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negative indicator and companies with YES negative indicators are captured. 

Furthermore, the relation of Seller-Buyer (1 level in depth) of the decreasing 

Stocks are captured. Therefore, the network for the latter can be generated as well.  

5- The “Buyers” and “Sellers” above a certain threshold are captured; for instance, 

if I am a seller of increasing stock value and my total sale is less than $25,000 for a 

single symbol stock, then, that might be explained for one day. However, if I do 

this every other day or in a certain pattern, that makes me lose money while I 

should earn, therefore, this marks me as a person with ill intent and I am doing 

fraud.  

 From the tables “BuyersOfDecreasingStocks” and “SellersOfIncreasingStocks”, 

the following are related/captured: 

 All “BuyersOfDecreasingStocks” and “SellersOfIncreasingStocks” involved in 

more than three such transactions in one day and have engaged in no other type 

(means that is their only transaction for that day) of transactions. 

 All “BuyersOfDecreasingStocks” and “SellersOfIncreasingStocks” involved in 

transactions of more than the accumulative amount of $25000 for three days period 

and have engaged in no other type of transactions. 

 All “BuyersOfDecreasingStocks” and “SellersOfIncreasingStocks” in which case 

such activity constituted more than 50% of their trading transactions. 

 Filter the list of Buyers that traded with “SellersOfIncreasingStocks” from buyers 

for whom such trading constituted at least 50% of that day’s trading. 
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 Filter the list of Buyers that traded with “SellersOfIncreasingStocks” from buyers 

for whom such trading was their only pattern in the last three trading days. 

 Filter the list of Buyers that involved in “BuyersOfDecreasingStocks”, and create a 

list with buyers for whom such trading constituted at least 50% of that day’s 

trading.  

 

Algorithm 3 Stock Trading Deviation Detection Algorithm 

 Stock Trading Deviation from Trend Detection Algorithm 
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INPUT CompanyIN CompanySchema; CountryIN LocationSchema; ClosingPrices 
  StockClosingPriceSchema; TradeIN StockTradeSchema; OUTPUT StockMLS 
  DetectionSchema;  
TABLE Price3Day (#"time" timestamp, day string, symbol string, 
   _3DayExpAvgPrice double) PRIMARY KEY (day, symbol) , SECONDARY 
    KEY (#"time") ,SECONDARY KEY (#"time", symbol) USING BTREE; 
TABLE CountryStatus (entity string, status string, name string) PRIMARY KEY 
   (entity, name) USING BTREE;   
TABLE DecreasingBuyers StockTransactionRelationSchema PRIMARY KEY 
   (tradeID) , SECONDARY KEY (receiver, symbol) USING BTREE;  
TABLE Transactions StockTradeWithStatusSchema PRIMARY KEY (tradeID), 
   SECONDARY KEY (receiver, symbol) USING BTREE; 
CREATE AddDay; SELECT ClosingPrices.* AS *, format_time 
    (ClosingPrices.time,"yyyy-MM-dd") AS day FROM  ClosingPrices INTO  
AddDay ; 
CREATE  TradeDay ; SELECT  TradeIN.* AS *, format_time(TradeIN.time, 
"yyyy-MM-dd") AS day FROM   TradeIN INTO   TradeDay ; 
REPLACE INTO CountryStatus (entity, name, status) SELECT "company" AS 
entity, CompanyIN.name, if CompanyIN.goodStatus then "good" else "bad" AS 
status  FROM CompanyIN ; 
REPLACE INTO CountryStatus (entity, name, status) SELECT "country" AS 
entity, CountryIN.location AS name, SAR AS status FROM CountryIN ; 
CREATE StatusCountry ; SELECT TradeDay.time, ..., if CountryStatus.status 
 == "good" then true else false AS isCountryGoodRated  FROM TradeDay, 
CountryStatus WHERE CountryStatus.entity == "TradeDay.country"    && 
CountryStatus.name == TradeDay.country INTO StatusCountry; 
CREATE StusCmp ; SELECT StatusCountry.time, StatusCountry.sender, ……, if 
CountryStatus.status == "good" then true else false AS isCompanyGoodRated  
FROM StatusCountry, CountryStatus WHERE CountryStatus.entity == 
"company" && CountryStatus.name == StatusCountry.symbol INTO StusCmp; 
CREATE Get3DayExpAvg ;CREATE WINDOW Dimension1(SIZE 3 
ADVANCE 1 TUPLES);  SELECT  lastval(*) AS *, 
exp_moving_avg(AddDay.closingPrice, 3) AS _3DayExpAvgPrice FROM 
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AddDay[Dimension1] GROUP BY AddDay.symbol INTO Get3DayExpAvg; 
INSERT INTO Price3Day (day, symbol, time, _3DayExpAvgPrice) SELECT 
Get3DayExpAvg.day, Get3DayExpAvg.symbol, Get3DayExpAvg.time, 
Get3DayExpAvg._3DayExpAvgPrice FROM Get3DayExpAvg ; 
CREATE Add3DayAvg ; SELECT StusCmp.symbol, StusCmp.time, ……, 
StusCmp.isCountryGoodRated, StusCmp.isCompanyGoodRated, 
aggregatelist(Price3Day._3DayExpAvgPrice) AS last3DaysExpAvgs  FROM 
StusCmp OUTER JOIN Price3Day WHERE Price3Day.#"time" <= StusCmp.time    
&& Price3Day.symbol == StusCmp.symbol GROUP BY StusCmp.symbol LIMIT 
3 INTO Add3DayAvg; 
CREATE 3DayAvg ; SELECT * FROM Add3DayAvg 
WHERE length(last3DaysExpAvgs) == 3 INTO 3DayAvg ; 
CREATE IncTrendAnalisys ; DecTrendAnalisys ; NormTrendAnalisys ; 
SELECT * FROM 3DayAvg  WHERE lastelement(3DayAvg.last3DaysExpAvgs) 
< median(3DayAvg.last3DaysExpAvgs) &&median(3DayAvg.last3DaysExpAvgs) 
< firstelement(3DayAvg.last3DaysExpAvgs) && 3DayAvg.isCountryGoodRated 
&& 3DayAvg.isCompanyGoodRated INTO IncTrendAnalisys 
WHERE lastelement(3DayAvg.last3DaysExpAvgs) > 
median(3DayAvg.last3DaysExpAvgs) && median(3DayAvg.last3DaysExpAvgs) 
> firstelement(3DayAvg.last3DaysExpAvgs) && 
!3DayAvg.isCompanyGoodRated && !3DayAvg.isCountryGoodRated INTO 
DecTrendAnalisys WHERE true INTO NormTrendAnalisys ; 
CREATE DECStatus ; SELECT DecTrendAnalisys.* AS *,"decreasing" AS 
status FROM   DecTrendAnalisys INTO   DECStatus  ; 
CREATE INCStatus; SELECT IncTrendAnalisys.* AS *, "increasing" AS status 
FROM   IncTrendAnalisys INTO   INCStatus ; 
CREATE NORStatus ; SELECT NormTrendAnalisys.* AS *, "normal" AS status 
FROM   NormTrendAnalisys INTO   NORStatus ; 
CREATE UnionTrend ; SELECT * FROM INCStatus UNION SELECT *  
FROM DECStatus  UNION SELECT * FROM NORStatus INTO UnionTrend ; 
CREATE TrnsStatus ; INSERT INTO Transactions (tradeID, time, sender, 
receiver, sellerExecutingFirm, buyerExecutingFirm, price, quantity, symbol, 
market, sellerOrderID, buyerOrderID, sellerOrderRemaining, 
buyerOrderRemaining, country, status) SELECT UnionTrend.tradeID, 
UnionTrend.time, ……, UnionTrend.status FROM UnionTrend RETURNING 
UnionTrend.symbol, UnionTrend.time, ……, UnionTrend.status INTO TrnsStatus; 
CREATE GetRelations ; SELECT TrnsStatus.sender, .., aggregatelist 
(Transactions) AS associateTransactions, count_distinct(Transactions.status) AS 
distinctStatuses, firstval(Transactions.status) AS firstStatus, sum(Transactions.price 
* Transactions.quantity) AS associatesAmountSum, 
aggregatelist(Transactions.sender) AS associates, min(Transactions.time) AS 
startTime, max(Transactions.time) AS endTime  FROM TrnsStatus, Transactions 
WHERE Transactions.receiver == TrnsStatus.sender 
   && Transactions.symbol == TrnsStatus.symbol 
GROUP BY TrnsStatus.sender  INTO GetRelations; 
CREATE VerifyINC ; CREATE VerifyDEC ; CREATE VerifyNOR ; 
SELECT * FROM GetRelations WHERE (GetRelations.associatesAmountSum 
>= 10000 || length(GetRelations.associateTransactions) >= 3 ) && 
GetRelations.firstStatus == "increasing" && GetRelations.distinctStatuses == 1 
INTO VerifyINC WHERE (GetRelations.associatesAmountSum >= 10000 || 
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length(GetRelations.associateTransactions) >= 3 ) && GetRelations.firstStatus == 
"decreasing" && GetRelations.distinctStatuses == 1 INTO VerifyDEC WHERE 
true INTO VerifyNOR ; 
CREATE BuildINCOut ; SELECT     VerifyINC.* AS *,(VerifyINC.price * 
VerifyINC.quantity - VerifyINC.associatesAmountSum) AS amountLaundered, 
VerifyINC.associatesAmountSum AS cost, sender AS endBoss, receiver AS 
startBoss FROM   VerifyINC INTO   BuildINCOut; 
CREATE StoreDECBuy  ; INSERT INTO DecreasingBuyers (tradeID, time, 
sender, receiver, …., amount)  SELECT VerifyDEC.time, …… , VerifyDEC.price 
* VerifyDEC.quantity AS amount FROM VerifyDEC RETURNING 
VerifyDEC.sender, ,… ,VerifyDEC.associatesAmountSum, INTO StoreDECBuy ; 
CREATE ActualProfitLaunder ; SELECT * FROM BuildINCOut 
WHERE BuildINCOut.amountLaundered > 30000 INTO ActualProfitLaunder; 
CREATE UnionDecBuyAndNOR ; SELECT * FROM StoreDECBuy  
UNION SELECT * FROM VerifyNOR INTO UnionDecBuyAndNOR ; 
CREATE OwnerBuyerRelation ; SELECT UnionDecBuyAndNOR.sender, 
…………, aggregatelist(DecreasingBuyers) AS associateTransactions, 
UnionDecBuyAndNOR.distinctStatuses, UnionDecBuyAndNOR.firstStatus, 
sum(DecreasingBuyers.amount) AS associatesAmountSum, 
aggregatelist(DecreasingBuyers.sender) AS associates, if 
min(DecreasingBuyers.time) < UnionDecBuyAndNOR.startTime then 
min(DecreasingBuyers.time) else UnionDecBuyAndNOR.startTime AS startTime, 
max(DecreasingBuyers.time) AS endTime, UnionDecBuyAndNOR.price * 
UnionDecBuyAndNOR.quantity - sum(DecreasingBuyers.amount) AS 
amountLaundered, sum(DecreasingBuyers.amount) AS cost, 
UnionDecBuyAndNOR.sender AS endBoss, UnionDecBuyAndNOR.receiver AS 
startBoss  FROM UnionDecBuyAndNOR, DecreasingBuyers  
WHERE DecreasingBuyers.receiver == UnionDecBuyAndNOR.sender   && 
DecreasingBuyers.symbol  == UnionDecBuyAndNOR.symbol  
GROUP BY UnionDecBuyAndNOR.sender INTO OwnerBuyerRelation; 
CREATE FilterActualLaunder ; SELECT * FROM OwnerBuyerRelation 
WHERE  OwnerBuyerRelation.amountLaundered >  
REDFLAG_MIN_LAUNDERED INTO FilterActualLaunder ; 
CREATE LaunderByINCStock ; SELECT endBoss, startBoss, "REDFLAG" AS  
type, associates, amountLaundered AS amount, now() AS detectionTime, 
startTime, endTime, country AS location, "STOCKINCREASING" AS subtype, 
cost,  0L AS networked FROM  ActualProfitLaunder INTO LaunderByINCStock; 
CREATE Iterate1 ; SELECT *  FROM ActualProfitLaunder FOREACH 
associateTransactions AS element INTO Iterate1; 
CREATE LaunderByDECStock ; SELECT "REDFLAG" AS type, endBoss, 
startBoss, amountLaundered AS amount, associates, now() AS detectionTime, 
startTime, endTime, country AS     location, "STOCKDECREASING" AS subtype, 
cost, 0L AS networked   FROM FilterActualLaunder INTO LaunderByDECStock; 
CREATE FilterTradeID ; SELECT element.tradeID FROM   Iterate1 INTO   
FilterTradeID ; 
CREATE Iterate2 ; SELECT *  FROM FilterActualLaunder FOREACH 
associateTransactions AS element INTO Iterate2; 
SELECT * FROM LaunderByINCStock UNION SELECT * FROM 
LaunderByDECStock INTO StockMLS; 
CREATE FilterTradeIDTrans ; SELECT associateTransactions, element.tradeID 
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FROM   Iterate2 INTO   FilterTradeIDTrans ; 
CREATE Iterate3; SELECT *  FROM FilterTradeIDTrans FOREACH 
associateTransactions AS element2 INTO Iterate3; 
CREATE FilterTradeID2 ; SELECT element2.tradeID FROM   Iterate3 INTO   
FilterTradeID2 ; 
CREATE UnionAll ; SELECT * FROM FilterTradeID UNION SELECT * 
FROM ActualProfitLaunder UNION SELECT * FROM FilterActualLaunder 
UNION SELECT * FROM FilterTradeID2 UNION SELECT * FROM 
FilterTradeIDTrans INTO UnionAll ; 
CREATE FilterUnionTradeID ; SELECT traded FROM   UnionAll INTO   
FilterUnionTradeID ; 
DELETE FROM Transactions USING FilterUnionTradeID 
WHERE Transactions.tradeID == FilterUnionTradeID.tradeID ; 
DELETE FROM DecreasingBuyers USING FilterUnionTradeID 
WHERE DecreasingBuyers.tradeID == FilterUnionTradeID.tradeID ; 

 

In Algorithm 3 and in steps 1 and 2, the input, output and tables used in the 

module are defined and created. In steps 3 and 4, the day is appended to the “Closing 

Prices” and “AddDay” is created, while the date is appended to the “TradeIN” to create 

“TradeDay”. In steps 5, 6, 7 and 8, the status of the countries and companies is updated in 

their relevant table. In step 9, the exponential three-day average “Get3DayExpAvg” of 

the company symbol in the stock market is created, and in step 10, the obtained values 

are inserted into the table “Price3Day”.  In steps 11 and 12, the three-day average value is 

appended to the company status table using outer-join, and then, the value is saved into 

“3DayAvg” using last three days data of stock market.  In step 13, a trading trend 

analysis is performed based on the last three day exponential average of the symbol. 

“IncTrendAnalisys”, “DecTrendAnalisys”, and “NormTrendAnalisys” are produced.  

In steps 14, 15, 16, and 17, the three trends are related and placed in a status table, 

and then all are joined into “UnionTrend”. In step 18, the transactions data are written, 

after trading trend analysis, into the “Transactions” table. In step 19, from the table 
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“Transactions”, the related transactions “GetRelations” are retrieved. In step 20, the trend 

of the related transactions is verified, and in step 21, using the trends, the scheme 

“BuildINCOut” is created from increasing trend transactions. In step 22, the decreasing 

trend transactions are stored in “DecreasingBuyers” for further analysis, and 

“StoreDecBuy” is created.   In step 23, the “ActualProfitLaunder” is determined from 

“BuildIncOut”, and in step 24, the normal stock trend is joined with the decreasing stock 

buyers and “UnionDecBuyAndNOR” is created.  

In step 25, the normal stock buyers are associated with the sellers previously 

involved in purchase of decreasing stock and “OwnerBuyerRelation” is created. In step 

26, the actual launder is filtered based on the minimum amount laundered., and in step 

27,  the “LaunderByINCStock” is created, consisting of entities involved in increasing 

stock trend sales. In step29, “LaunderByDECCStock” is created, consisting of entities 

involved in decreasing stock trend sales. In step 28, 30, and 31, the iteration loops are 

defined for continuous monitoring. In step 32, the OUTPUT StockMLS is generated.  In 

steps 33, 34, and 35, another iteration loop is defined that will be sued in deleting the 

detected items (contained in the generated Output) from the existing tables.  

In steps 36, 37, 38, and 40, two union operations are performed on the filtered 

trade transactions and actual launder, to remove already detected and captured 

transactions sequences from the tables “Transactions” and “DecreasingBuyers”. 

 

Algorithm 4 Stock High-Low Trading Detection Algorithm 

 Low and High Value Stock Trade Detection Algorithm 
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INPUT  CompanyInput CompanySchema; CountryInput LocationSchema; 
   ClosingPriceIN StockClosingPriceSchema; TradeIN StockTradeSchema; 
OUTPUT  RedFlagOutput DetectionSchema; TABLE Prices (#"time"  
   timestamp,symbol string, price double) PRIMARY KEY (symbol); TABLE 
   possibleLowInvoiceBuys   EXTENDS Transaction (price double, symbol string, 
   quantity int) PRIMARY KEY (#"time"); 
CREATE GetMarketPrice ; SELECT TradeIN.time,……,Prices.unitPrice AS 
   marketPrice  FROM TradeIN, Prices WHERE Prices.symbol == TradeIN.symbol 
   INTO GetMarketPrice; 
REPLACE INTO Prices (symbol, time, price) SELECT ClosingPriceIN.symbol, 
   ClosingPriceIN.time, old.price FROM ClosingPriceIN ; 
CREATE  HiInv ; LoInv ; NotHiLo ; SELECT * FROM GetMarketPrice  
  WHERE (price/marketPrice) > RATIO_HIGH_INV INTO HiInv  WHERE  
  (price/marketPrice) < RATIO_LOW_INV INTO LoInv  WHERE true INTO 
   NotHiLo ;  
CREATE High ; SELECT HiInv.* AS *, price - marketPrice * quantity AS 
   totalLaundered,  marketPrice * quantity AS cost, EXCEPT price,  price AS 
   paidPerUnit, sender AS endBoss, receiver AS startBoss FROM   HiInv INTO  
   High; 
CREATE  LoInvBuys ; INSERT INTO possibleLowInvoiceBuys (time, 
   ..)SELECT NotHiLo.time, ... FROM NotHiLo RETURNING NotHiLo.time, 
   .., NotHiLo.marketPrice INTO LoInvBuys; 
CREATE  LoInvBuy; INSERT INTO LowInvoiceBuysDB (time, sender,  
   receiver, price, productID, quantity)  SELECT (time, sender, receiver, price, 
   productID, quantity) FROM NotHiLo RETURNING NotHiLo.time, 
   ……,NotHiLo.marketPrice INTO LoInvBuy; 
CREATE  AggBuys ; SELECT LoInvBuys.symbol, LoInvBuys.sender,  
   LoInvBuys.price AS avgPrice, aggregatelist(LoInvBuys.time) AS buyIDs, 
   sum(LoInvBuys.quantity) AS quantity, lastval(LoInvBuys.time) AS time  FROM 
   LoInvBuys, possibleLowInvoiceBuys WHERE possibleLowInvoiceBuys.sender 
   == LoInvBuys.sender GROUP BY LoInvBuys.symbol, LoInvBuys.sender, 
   LoInvBuys.price AS avgPrice INTO AggBuys; 
CREATE  HiOut ; SELECT totalLaundered AS amount,  list(sender) AS 
   associates, endBoss, startBoss, "REDFLAG" AS type, now() AS detectionTime, 
   #"time" AS startTime, #"time" AS endTime, "" AS location, "HIGHTRADE" AS 
   subtype,  cost, 0L AS networked FROM   High INTO HiOut; 
CREATE  Lo&Norm ; VJOIN LoInv.time, …., AggBuys.symbol AS 
   buyers_symbol, AggBuys.sender AS buyers_sender, AggBuys.avgPrice AS 
   buyers_avgPrice, AggBuys.buyIDs AS buyers_buyIDs, AggBuys.quantity AS 
   buyers_quantity, AggBuys.time AS buyers_time FROM LoInv, AggBuys 
   WHERE #"time" BETWEEN #"time" - 100 AND  #"time" + 100 AND 
   LoInv.receiver == AggBuys.sender && LoInv.quantity == AggBuys.quantity  
   INTO Lo&Norm; 
CREATE  Iterate1 ; SELECT *  FROM Lo&Norm FOREACH buyers_buyIDs 
   AS sellID INTO Iterate1; 
CREATE  Low ; SELECT Lo&Norm.* AS *, EXCEPT price, REPLACE 
   buyers_avgPrice AS marketPrice, price AS paidPerUnit, buyers_avgPrice – price 
   * quantity AS totalLaundered,  EXCEPT buyers_avgPrice, EXCEPT 
   buyers_buyIDs, EXCEPT buyers_symbol, EXCEPT buyers_quantity, EXCEPT 
   buyers_sender, EXCEPT buyers_time, sender AS endBoss,  receiver AS 
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   startBoss, #"time" AS startTime, buyers_time AS endTime, price * quantity AS 
   cost FROM   Lo&Norm INTO   Low ; 
CREATE  LoOut ; SELECT "REDFLAG" AS type, endBoss, startBoss, 
   list(sender) AS associates, totalLaundered AS amount, now() AS detectionTime, 
   startTime, endTime, "" AS location, "LOWTRADE" AS subtype, cost, 0L AS 
   networked FROM   Low INTO   LoOut; 
DELETE FROM possibleLowInvoiceBuys USING Iterate1 WHERE  
   possibleLowInvoiceBuys.#"time" == Iterate1.sellID ; 
SELECT * FROM HiOut UNION SELECT * FROM LoOut INTO 
   RedFlagOutput ; 

 

In step 1 of Algorithm 4, the input, output and tables used in the module are 

defined and created. In step 2, the stock market price feed is obtained, and in step 3, the 

prices are inserted into “Prices”. Then, in step 4, the transaction price is analyzed versus 

the market price, and the “HiInv”, “LoInv”, and “NotHiLo” are generated. In step 5, the 

“High” is generated after calculating the overpriced stocks. In step 6, “LoInvBuys” is 

created. This includes stocks bought at normal trading price that might be related to low 

invoice in the future. In step 7, these are inserted into the table “PossibleLowBuys”. In 

step 8, the buys of possible low valued stock buys are aggregated, and “AggBuys” is 

created. In step 9, the “HiOut” that represents the high valued buys of stocks is produced. 

In step 10, the “LoInv” and “AggBuys” are joined, to match any aggregate buys 

transaction and to detect any low valued stock buyers that sold the stock product later at a 

normal price. In step 12, “Low” is created for the stocks that are underpriced. In step 13, 

“LoOut” is created, representing the low valued buys of stocks, and in step 14, the 

detected low valued stock scheme entry is deleted from the table 

“PossibleLowInvoiceBuys”. Finally, in step 15 the OUTPUT RedFlagOutput is produced 

by applying a union operation on both detected low and high valued stock schemes. 
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5.6.4 Module for Dirty-EFT and E-Money MLS Detection 
In this method, the accounts are created by E-money servers for customers who 

wish to be anonymous during the use of E-Money transactions. This method is attractive 

to money launderers due to the ease and secrecy of fund transfers among the accounts, as 

well as the accessibility to fund withdrawals at any regular banking locations.  

The process starts with sending the money acquired from a previous MLS as an 

EFT to others. In a smurfing scheme, the process starts with a deposit of the funds by an 

associate or by the boss to the bank account, and then the EFT trail is initiated.  

The DirtyEFT module uses “Transactions” and “DetectionSchema”. The 

algorithm detects trails with a maximum depth of three EFTs, and it will capture the 

network at the end of the third cycle of the EFT transaction. Any other subsequent trail 

that has a depth of three will be automatically considered as the start of another Dirty-

EFT trail, so it can be joined with the former discovered EFT trail. A dirty EFT Network 

will always start with an EFT to some other entity and not to one’s own account. In other 

words, the EFT transactions are originated from MLS in the DirtyEFT scheme. The rule 

of three can also terminate at the second EFT, when the person is sending EFT to himself. 

So the chain of an EFT terminates when the person being EFT’ed and the person EFT’ing 

are the same even before reaching level 3. In a smurfing scheme, the boss is never 

involved during the steps until the end.  

Algorithm to Detect Dirty EFT and E-Money: 

 Filter all EFT transactions that do not start with deposit by the sender to himself. 

 Check if the sender is an end boss in any already discovered none-DirtyEFT 

scheme. This is checked against “DetectionSchema”. 
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 If the sender is an end boss in any MLS, then check if the funds amount of the EFT 

is less or equal to the amount the sender received as an “EndBoss” in the MLS. 

 Check if the network of the MLS is involved, the scheme that the sender is 

involved in, is given any DirtyEFT-ID.  

 If the sender network has a DirtyEFT-ID then continues to follow the EFT trail. 

 If the sender network does not have a DirtyEFT-ID then assigns one, and follow 

the trail. 

 Terminate trail when: 

o The consecutive or sequence EFT reaches depth three, and it is not self-EFT. 

o The DirtyEFT network terminates with funds withdrawal. 

o The DirtyEFT network terminates with Hawala EFT. 

o The DirtyEFT scheme terminates a self-EFT transaction.  

o Time elapsed is more than 90 days since the starting of first EFT transaction. 

o The amount of funds transferred via EFT is beyond a certain threshold. 

 

Algorithm 5 Dirty EFT and EMoney Detection Algorithm 

 DirtyEFT and E-Money Detection Algorithm 

1 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
 

INPUT  DetectionInput DetectionSchema; TransactionInput 
ETFDepositTransactionSchema; OUTPUT  DirtyEFTSchemaOutput 
DetectionSchema; TABLE SchemaStartNodes (type, endBoss, startBoss, associates 
list(string), amount, detectionTime, startTime, endTime, networked, location, 
subtype, withdrawalTime, cost, dirtyID, usedUpAmount ) PRIMARY KEY 
(dirtyID)  SECONDARY KEY (endBoss, amount) USING BTREE; 
CREATE  NotDeposit ; SELECT * FROM TransactionInput 
  WHERE transactionType != TRANSACTION_DEPOSIT INTO NotDeposit; 
CREATE  notDirtyEFT ; SELECT * FROM DetectionInput 
  WHERE type != TYPE_DIRTYTRANSACTION INTO notDirtyEFT ; 
CREATE  FindNetwork ; SELECT NotDeposit.time, ……, SchemaStartNodes AS  
  Network FROM NotDeposit OUTER JOIN SchemaStartNodes WHERE 
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  SchemaStartNodes.endBoss == NotDeposit.sender    &&  
  SchemaStartNodes.amount >= double(NotDeposit.amount)ORDER BY endBoss,  
  amount LIMIT 1 INTO FindNetwork; 
CREATE  isNotNull1; CREATE  isNull; SELECT * FROM FindNetwork 
  WHERE network.dirtyID != -1 INTO isNotNull1 WHERE true INTO isNull; 
CREATE  FindNetworks ; SELECT isNull.time,…, sum(SchemaStartNodes. 
   amount) AS sumAmount, aggregatelist(SchemaStartNodes) AS networks 
   FROM isNull, SchemaStartNodes WHERE SchemaStartNodes.endBoss == 
   isNull.sender INTO FindNetworks; 
CREATE  updateAmount ; UPDATE SchemaStartNodes USING isNotNull1 
   SET type = SchemaStartNodes.type, ……, usedUpAmount = 
   SchemaStartNodes.usedUpAmount + isNotNull1.amount AS 
   SchemaStartNodes.usedUpAmount WHERE SchemaStartNodes.dirtyID == 
   isNotNull1.network.dirtyID RETURNING isNotNull1.time, ……, 
   SchemaStartNodes AS newNetwork INTO updateAmount; 
 
DECLARE startloopid long DEFAULT 0L;CREATE seqIdSetter (startLoop long); 
CREATE  seqIdSetter4 (count long); CREATE  seqIdSetter5 (aux2 long); 
CREATE  startLoop1 ; SELECT 0 AS startLoop FROM FindNetworks INTO 
   seqIdSetter; SELECT *, startloopid AS startLoop FROM FindNetworks INTO 
   startLoop1; 
DECLARE sumamountid long DEFAULT 0L; CREATE  seqIdSetter2 (aux long); 
CREATE  seqIdSetter3 (accumAmount long); 
CREATE  sumAmount ; SELECT 0 AS aux FROM startLoop1 INTO seqIdSetter2; 
  SELECT *, sumamountid AS aux FROM startLoop1 INTO sumAmount; 
CREATE  Iterate1 ; SELECT *  FROM sumAmount FOREACH networks AS 
  element INTO Iterate1; 
CREATE  updateAmount2 ; SELECT sumamountid + long(element.amount) AS  
  accumAmount FROM Iterate1 INTO seqIdSetter3; SELECT *, sumamountid AS 
  accumAmount FROM Iterate1 INTO updateAmount2; 
CREATE  countElement1 ; SELECT startloopid + 1 AS count FROM 
  updateAmount2 INTO seqIdSetter4; SELECT *, startloopid AS count FROM 
  updateAmount2 INTO countElement1; 
CREATE  checkAccumAmount1 ; SELECT * FROM countElement1 WHERE 
  accumAmount >= amount AND count <= length(networks) INTO 
  checkAccumAmount1; 
CREATE  break1 ; SELECT startloopid + length(networks) AS aux2 FROM 
  checkAccumAmount1 INTO seqIdSetter5; SELECT *, startloopid AS aux2 
  FROM checkAccumAmount1 INTO break1; 
CREATE  break1 ; CREATE  break1 ; SELECT * FROM break1 INTO break1; 
  SELECT * FROM break1 INTO break1; 
CREATE  UnionAmnt ; SELECT * FROM updateAmount UNION SELECT * 
  FROM break INTO UnionAmnt ; 
DECLARE startupdateloopid long DEFAULT 0L; CREATE seqIdSetter6 (count2 
  long); 
CREATE  UpdateLoop ; SELECT 0 AS count2 FROM break1 INTO seqIdSetter6; 
  SELECT *, startupdateloopid AS count2 FROM break1 INTO UpdateLoop; 
CREATE  IterateNetwork ; SELECT *  FROM UpdateLoop FOREACH networks  
  AS element2 INTO IterateNetwork; 
CREATE  BuildSchema ; SELECT sender AS startBoss, receiver AS endBoss, 
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  double(amount) AS amount, today() AS detectionTime, #"time" AS startTime, 
   #"time" AS endTime, list(string()) AS associates, 0 AS networkID, location, 
  TYPE_DIRTYTRANSACTION AS type, if UnionAmnt.transactionType == 
  TRANSACTION_WITHDRAWAL then TRANSACTION_WITHDRAWAL else 
  TRANSACTION_ETF AS subtype, 0 AS cost FROM   UnionAmnt INTO   
  BuildSchema ; 
CREATE  FilterNet ; SELECT * FROM IterateNetwork WHERE count2 <= count 
  INTO FilterNet ; 
CREATE  DirtyEFTSchemaOutput  SELECT * FROM BuildSchema INTO 
  DirtyEFTSchemaOutput; 
CREATE  UnionSchema ;SELECT * FROM notDirtyEFT UNION SELECT * 
  FROM BuildSchema INTO UnionSchema ; 
CREATE  updateAmountFin ; UPDATE SchemaStartNodes USING FilterNet SET 
  type = SchemaStartNodes.type, ….., usedUpAmount = 
  SchemaStartNodes.usedUpAmount + FilterNet.amount AS  
  SchemaStartNodes.usedUpAmount     WHERE SchemaStartNodes.dirtyID == 
  FilterNet.element2.dirtyID  RETURNING SchemaStartNodes AS newNetwork  
  INTO updateAmountFin; 
DECLARE getidid long DEFAULT 0L; CREATE  seqIdSetter7 ( dirtyID long ); 
CREATE  GetID ; SELECT getidid + 1 AS dirtyID FROM UnionSchema INTO 
  seqIdSetter7; SELECT *, getidid AS dirtyID FROM UnionSchema INTO GetID; 
CREATE  UnionAmount ; SELECT * FROM updateAmount UNION SELECT * 
  FROM updateAmountFin INTO UnionAmount ; 
CREATE  NewNetwork ; SELECT   newNetwork AS network FROM   
UnionAmount   INTO   NewNetwork ; 
INSERT INTO SchemaStartNodes (dirtyID, …cost, usedUpAmount) 
   SELECT dirtyID, …, timestamp() AS withdrawalTime, GetID.cost, double(int(0 
   AS usedUpAmount)) AS usedUpAmount   FROM GetID ; 
CREATE  MatchAmt ; SELECT * FROM NewNetwork WHERE 
  (network.usedUpAmount/network.amount) >= (1- 
  DIRTYEFT_AMOUT_PERCENTAGE) INTO MatchAmt ; 
DELETE FROM SchemaStartNodes  USING MatchAmt WHERE 
  SchemaStartNodes.dirtyID == MatchAmt.network.dirtyID ; 

 

In step 1 of Algorithm 5, the input, output and tables used in the module are 

defined and created. In step 2, “NotDeposit”, “notDirtyEFT” and “FindNetwork” are 

created. The dirty EFT starts with a none-deposit transaction, as the deposit transaction is 

already detected in the smurfing detection process.  Afterwards, “NoDirtyEFT” is created 

from the input “DetectionSchema” feeding into the module, and then “FindNetwork” is 

created from the outer-joining of “NoDeposit” with “SchemaStartNodes”. Here I am 
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starting to associate the DirtyEFT networks that are involved in the deposit transaction, as 

the DirtyEFT is laundering the funds obtained from other MLS. In step 3, the null and 

none-null valued network ID entries are filtered from the “FindNetwork” by creating 

“isNotNull” and “isNull”. The null valued entries represent networks that are not 

assigned any network ID yet. In step 4, “FindNetworks” is created from the “isNull”, by 

relating the “EndBoss” of “SchemaStartNodes” with the “Find.Networks.Senderof, to 

create the beginning point of DirtyEFT.  In step 5, “SchemaStartNodes” are updated with 

the related enties of “isNotNull”.  In step 6, several iteration variables are created, to be 

used in the next steps of tracking and calculating iteration transactions within a network.  

In steps 7, 8 and 9, the  element count and total accumulated EFT in the detected 

DirtyEFT networks are calculated. In steps 10 through 15, another iteration loop of the 

networks takes place. In steps 16, 17, and 18, the output “DirtyEFTSchemaOutput” is 

created from the DirtyEFT schema “BuildSchema”. In step 19, the “BuildSchema” is 

joined with “NotDirtyEFT” to track the none DirtyEFT networks that were stored during 

analysis in the “SchemaStartNodes”.  In step 20, “UpdateAmountFin” is created, 

representing the total amount of the none DirtyEFT networks. In steps 21, 22 and 23, the 

total amount is updated and “UnionAmount” created, followed by the creation of 

“NewNetwork”. In step 24, the calculated “new updated amount” is inserted into the 

“SchemaStartNodes”.  In steps 25 and 26, the “MatchAmt” is created from 

“NewNetwork”, which represents the networks that match the DirtEFT percentage 

criteria, then the “MatchAmt” is removed from the “SchemaStartNodes”, as it is already 

detected. Thus, the table “SchemaStartNodes” is cleaned. 
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5.6.5 Module for Derivative Market (Option and Swap) MLS Detection 
A typical MLS fraud of the Derivative type is laundering using Options trading. It 

is in essence a transfer pricing of the money underlying the value of the derivative 

options from one side to another. Normally, the buyer of an “Options-Call” assumes that 

the price of the underlying asset will rise at a future date, when he will have the right to 

buy the asset with a profit. The seller, the brokerage house, is obligated to sell the asset 

should the buyer so decide at the maturity date. The buyer agrees to pay a premium fee to 

get into the “Options-Call” contract, regardless of whether or not he exercises that “Call” 

option on the derivative at that set future date.   

The option-call fraud scheme has two major actors in addition to the derivative 

brokerage house, which might not be involved in the scheme or is orchestrated without 

their knowledge. This scheme is different from conventional schemes in which the buyer 

and seller interact with each other directly via trading or transferring funds. The initial 

buyer will make profit and the future buyer will lose money; the maturity date is the same 

or within days’ difference. The value of profit made by the initial buyer is funded with 

losses from the later buyer of the options; the funds are transferred from and to the 

brokerage house. The brokerage house is the medium for the funds transfer and the tool is 

the options trading. The same derivative asset (options) is bought at different time frames 

and with a different strike price, but with the same future-set maturity date. The trick to 

make the scheme work is to have the former buyer buy the “Call” options at an earlier 

date than the later buyer, and at a lower price than the later buyer. At the maturity date, 

the later buyer will lose investment value to the former buyer, provided he exercises the 

“Call” option.  
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Figure 16 Money laundering in the Derivative Market using Options Trading 

 

I use an essential business rule for ML using options trading in the Derivative 

Market. My business rules are driven from the sanitized cases of the Financial Action 

Task Group (FATF) [52, 53]. The Derivative market is a very attractive and complex area 

for ML, due to the gigantic volume of the market, which has an estimated size of 1200 

Trillion Dollars [54, 55].  

Algorithm to Detect Option Trading with Zero-Sum Game: 

The scheme can work even if the derivative spot price fluctuates in the opposite 

direction of the planned scheme. The perpetrators have many ways to conclude the zero 

sum game. They can wait for the price to increase until it gets to the point that transfer 

pricing can happen. Alternatively, they can agree on buying different quantities of the 
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same derivative so a slight price difference can equalize the gain of the former buyer with 

the loss of the later buyer. The later buyer of a larger volume of the same asset can 

exercise the “Call” with the slight price difference.  Such options exercising will be equal 

to the exercising of a low volume buy of the former buyer with lower strike pricing. The 

simplified version of the algorithm is as follows:  

 Capture all Strike exercisers with financial gain above a certain amount and having 

Long-Call-Options.  

 Capture all Strike None-exercisers that had Short-Call-Options and bought a large 

amount of Call options.  I have another Derivative detection module that captures 

all Strike exercisers that had Short-Call-Options and a comparably equal amount of 

Call options in the first step. 

 Compare the profit in the first step against loss in the second step; this needs to be 

within the range of (90%-110%). 

 

Algorithm 6 Derivative-Detection (Options-MLS) Algorithm 

 Derivative Pattern Detection Algorithm 

1 
 
2 
3 
 
 
4 
 
5 
 
 
6 
 
7 
 

INPUT Exercise  ExerciseSchema; Options   OptionSchema; OUTPUT 
CallOptionsOutput; TABLE Losses  EXTENDS ExerciseSchema, OptionSchema  
CONSTANT MAX_VARIATION 0.1; MIN_GAIN 50000; 
CREATE OptJoin ; VJOIN Options , Exercise WHERE (optionID  BETWEEN 
(optionID-100 AND optionID+100)) AND (Options.optionID==Exercise.optionID) 
INTO OptJoin; 
CREATE isCall; SELECT * FROM OptJoin WHERE OptJoin.call=TRUE 
INTO isCall; 
CREATE Positions ; SELECT isCall.* AS *, (isCall.ExcSpotPrice-
isCall.StrikePrice) AS ExcPos, if isCall.Exc.Exercise then (Quantity*( 
ExcSpotPrice-StrikePrice-Price)) else (-Quantity*price)  AS ExcLossGain; 
CREATE isGain ; CREATE notGain ; SELECT * FROM Positions WHERE 
ExcLossGain>0 INTO isGain WHERE true INTO notGain ; 
CREATE  GainFloor ; SELECT * FROM isGain WHERE (ExcLossGain >= 
MIN_GAIN) INTO GainFloor ; 
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8 
 
9 
 
 
 
 
10 
 
11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12 
 
 
13 
 
14 
 
 

INSERT INTO Losses SELECT optionID, notGain.spotPrice, bool() AS exercise, 
………, false AS detected  FROM notGain; 
CREATE  CheckLosses ; SELECT GainFloor.buyerID AS 
buyer,GainFloor.optionID,……, isnull(firstval(Losses.optionID)) AS noLoss   
FROM (GainFloor OUTER JOIN Losses) WHERE (Losses.buyerClientID == 
GainFloor.buyerClientID) GROUP BY GainFloor.buyerID AS buyer INTO 
CheckLosses;  
CREATE  NoLosses ; SELECT * FROM CheckLosses WHERE noLoss INTO 
NoLosses; 
CREATE Associates; SELECT aggregatelist(Losses) AS Assoc, 
sum(Losses.ExcLossGain) AS AssocSum, aggregatelist(Losses.buyerID) AS 
AssocIDs, NoLosses.buyerID AS endBoss, NoLosses.sellerID AS startBoss,  
if MIN (Losses.MaturityDate) <MIN (Losses.strikeDate) then 
min(Losses.MaturityDate) else min(Losses.strikeDate) AS startTime,  
if MAX (Losses.MaturityDate) > max(Losses.strikeDate) then 
MAX(Losses.MaturityDate) else MAX (Losses.strikeDate) AS endTime 
 FROM (NoLosses OUTER JOIN Losses) WHERE (Losses.symbol == 
NoLosses.symbol  && Losses.detected == false) INTO Associates; 
CREATE  OptionsMLS ; SELECT * FROM Associates WHERE 
(abs((ExcLossGain+AssociatesSum))/Exc_lossGain) <= MAX_VARIATION 
INTO OptionsMLS ; 
CREATE  Iterate ; SELECT *  FROM OptionsMLS FOREACH Assoc AS 
element INTO Iterate; 
UPDATE Losses USING Iterate SET spotPrice = Losses.spotPrice, … 
ExcLossGain = Losses.ExcLossGain, detected=true AS Losses.detected WHERE 
(Losses.optionID == Iterate.element.optionID; 

 

In Algorithm 6, data is continually retrieved from the "Exercise" and "Options" 

streams, and the detected options type derivative frauds are delivered into 

"OptionsMLS". In step 1, the table "Losses" is created to capture the losses of options. In 

step 3, "OptJoin" is created by joining by value the "Exercise" and "Options" with a join 

range of 200. In step 4, the "Call" Options are filtered from the "OptJoin". In step 5, 

"Positions" is created, adding two fields to the "IsCall" output, which are "ExcPos" and 

"ExcLossGain". This captures the monetary gain and loss, as well as the financial 

position of the options call. To determine the position, it calculates the price difference 

between spot price and strike price. If the Call is exercised then "ExcLossGain" is 
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positive because the spot price is above the strike price. However, if the Call is not 

exercised because the strike price is below the spot price, then the none-exercising buyer 

loses money by paying the cost of buying that option. In step 6, the results of "Positions" 

are filtered based on "ExcLossGain" value. "isGain" is created for positive values and 

"notGain' for negative values.  

In step 7, "GainFloor" is created by filtering "LossGain" for gains above the 

threshold of Fifty Thousand US Dollars. In step 8, the entries from "notGain" are inserted 

into the table "Losses". The "Positions" with negative values are selected, and the value 

of the field "detected" as false is set. This is because the entries in the "Losses" table are 

not detected as MLS yet. In step 9, "CheckLosses" is created by outer-joining 

"GainFloor" and "Losses" to check if the buyers in "GainFloor" have any former 

monetary losses in the table "Losses". The new fields "buyer" (replication of "BuyerID") 

and "NoLosses" are added. 

In step 10, "NoLosses" is created from "CheckLosses" with entries having values 

in the field "noLosses" as true. In Step 11, the associate list "Associates" is created in the 

Options-Call fraud, by outer-joining the stream "Losses" with the stream "NoLosses". In 

step 12, the results are streamed into the OUTPUT "OptionsMLS". The financial relation 

between the associates of the fraud and the exercising buyer is verified and filtered. The 

margin of gain should be in the range of 10 percent loss or gain. In step 13, the list of 

associates continues to be iterated as they get updated to make the feed behave as real 

time systems. In step 14, I update the table "Losses" with the detected fraud results, 

changing the value of "Detected" for found OptionID to true. 
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5.7 Option Derivative Pattern Detection in CEP Platform StreamBase 
In this chapter, I presented algorithms running on a StreamBase platform [56] and 

written in StreamSQL [57]. I showed how to detect MLS patterns and instances of given 

patterns from log records of all observed transactions. 

 StreamSQL is an event pattern language that can be used to define algorithms 

(queries) over streams of data. StreamBase (SB) is a Complex Event Processing (CEP) 

and Real-Time Analytics system used in many industries, including the stock market 

exchanges, intelligence, security, and defense systems [ 4]. StreamBase can run 

algorithms (queries) over input source from a file or a database and produce outputs.  In 

the previous subsections, I presented the SB module based on StreamSQL that discovers 

the pattern I defined in the algorithms, for instance, the pattern in Figure 16.  

5.8 Related Work 
The system created by Gunestas, et al. [50] is the only similar work conducted in 

the field of financial transaction forensics, with a focus only on Ponzi schemes. The 

framework only captures one form of transaction and solely from web services 

transactions. The framework constructed for the purposes of this study can thus be 

accepted as continuance to Gunestas’ work with a focus on MLS and accepting of all 

forms of transactions, including banking system transactions. Additionally, the FAIS [7] 

is a similar system in terms of the concept of detecting MLS. The drawback of the system 

is that it does not capture data in real-time and requires the involvement of an expert in 

the analysis. In contrast, MLEDF does not need the involvement of an expert and 

captures real-time, and then feeds the data into the StreamBase engine. 
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5.9 Conclusion 
I developed a framework to detect the MLS pattern of evolving MLS. In this 

framework, the choreographies that could be used to detect the patterns of evolving well-

known MLS were defined, thus showing how to detect and capture trails of MLS using 

StreamBase. Although the choreographies only specify well-known money laundering 

schemes, the framework can be updated with business rules to capture any form of other 

MLS that can be mined from repositories of financial transactions.  
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CHAPTER SIX - MONEY LAUNDERING EVOLUTION DETECTION 

FRAMEWORK TO LINK THE DISPARATE AND EVOLVING SCHEMES 

6.1 Introduction  
Money launderers hide traces of their transactions with the involvement of entities 

that participate in sophisticated schemes. Money laundering detection requires the 

unraveling of concealed connections among multiple but seemingly unrelated human 

money laundering networks, ties among actors of those schemes, and amounts of funds 

transferred among those entities. The link among small networks, either financial or 

social, is the primary factor that facilitates money laundering. Hence, the analysis of 

relations among money laundering networks is required to present the full structure of 

complex schemes. I propose a framework that uses sequence matching, case-based 

analysis, social network analysis, and complex event processing to detect money 

laundering. My framework captures an ongoing single scheme as an event, and 

associations among such ongoing sequence of events to capture complex relationships 

among evolving money laundering schemes. My framework can detect associated 

multiple money laundering networks even in the absence of some evidence. I validated 

the accuracy of detecting evolving money laundering schemes using a multi-phases test 

methodology. My test used data generated from real-life cases, and extrapolated to 

generate more data from the real-life schemes generator that I implemented. 
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Current Anti Money Laundering (AML) systems are designed to function based 

on the requirements of the adopting organization. They vary from the multi-component 

and complex systems such as FinCEN (FAIS) to the specialized single-purpose systems 

used by banks to report Due Diligence and Suspicious Activity Reports (SAR). To 

capture increasingly complex money laundering schemes (MLS), there is a need for 

integrating new techniques such as Social Network Analysis (SNA) [19], in addition to 

the already used rule based analysis and risk modeling. An efficient AML system must 

have many components, where some are purely deterministic and others purely 

probabilistic. An example of a probabilistic component is the risk analysis, and SNA is an 

example of a deterministic component. Generally, deterministic models consider social 

aspects and statistical models consider financial aspects [19]. 

The FINCEN AI System (FAIS) [7, 47, 60], designed for internal use, analyzes 

SARs filed by banks. The system combines offline SAR data analyzed by human experts 

to identify possible hidden linkage among transactions using link analysis techniques. 

However, FAIS [7, 47, 60] only links and evaluates the database (DB) of the reported 

suspicious transactions offline. KDPrevent [58, 59] by KDLabs, a commercial 

product/service utilized by banks in Switzerland, collects customer, account and 

transaction information for offline analysis, combining data-mining techniques with 

expert legal knowledge of legal experts.  

A model of link analysis [21] is relevant to my research in detecting evolving 

patterns of sequence. Schwartz [21] proposes a model to find criminal networks using 

social network analysis, building upon Borgatti’s SNA-based key player approach. One 
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drawback of Borgatti's model is the failure to assign weights to actors and actor-actor 

relationships. Gunestas, et al.’s framework [50, 51] is similar to ours, but with a narrower 

focus on detecting Ponzi schemes.  

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 explains the detection 

of the evolution network (Trails) of MLS, with details of the Full-Trail and Missing-Trail 

modules. Section 6.3 explains the evolution analysis in MLEDF and section 6.4 covers in 

detail the Social Network Analysis (SNA) module to create the “Suspicious-Trail”. 

Section 6.5 explains the “Suspicious-Trail” analysis module. Section 6.6 describes related 

work and Section 6.7 concludes the chapter. 

6.2 Detecting the Network of Evolving Trails of MLS  
This section shows how the long trail for a very sophisticated MLS that spans 

over many countries was created in this study. The StartBoss and EndBoss of the trail are 

detected, along with the intermediary bosses of involved schemes. The “StartBoss” is the 

earliest evidence of a proven and known launderer. The “EndBoss” is the final launderer 

that withdraws the funds or transfers them via none-record keeping remittance (Hawala) 

systems. My method creates the laundering path from the ending points towards the 

starting point. Then, all possible paths that originate at the detected launderer and link to 

another launderer are followed. The paths that meet the evolution principles are accepted 

and these are included in the SNA results. Thereby, all those who invested and were 

involved in the same trail or in a sophisticated MLS are discovered.  
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6.2.1 Full Trail Detection 
The “Full-Trail Algorithm” described in this section finds the Full-Trail without 

any missing links. The “Full-Trail Algorithm” is stated in pseudo code as Algorithm 7. 

Full Trail Algorithm: 

 Start from the “Detection-Schema” with Table for any “Boss” of any scheme in 

which “A” is undertaking the role of Accomplice/Associate in another scheme “B”; 

“End-time” of scheme A must be before “End-time” of scheme “B”, and vice 

versa. 

 Amount of money laundered in scheme “A” must be ±50% of money to be 

laundered in scheme “B”. 

 Duration to capture can be up to 90 days, as a launderer might complete many 

cycles of a certain fraud scheme to engage in another type of fraud that is more 

significant. 

 The trail can be accepted as ended if there are +90 days of inactivity in the 

transactions of the last associate in the found trail. 

 The trail can be accepted as ended if the last scheme is a Smurfing to Hawala 

Office. 

 The trail can be accepted as ended if the last scheme ends with a cash withdrawal, 

as this is hard to track. 

 Refine the finding (list) by checking if there is a trail (list) Identical/Similar/Sub to 

the current finding (list) in the “Full-Trail” or “Missing-Trail”. Similar trails are 

trails that have common elements:  
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1- Both trails have at least 30% common associates. Importance is given to the 

participation of the associates not to the played roles. 

2- Both trails have more than 30% common bosses. 

3- Both trails use the same type of MLS.  

 Refine the finding (list) by checking if the last action took place in a money haven 

country or country where SARs are poorly regulated. 

Output of Full-Trail Algorithm: 

 Output the found trail (list). Output a field that indicates the duration of the 

execution of fraud schemes (“startTime” and “endTime”). 

 Output the field that reflects a total number of different locations in the found trail. 

 Determine the evolution analysis from the found trail by analyzing if any old trails 

in the list have changed from the following perspectives: 

1) Used fraud techniques and the number of fraud cycles.  

2) Number of different countries.  

3) The amount of funds decreased or increased from previous trails. 

 Output a field determining the network size and cost change in the evolution. 

 Output the fields for the bosses of the “Full-Trail”, “StartBoss” and “EndBoss”. 

 Gather the outputs above in the DB entitled “Full-Trail”. 

 

Algorithm 7 Full-Trail Analysis Algorithm  

 Full-Trail Analysis Algorithm 

1 
 
2 

INPUT MLSNetwork MLSSchema; DetectionInput DetectionSchema; 
   LocationInput LocationSchema; OUTPUT  FullTrail ; 
TABLE Bosses BossSchema  ; Locations LocationSchema ; Trails  (networks 
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12 
 
 
 
 
13 
 
 
14 
 

 

   list(DetectionSchema), trailID, startDate,  lastNetworkAmount, lastEndBoss, 
   lastStartBoss,  ended, endDate, lastSubType,   endInWithdrawal , firstStartBoss) 
REPLACE INTO Locations SELECT location,SAR  FROM LocationInput; 
INSERT INTO Bosses SELECT MLSNetwork.boss FROM MLSNetwork; 
CREATE  encapsulateNetwork;   SELECT     DetectionInput.* AS *,     
  list(DetectionInput) AS networks,   DetectionInput AS originalNetwork FROM   
  DetectionInput INTO   encapsulateNetwork; 
CREATE  BossFraud; SELECT true AS everything, 
  encapsulateNetwork.type,…, aggregatelist(Bosses.boss) AS bossFraud 
 FROM encapsulateNetwork OUTER JOIN Bosses WHERE true   
 GROUP BY true AS everything INTO BossFraud; 

DECLARE sequenceid long DEFAULT 0L; -- seqIdSetter CREATE  
  gen__seqIdSetter (   trailID long); 

CREATE  TrailIDGen ;     SELECT sequenceid + 1 AS trailID FROM 
  BossFraud INTO    gen__seqIdSetter;    SELECT *, sequenceid AS trailID 
  FROM BossFraud INTO    TrailIDGen; 
CREATE  RegisterNetwork ; INSERT INTO Trails (trailID,…)   SELECT 
  !isnull(TrailIDGen.withdrawalTime) AS   endInWithdrawal    FROM 
  TrailIDGen RETURNING TrailIDGen.trailID,…….. INTO RegisterNetwork; 
CREATE  IsBoss ;    SELECT * FROM RegisterNetwork   WHERE 
  contains(bossFraud,endBoss) OR contains(bossFraud,startBoss) INTO IsBoss ; 
CREATE  findMatch  ; SELECT * FROM IsBoss, Trails WHERE  
  Trails.startDate >= (IsBoss.startTime –90 days) AND ( IsBoss.amount*(0.9)  <=  
  Trails.Amount  <= (1.1)*IsBoss.amount ) AND (  
  contains(IsBoss.associates,Trails. EndBoss)  OR  
  contains(IsBoss.associates,Trails. StartBoss)) AND  
 !Trails.ended AND Trails.trailID != IsBoss.trailID  
 ORDER BY startDate, lastNetworkAmount  LIMIT 1 INTO findMatch ; 

CREATE  AddTrail ;    UPDATE Trails       USING findMatch     SET 
 networks = append(findMatch.foundTrail, findMatch.originalNetwork)  
 AS Trails.networks, endInWithdrawal=! isnull(findMatch.withdrawalTime) 
 AS Trails.endInWithdrawal,WHERE (Trails.trailID==findMatch.foundTrailID) 
 RETURNING Trails.trailID, ………, Trails.endInWithdrawal INTO AddTrail; 

CREATE  AddLoc ;    SELECT AddTrail.trailID, ……… , Locations.SAR AS 
  locationRate FROM AddTrail OUTER JOIN Locations WHERE 
  Locations.location==lastelement(AddTrail.networks).location INTO AddLoc; 

CREATE  FullTrail ;  SELECT * FROM AddLoc   WHERE locationRate == 
  "bad" || AddLoc.lastSubType ==  SUBTYPE_HAWALA || endInWithdrawal 
   INTO FullTrail ; 

 

In Algorithm 7, and in step 1, input is retrieved from the "DetectionSchema", 

"MLSSchema", and "LocationSchema" streams, and then, the output stream "Full-Trail" 

is created. In step 2, the internal tables, "Bosses" and "Locations", are created, as well 

as—following this—the important table "Trails" to be used in further analysis in this 
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module. In step 3, "Locations" with data from "LocInput" of locations with active SAR 

are updated, and in step 4, those bosses that are already in the "MLSNetwork" table are 

inserted into “Bosses”. In step 5, the "Detection-Schema" is encapsulated by creating the 

links for the network trails. The "DetectInput" is added as the new field 

"OriginalNetwork", and the list of "DetectInput" is added as the new field "Networks". 

In step 6, "BossFraud" is created, and this contains the fraud lists from "Bosses", 

in which "Boss" is involved. The StreamBase function "aggregatelist" is used to add the 

field "bossFraud", after outer-joining "EncapsulateNetwork" and "Bosses". In steps 7, a 

TrailID is generated for each trail, sequentially. 

In step 8, the "TrailID" is assigned to the trails in "BossFraud". In step 9, the 

"RegisterNetwork" is created from "TrailIDGen", the result of "BossFraud" valid trails 

that will be streamed concurrently into the missing trails. In step 10, "IsBoss" is created 

from "RegisterNetwork", which means that the registered network is accepted as a fraud 

network when the list "BossFraud" contains "endBoss" or "startBoss". In step 11, the 

stream, "findMatch", is created to link between none-identical trails within the "Trails" 

and "IsBoss", where the trail has not ended. 

In step 12, the core of the algorithm is applied. The "AddTrail" is created to add 

the linked trails found in "findMatch" to the link between none-identical trails within the 

"Trails" and "IsBoss", where the trail has not ended. The list of "Networks" found in 

"Trails" is appended to the already linked trails. In step 13, the "AddLoc" is created by 

outer-joining "AddTrail" and "Locations" to add a new field named "LocRate". 
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This new field represents the SAR of the last country in the trail, and this rating is 

added into the resultant Trail table. In step 14, the "FullTrail" stream for the trails that 

accepted to be filtered into the "Full-Trail" from "AddLoc" is created. This is where the 

location of the LAST network in the trail is in the country with active SAR and the rating 

of "BAD", or ends with Hawala or a funds withdrawal. 

6.2.2 Missing Trail Detection 
This section describes the algorithm used to find the “Missing-Trail”. The 

“Missing-Trail” represents the trails that could not pass the criteria to be added into the 

“Full-Trail”, is explained shortly. The “Missing-Trail” is kept for analysis in the SNA 

module for forensics purposes, without being added into the “Full-Trail”. The DB 

consisting of  “Missing-Trail”, is created and a module written to capture the trail (list) as 

follows: 

Missing Trail Algorithm: 

 Analyze the evolution of “Full-Trail”, and create the trail (list) of the “Full-Trail” 

with a maximum depth of three networks. 

 End scheme (at depth three) must not be of Smurfing type or Hawala type. 

 End scheme must not end with a cash withdrawal. 

 Place all found missing network into the “Missing-Trail” DB.  

 Determine the lists of networks that “EndBoss” is involved in from “Full-Trail”. 

 Look for associates and bosses of the lists found in the previous step and compare 

them against the existing “Missing-Trail” DB. 

 Find bosses and associates that act as “StartBoss” in any missing fraud network. 
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 If a network is found in “Missing-Fraud” DB that matches the previous criteria, 

and where: 

1) Transactions occur in the same time frame (± 3 days).   

2) Transaction amounts are within same range.  

3) Transactions take place in the same location. 

 Create the new list that will constitute a possible trail 

 

Algorithm 8 Missing-Trail Analysis Algorithm 

 Missing-Trail Analysis Algorithm 
 
1 
2 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
6 
 
7 

 

IMPORT Trails FROM “Full-Trail Analysis.sbapp”; 
INPUT DetectionInput DetectionSchema; OUTPUT MissingTrail ; 
TABLE Trails2 FullTrailSchema; 
CREATE CheckObsoleteTrails ; SELECT Trails2.networks, 
   Trails2.trailID …… Trails2.endInWithdrawal FROM    Trails2  
  WHERE Trails2.endDate <= today() - 90 days 
 ORDER BY endDate INTO CheckObsoleteTrails; 

CREATE STREAM EndTrail ;  INSERT INTO Trails2 (trailID, … , 
   firstStartBoss)    SELECT trailID, …, string() AS firstStartBoss  
   FROM CheckObsoleteTrails RETURNING ObsoleteTrails.networks 
   ,…,ObsoleteTrails.firstStartBoss  INTO EndTrail; 
CREATE STREAM NetLarge; CREATE STREAM NetSmall; 
 SELECT * FROM EndTrail WHERE length(networks)>1 INTO 

   NetLarge WHERE true INTO NetSmall; 
CREATE STREAM ValidTrail; SELECT NetLarge.networks 
  ,……,NetLarge.trailID, FROM   NetLarge   INTO   ValidTrailCopy; 
DELETE FROM Trails2    USING NetSmall WHERE Trails.trailID == 
   NetSmall.trailID;SELECT * FROM ValidTrail INTO MissingTrail; 

 

Algorithm8 imports from “Full-Trail Analysis.sbapp” the content of the DB 

“Full-Trail”s and uses it to perform the analysis on the missing trails. In steps 1 and 2, 

input is retrieved from the “DetectionSchema” steams, the output “Missing-Trail” is 

created, and the imported trails of type “Full-Trail” are instantiated as “Trails2”.  In step 
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3, a stream for “ObsoleteTrails” is created from “Trails2” and it is verified whether it has 

already passed the 90-day limit for obsoleteness. In step 4, the “EndTrail” stream is 

created for all terminated trails of the obsolete trails, and also, the terminated trails are 

inserted into the “Trails2” table. 

In step 5, the results of “EndTrail” are filtered; networks with less than two ML 

networks “NetSmall” are discarded later, and “NetLarge” will establish the content for 

the missing trails. In step 6, from “NetLarge”, the valid trails “ValidTrailCopy” are 

created that will be streamed into missing trails. In step 7, the networks with less depth 

than two are deleted from the “Trails2” table, and all the content of “ValidTrailCopy” are 

copied into the stream “Missing-Trail”.   

6.3 Evolution Analysis in MLEDF 
In this section, the evolution of the Full-Trails is assessed with respect to the 

increasing/decreasing number of cooperating associates, the cost change for laundering, 

and the involvement of different geographies.  

Detection Analysis Algorithm: 

 Start with a “Full-Trail”; if trail duration is more than 90 days, it will be considered 

a ‘wide’ trail. 

 From the network list on the Full-Trail, the following are calculated: 

1) The full set of locations and thus, the total number of different locations.  

2) The average scheme cost.  

3) The average associate number. 
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 If the last network associate number is greater than the average associate number, it 

is established that the Full-Trail is increasing, or decreasing otherwise. The same 

logic is used to determine if the calculated Full-Trail cost is increasing or 

decreasing. 

 

Algorithm  9 Evolution Analysis Algorithm 

 Trail Evolution Analysis   

 
1 
2 
 
 
3 
 
 
4 
 
 
5 
 
6 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
 
 
8 
 
 

IMPORT * FROM "SchemaDefinitions.sbapp" ; 
INPUT InputStream FullTrailSchema; OUTPUT TrailEvolutionAnalysis; 
CREATE isWide ;      SELECT InputStream.* AS *,  
  InputStream.durationDays >= WIDE_DAYS  AS isWide  
  FROM   InputStream INTO   isWide; 
DECLARE startloopid long DEFAULT 0L; 
       -- seqIdSetter CREATE STREAM gen__seqIdSetter (  startLoop long); 
       -- seqIdSetter CREATE STREAM gen__seqIdSetter2 ( count long); 
CREATE startLoop ; 
      SELECT 0 AS startLoop FROM isWide INTO gen__seqIdSetter; 
      SELECT *, startloopid AS startLoop FROM isWide INTO startLoop; 
CREATE Iterate; 
  SELECT * FROM startLoop FOREACH networks AS element INTO Iterate; 
CREATE countElement ; 
  SELECT startloopid + 1 AS count FROM Iterate INTO gen__seqIdSetter2; 
  SELECT *, startloopid AS count FROM Iterate INTO countElement; 
CREATE  TrailSpecific; 
  CREATE WINDOW Dimension1(PREDICATE  CLOSE  ON  
  countElement.count == length(countElement.networks)); 
  SELECT lastval(*) AS *,     aggregatelist(element.location) AS locationList, 
  avg(length(element.associates)) AS avgAssocCount, avg(element.cost) AS  
  avgCost FROM countElement[Dimension1] INTO TrailSpecific; 
CREATE TrailEvolutionAnalysis ; SELECT     TrailSpecific.* AS *, 
  EXCEPT element, REPLACE unique(locationList) AS locationList, 
  length(unique(locationList)) AS locationCount, EXCEPT startLoop,  
  EXCEPT count, length(lastelement(networks).associates) >  
  TrailSpecific.avgAssocCount  AS networkSizeIncreased, 
  lastelement(networks).cost > TrailSpecific.avgCost AS networkCostIncreased 
  FROM   TrailSpecific INTO   TrailEvolutionAnalysis; 

 

In step 1, input is retrieved from streams of “Full-Trail”, as the evolution analysis 

is performed only on Full-Trail, and the output stream “TrailEvolutionAnalysis” is 
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created. In step 2, the “isWide” is created from the Full-Trails that span over longer 

period of time, making this filter long Full-Trails. In step 3, sequence and iteration loops 

of “startLoop” and “count” are created and used to find the loop of “isWide” trails. In 

step 4, the loop “startLoop” is started after retrieving the data of “isWide” using the 

SeqIdSetter1 defined previously. In step 5, the sequence and iteration loops of 

“Networks” that count the quantity of network sequences in each “isWide” trail are 

created. In step 6, the loop “countElement” is initiated after retrieving the data of 

“Iterate” using the SeqIdSetter2 defined previously and the “isWide” counting iterate 

“startLoop”.  

In step 7, “TrailSpecific” is created using the aggregate function with a predicate 

of the count of the element that reached the network’s length of the Full-Trail. 

“TrailSpecific” generates the average cost and average associate number in the “isWide” 

trails.  In step 8, “TrailEvolutionAnalysis”, which contains the trail evolution information 

of cost increase, associate number increase, and unique locations count, is created.  

6.4 Social Network Analysis Module to Create a “Suspicious-Trail” 
There are many cases in which money launderers intentionally obfuscate the 

money laundering trail, either by hiding it (for instance by increasing the transaction 

quantity and reducing the transaction amount), or performing it in a none-reported 

method such as in Hawala schemes. It becomes the task of an AML program to detect 

these concealed relations and transactions. As a solution, I created an additional module 

to use social network analysis among participants of financial transactions to unravel the 

hidden relations among MLS networks. MLEDF is designed with a bottom-up approach 
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utilizing the concept of detecting and linking MLS trails (networks) even with missing 

evidence.  

The major task of this module is to detect components of an actual “Full-Trail” 

even if there is a missing piece of evidence. The module will investigate the available 

trails (Full-Trail and Missing-Trail) by using the SNA DB that contains the weights of 

relationships among MLS participants. This is used in order to determine whether two 

trails are related by considering some attributes, such as the amount of funds involved, 

location, affinity of participants, time, and methods used for laundering. 

The SNA module consumes more resource in comparison to others due to the 

extensive use of SNA data, and link and weight calculations. The “Suspicious-Trail” 

module uses the “SNA” module to produce a new trail. This new trail contains two or 

more trails that are related based on SNA, even if other algorithms succeeded in 

capturing a transaction joining them or any other evidence. The new trail is created after 

making SNA based results of a possible relationship between two or more “Full-Trail”s 

and “Missing-Trail”s.  

The generated evolution patterns and strategies are collected into the “Suspicious-

Trail” Database. This module contains the “SNA” sub-module that calculates and 

assesses the social network connections of individuals, peer-groups, and money 

laundering trails. The sub-module “SNA” is used to derive the associated suspicious trails 

based on the techniques of SNA. The table “Weight” that is used within the module is 

completely constructed with data output from running the “SNA” module.  
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6.4.1 Using Complex Event Processing in the Social Network Analysis Module 
Any MLS has the originator “StartBoss” and the terminator “EndBoss” and 

associates. The output of MLS detection algorithms contains information about the 

participants and other information such as amount laundered, final amount of funds, type 

of MLS, duration, and start and end times. The critical question that ML experts contend 

to answer is: “How fast and how well can I relate the different events in this universe of 

detected MLS?” Using Complex Event Processing (CEP) I developed an algorithm to 

create the full and accurate chains of related MLSs. Such relations are used to transfer a 

fund to the next MLS until it reaches the final destination. That is, the flow of the dirty 

money never stops until it has reached the ultimate account. This cycle continues until it 

has reached the final destination where the money launderer withdraws the money. 

Current AML systems have scalability issues in associating the multitude of different 

events of various MLS. Each detected MLS is modeled as an event, and various patterns 

of events are categorized under six different types of MLS. For example, Full-Trail 

algorithm outputs a trail by using the functionality of CEP in perceiving the MLSs as a 

set of events. Without the CEP, the MLS should dissolve into the constituent transactions 

to be analyzed and linked with the other transactions from another MLS (Time 

consuming and resource consuming). The CEP can link MLSs, perceived as events, using 

various criteria without the need to add more complex sub-algorithms for each criterion. 

That is, the Full-Trail connects the dots that exist, but it is harder and slower to connect 

them without CEP capabilities. Full-Trail captures the trail in cases where all evidence is 

available, whereas the Suspicious-Trail attempts to construct the path where some edges 

along the path are missing. 
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6.4.2 Integrating the Social Network Analysis Module into MLEDF 
The major objective of the “SNA” module is to detect components of 

undiscovered Full-Trails by analyzing four databases, “Network”, “Detection-Schema”, 

“Full-Trail”, and “Missing-Trail”. During the relationship analysis stage, the SNA 

module investigates the available trails by using the SNA Database that contains the 

weight of relations to determine if two trails are related considering attributes such as the 

amount of funds involved, geography, affinity of participants, time, method for 

laundering, and relation. 

 

 
Figure 17 The Process of Generating Evidence Data in the MLEDF 

 

The module “SNA” analyzes the end and start points (“EndBoss” and 

“StartBoss”) of the discovered transaction sequence (trail) to discover any broken parts of 

such none-discovered trail.  This analysis includes assessing the social relationships 
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between the endpoints (“EndBoss” and “StartBoss”) of trails with each other, using the 

DB created that includes different levels of relationships. The participants and bosses of 

money laundering trails may change, but the key players stay the same and they swap 

roles. 

6.4.3 Input from Other Modules Databases into the “SNA” Module 
This section describes modules called inside the MLEDF and feeds their output 

(DB) as an input to the “SNA” module: 

1. “Full-Trail” module: The long trail “Full-Trail” of complex MLS series that span 

over many countries is created. A “Full-Trail” is a concatenated sequence of related 

ML schemes that acts as a whole to transfer money from one MLS to another. A 

“Start Boss” of a “Full-Trail” is the “StartBoss” of the first MLS in the series of MLS 

that constitute the “Full-Trail”. The “EndBoss” of a “Full-Trail” is the “EndBoss” of 

the last MLS in the MLS series that constitute the “Full-Trail”. Detect the “StartBoss” 

and the “EndBoss” of the Full-Trail, along with intermediary bosses of linked 

schemes. This search starts with the “EndBoss” and computes the laundering path 

towards its beginning. Then all possible paths that originate at the detected launderer 

“StartBoss” and link to another launderer are followed.  Scheme concatenation 

considers the amount of funds involved, geography, affinity of participants, time, 

relation, and method for laundering.  

 

Table 4 Input From Algorithmic Modules and Their Databases into the “SNA” Module 

Networks TrailID Duration Withdrw Amount StartBoss EndBoss 

24, 51,67, 92,… 1932 56 Days Yes    988,000 Boss 756 Boss 17 
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2, 15, 98, 126, . 72468 99 Days No 1,213,234 Boss 29 Boss 592 
415, 783, 999, . 97246 92 Days Yes 1,050,230 Boss 324 Boss 75 

 

2. “Missing-Trail” module: Short trails that do not exceed the depth of three 

consecutive MLSs, or three levels depth of MLSs are created. It is assumed that 

Missing-Trail is a premature Full-Trail with broken parts and missing evidence. 

Consequently, shorter “Full-Trail” is captured by saving them in the “Missing-Trail” 

DB. 

  

Table 5 Sample Output of the Missing-Trail (Do not exceed 3 related MLS networks) 

Networks TrailID Duration Withdraw Amount StartBoss EndBoss 

14,219,921 1232 16 Days No 23,234 Boss56 Boss 151 
2452, 315 1208 29 Days No 90,165 Boss 170 Boss 882 
405, 7831 97246 19 Days No 200,230 Boss 884 Boss 975 

 

3. Evolution-Detection module: The input feed from “Full-Trail” and “Missing-Trail” 

algorithms is analyzed, and DB “ML-Networks” and DB “Detection-Schema” are 

generated.  The DB “ML-Network” contains three DBs of “Boss-Boss”, “Boss-

Associate” and “Associate -Associate”. The three DBs reflect the all discovered pair 

relationships among bosses and associates of MLSs and trails. An associate is a 

participant of the MLS who facilitates the success of MLS, such as the deposit 

makers in smurfing or the stock broker in stock based MLS. The DB “Detection-

Schema” contains statistical information about the evolution of the ML trail, such as 

information on average cost and average number of associates used in each MLS 
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within the sequence of MLSs in the Full-Trail. Table 6 shows the shortened output of 

the detected schema pertaining to the real-life case.  

 

Table 6 Sample Shortened Output of Detection-Schema 

DetectionTime Type SubType NetworkID  Location StartBoss EndBoss 

20120915114 HiLo Hi 2213 USA Boss756 Boss 17 
20120819139 Stock LowSale 9786 Germany Boss 324 Boss 75 

Associates Cost Amount WithdrawalTime StartTime EndTime 

A, B, G, U 25,000 1,825,000 20120915114 20120830 20120915 
N, O, W, Y 14,700 1970,000 20120819124 20120725 20120819 

 

The “SNA” module will use the content of the DBs produced by the three 

evidence generation algorithms as an input. The contents of the output generated from the 

three modules listed in the above tables will be saved into three DB named “Detection-

Schema” DB, “Full-Trail” DB, and “Missing-Trail” DB. Every algorithm will create a 

DB with the same name of the algorithm name. Additionally, the DB “Network” 

associated with each MLS type will also feed into the SNA module.  

6.4.4 The “SNA” Module 
The SNA module generates the two databases as outputs. The “SuspectWeight” 

Database contains the weight of all different relations detected in the MLEDF. The 

“Relations” Database contains the time and record of all different detected relations 

among pairs in MLEDF. Both databases include the calculation of all hidden business 

and family relations among pairs, based on the assumption that I have access to such 

records if needed and it is not mission-critical for the analysis. The “SNA” module 
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continuously updates the “SuspectWeight” with the value (score) of existing relations 

among the entities existing in all the DBs created in the MLEDF.  

 

Table 7 Components of the Two DB Output of SNA 

RelationshipDB (    hash string,    #"time" timestamp,    type string,    person1 string,    

person2 string) PRIMARY KEY (hash, #"time", type) USING BTREE; 

SuspectWeightDB (hash string,    UniqueTrailBosses long, UniqueTrailAssociates 
long, UniqueMissingTrailAssociates long, SchemaBosses  long,  SchemaAssociateBoss 

long,  SchemaAssociate long, family long, business long, weight  long)   
PRIMARY KEY (hash) USING BTREE; 

 

The SNA module contains nine sections to continuously update the two databases. 

Section 1 through 6 creates hashes of various relations. Sections 7 through 9 update, 

query, and calculate SNA weight of family, business, and various ML relations derived in 

the earlier stages. The hash of binary relations that involves a pair of entities is used as 

the basis to calculate the accumulative relations of every type. The sections list is as 

follows: 

Section1: Creates hashes for all “StartBoss” and “EndBoss” relations, and is referred to as 

“HashSchemaBosses”. The “StartBoss” and “EndBoss” are unique to a MLS. 

Section2: Creates hashes for all detected “Boss-Associate” relations that are called, 

“HashBossesAssociate”. 

Section3: Creates hashes for all detected “Associate-Associate” relationships. This hash 

represents the combinations of relationships among the associates of the same MLS, even 

if they do not interact/transact with each other directly.  
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Section4: Creates hashes for (“StartBoss”–“EndBoss”) pairs of Full-Trails, and are 

referred to as “HashFullTrailBosses”.  

Section5: Creates hashes for “Relationships” among socially or business-wise related 

pairs.  

Section6: Creates hashes for the associated (related) Full-Trail’s and Missing-Trail’s, 

referred to as “AggregateOfAssociatedTrails”. This hash contains a pair of TrailIDs, 

which are unique IDs assigned to each detected trail. The hash is used to relate trails by 

their TrailIDs. 

Section7: Inserts all the outputs (hashes) of the sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 into the 

“SuspectWeight” DB, using “FirstInsert”.  

Section8: Queries the “SuspectWeight” for the continuously updated outputs (hashes of 

sections1-6), then, feeds the updated hashes values into the last section. 

Section9: Calculates the accumulative weight of relations using the “UpdatedWeight”, 

updating the “Relationship” table, and then updating the “SuspectWeight” with the 

updated result combined from the new calculated weight and with “SuspectWeight”. The 

formula (method) used in this stage to sum up the accumulative weight, by adding the 

hash relations from sections 1 through 6, is explained below in the next section. This final 

and updated weight will be used in the “Suspicious-Trail” module to link trails among 

each other. 
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Figure 18 Sections of the Social Network Analysis Module 

 

6.4.5 Social Network Analysis Algorithm 
The “Social Network Analysis” algorithm computes the weight for different 

relationships involving the bosses and associates of MLS and trails. The values of the 

weights are chosen based on the importance of relations in a scheme, that is to say, a 

relation of a certain type is not treated equally as a relation with less importance. 

Furthermore, the margin of weights chosen allows an iteration of a certain relation to be 
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equal in weight value to another relation with a higher weight; for example, two “Boss-

Associate” relations is value-wise equal to one  “Boss-Boss” relation. 

A relationship weight is defined for each possible associate couple. The larger the 

weight, the more likely is the relationship between two entities to occur. Weight is 

calculated by adding parameters for each of the corresponding events; therefore, the 

result is considered as the relationship weight. 

a. For each detected schema, 10 will be added to start/end boss couple, 5 for each 

boss/associate combination, and 1 for each associate/associate non-repeating 

combination. 

b. For each missing trail, 15 will be added to each associate non-repeating 

combination. 

c. The full trails will add 20 to each associate combination and 25 to the start and 

end boss. 

d. Other strong relationships are also counted—family ties will add 250 to the 

couple, and each business relationship will add 250 to the couple. 

 

Algorithm 10 The Social Network Analysis Algorithm 

1 
 
 
2 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
5 
 

SET BUSINESS as 250; FAMILY as 250; FULL_BOSS as 25;  
FULL_ASSOCIATE as 20; MISSING_ASSOCIATE as 15; SCHEMA_BOSS as 10;  
SCHEMA_ASSOACIATEBOSS as  5; SCHEMA_ASSOCIATE as 1; 
FUNCTION String HASH (String person1, String person2) 
                               {return concatenate(sort(person1,person2))};  
STREAM DetectionInputStream DetectionSchema detectedMLS; 
STREAM RelationshipInput RelationshipSchema relationship; 
STREAM MissingTrailInputStream MissingTrailSchema missingTrail; 
STREAM FullTrailInputStream FullTrailSchema FullTrail; 
STORE hashRelations IN hashAndRelationsNumberMemoryDB; 
UPDATE hashAndRelationsNumberMemoryDB as H 
   SET suspectSchemaBoss++ 
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14 

     WHERE H.hash == HASH(detectedMLS.startBoss, detectedMLS.endBoss); 
UPDATE hashAndRelationsNumberMemoryDB as H  
    SET suspectSchemaAssociateBoss++ 
      WHERE H.hash == HASH(detectedMLS.associate, detectedMLS.endBoss); 
UPDATE hashAndRelationsNumberMemoryDB as H  
    SET suspectSchemaAssociateBoss++ 
       WHERE H.hash == HASH(detectedMLS.associate, detectedMLS.startBoss); 
FOR EACH detectedMLS.associates as assoc1 
   FOR EACH detectedMLS.associates as assoc2 
      UPDATE hashAndRelationsNumberMemoryDB as H  
        SET suspectSchemaAssociate++ 
          WHERE H.hash == HASH(assoc1, assoc2); 
FOR EACH FullTrail.associates as assoc1 
   FOR EACH FullTrail.associates as assoc2 
      UPDATE hashAndRelationsNumberMemoryDB as H  
         SET suspectFullAssociate = suspectFullAssociate++ 
            WHERE H.hash == HASH(assoc1, assoc2); 
UPDATE hashAndRelationsNumberMemoryDB as H  
    SET suspectFullBoss = suspectFullBoss++ 
       WHERE H.hash == HASH(FullTrail.startBoss, FullTrail.endBoss); 
FOR EACH MissingTrail.associates as assoc1 
   FOR EACH MissingTrail.associates as assoc2 
      UPDATE hashAndRelationsNumberMemoryDB as H  
        SET suspectSchemaBoss = suspectMissingAssociate++ 
          WHERE H.hash == HASH(assoc1, assoc2); 
UPDATE hashAndRelationsNumberemoryDB as H  
    SET suspectBusiness = suspectBusiness + 1 
       WHERE H.hash == HASH(relationship.person1, relationship.person2)  
          AND relationship.type == "BUSINESS"; 
UPDATE hashAndRelationsNumberMemoryDB as H  
      SET suspectFamily = suspectFamily + 1 
         WHERE H.hash == HASH(relationship.person1, relationship.person2)  
            AND relationship.type == "FAMILY"; 
SELECT H.hash,  
     (FULL_ASSOCIATE*H.suspectFullAssociate + 
      FULL_BOSS*H.suspectFullBoss +  
      MISSING_ASSOCIATE*H.suspectMissingAssociate + 
      SCHEMA_ASSOCIATE*H.suspectSchemaAssociate + 
      SCHEMA_ASSOCIATEBOSS*H.suspectSchemaAssociateBoss + 
      SCHEMA_BOSS*H.suspectSchemaBoss +  
      BUSINESS*H.suspectBusiness +FAMILY*H.suspectFamily)  as 
      WeightOutputStream  FROM hashAndRelationsNumberMemoryDB as H; 

 

In steps 1 and 2 above, the constants associated with the different weights and the 

hash functions are defined. In steps 3 and 4, the input feeds and local (temporary) 
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MemoryDB are created. In steps 5 through 8, the hashes of “Boss-Boss”, “Boss-

Associate”, and “Associate-Associate” of MLSs are created. In steps 9 through 11, the 

same hashes of Full-Trails are created. In steps 12 and 13, the hash for family and 

business “Relations” is created. In step 14, the Weight Output of a hash H is calculated. 

 

Table 8 Sample Selection from Output of the Database “Relations” 

DetectTime Hash Type Entity1 Entity2 

2012121915 Comp10Comp8 FullTrailAssociates Comp10 Comp8 

2012121920 Comp10Comp8 SchemaBosses Comp10 Comp8 

2012121923 Comp10Comp5 SchemaBossAssociate Comp10 Comp5 

2012122005 Comp10Assoc7 MissingTrailAssociates Comp10 Assoc7 

2012122009 Comp10Comp4 FullTrailAssociates Comp10 Comp4 

2012122112 Assoc7Assoc5 SchemaAssociates Assoc7 Assoc5 

2012122214 Comp10EndBoss SchemaBosses Comp10 EndBoss 

2012122220 StartBossEndBoss FullTrailBosses StartBoss EndBoss 

 

Table 9 Sample Selection From the Output of the Database “SuspectWeight” 

Weight Hash Weight Hash Weight Hash 

30 Comp10Comp8 10 Comp11Comp2 10 Assoc1Comp1 

30 Comp10Comp7 10 Comp11EndBoss 30 Assoc1Comp4 

15 Comp10Comp5 10 Comp1Comp2 35 Comp4Comp6 

20 Comp10Assoc7 25 Comp1EndBoss 35 Comp4Comp7 

20 Comp10Comp4 10 Comp5ndBoss 35 Comp4Comp8 

20 Assoc7Assoc5 20 Comp6Comp8 20 Assoc1Assoc2 

30 Comp10EndBoss 20 Comp6EndBoss 20 Assoc1Assoc5 

10 StartBossEndBoss 20 Comp7Comp8 0 Assoc1Assoc9 

 

6.5 The “Suspicious-Trail” Analysis Module 
Using the “SNA” module, the “Suspicious-Trail” module produces a new trail 

that contains the full path of an evolution, after making a scientific assumption of a 
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possible relation between two or more “Full-Trail” and “Missing-Trail” lists.  This 

module continuously calls the “SNA” module to fetch the social network connections of 

individuals, peer-groups, and money laundering trails. The sub-module “SNA” is used to 

derive the associated suspicious trails based on SNA techniques to calculate the link 

weight (ML relations found in all MLEDF DBs) and attribute (business and family 

relations) weight among trail actors. The table “Weight” that is used within the 

“Suspicious-Trail” module is completely constructed with data output from running the 

“SNA” module. The generated evolution patterns and strategies are collected into the 

“Suspicious-Trail” database. 

Suspicious-Trail Algorithm:  

The “Suspicious-Trail” algorithm searches for missing and hidden links among 

ML trails. The analysis starts with any new “Full-Trail” with no more than 30 networks 

(step 5). Then, the current “Full-Trail” is matched with each trail that complies with (step 

6): 

 Having ±10% of the current “Full-Trail” amount. 

 A time window of 90 days between both trails’ timestamps. 

 Location of first network of current “Full-Trail” is the same as the location of the 

last network of possible “Full-Trail” match. 

 Weight between current “Full-Trail” first boss and possible match last boss is 

larger than 1000. 

 All matches are then treated separately as study cases and related to the current 

“Full-Trail” forming a “Suspicious-Trail” (steps 7 and 8). 
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Algorithm 11 The Suspicious-Trail Analysis Algorithm 

1 
 
2 
3 
4 
5 
 
6 
 
 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
8 
 

SET NetworkLimit as 30; Similar_FundPercentage as 0.1;  
SET DayWindow   as 90; SET WeightRelation as 1000 
STREAM FullTrailInputStream FullTrailSchema Trails; 
STREAM SNAOutputStream WeightSchema weight; 
STORE Trails IN TrailsMemoryDB 
SELECT Trails FROM Trails WHERE 
 (Trails.lenght <= NetworkLimit); 
SELECT Trails, db as matchTrails FROM Trails as m, TrailsMemoryDB as db 
WHERE 
 ((m.finalAmount * Similar_FundPercentage < current.finalAmount) AND  
 (m.finalAmount > db.finalAmount* Similar_FundPercentage) AND 
 ((m.detectionTime-db.detectionTime) <= days(DayWindow)) AND  
 (lastelement(db.networks).location == firstelement(m.networks).location)); 
SELECT CONCATENATE(t,m) as SuspectedTrailOutputStream 
      FROM Trails as m, matchTrails as t, weight as w WHERE 
      w.hash == sort(t.startBoss,m.endBoss) AND w.weight >= WeightRelation; 
SELECT CONCATENATE(m,t) as SuspectedTrailOutputStream 
      FROM Trails as m, matchTrails as t, weight as w WHERE 
      w.hash == sort(m.startBoss,t.endBoss) AND w.weight >= WeightRelation; 

 

In step 1, the constants associated with limits set to relate and compare trails are 

defined. In steps 2 through 4, the input feeds, including the SNA-generated Weight DB 

and local (temporary) DB “TrailsMemoryDB” are created. In step 5, the analyzed trails 

that do not exceed 30 levels are filtered. In step 6, trails that match based on the criteria 

listed above are compared and linked. In steps 7 and 8, the matching trail is concatenated 

with another trail, either trail or matching trail leading to the generated outcome.  

6.6 Related Work 
The system created by FINCEN AI System (FAIS) [7, 47, 60] is a conceptually 

similar system to detect MLS. The drawback of the system is that it does not capture live 

data (i.e. running data connected to banking systems), and requires the involvement of an 

expert in the link analysis, and tying MLS and transactions. My system does not need the 
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involvement of an expert and captures live data and feeds the data into the SB engine. 

The KDPrevent system [58, 59] is the most private product that is similar to this study’s 

product in terms of the logic of including the background of the transactions of 

individuals and groups. The KDPrevent system is also based on data mining techniques 

that are not real-time and necessitate the involvement of experts.  Gunestas, et al. [51] 

conducted a similar study in financial transaction forensics, with a focus only on Ponzi 

schemes. The framework only captures one form of transaction and only from web 

services transactions. The current study’s framework can be accepted as a continuance to 

[51] for MLS and accepting of all forms of transactions, including the banking 

transactions.  

6.7 Conclusion 
I created a framework to detect the evolution of MLS, and the framework was 

implemented to include SNA for detecting and linking related ML networks. The linkage 

will function properly even when all evidence is unavailable. The choreographies that 

could be used to detect the evolution of the sophisticated MLS were defined. It was 

shown how to detect and capture the evolving and complex trails of MLS using SB. 

Although the present study’s choreographies only specify well-known money laundering 

schemes, the framework can be updated with business rules to capture any form of MLS 

that can be mined from repositories of financial transactions. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN - MONEY LAUNDERING TRANSACTION RISK SCORING 

AND COMPERHENSIVE RISK MODELLING 

7.1 Introduction  
Comprehensive anti-money laundering (AML) system is well served by 

computing any transaction being a part of a complex money laundering scheme. Such a 

risk model may incorporate static attributes such as the senders and recipient’s static 

profiles and dynamic attributes of the transaction. Sharing such a score computed by one 

financial institution with other financial systems along with any suspected evidence of 

malice may contribute to any overall detection system.  

Most known risk models and best practices to detect or prevent money laundering is 

based on static risk models [ 61], where a cumulative risk is computed based on attributes 

like “Geography/country risk”, “Business/ Entity risk”, and “Financial Product/ 

transaction risk” [ 61,  63,  64]. Risk scores in such models are computed at the time of 

opening accounts and revised periodically. The major drawback of static risk models is 

the dependence on the initial values assigned to these attributes t may change over the life 

cycle of the relationship between the account owner and the financial institution and 

more importantly money laundering schemes change and evolve based on the demand of 

the launderers and market needs.  
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 explains existing 

static risk models and the need to enhance them in incorporating dynamic risk. Section 

7.3 introduces the comprehensive risk model and the proposed framework for 

aggregating reciprocal risk scores for transactions among financial institutions. Section 

7.4 explains the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA). Section 7.5 explains the proposed 

enhancements for BSA. Section 7.6 makes the case for a dynamic risk model using the 

dynamic ML detection. Section 7.7 describes the dynamic risk model.  Section 7.8 

provide details about the how I derived the accumulative risk score (static and dynamic) , 

and thereby, produce the risk based transaction scoring. Section 7.9 explains briefly the 

transaction risk score and prevention mechanism. Section 7.10 describes related work and 

Section 7.11 concludes the chapter. 

7.2 Current Static Risk Models and Concept of Dynamic Risk Scoring 
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an intergovernmental organization established to 

combat money laundering by publishing reports and guidelines on regular basis. FATF 

also provide a static risk assessment of ML [ 62] strategies to examine ML related 

predicate crimes and known weaknesses of anti-money laundering systems. Predicate 

crimes to any crime and illegal activity producing proceeds, the use of these funds can to 

prosecution for money laundering. Banks use a quantitative model that is based on 

evaluating the risk of “Customer profile”, “Product/service profile”, and “Geographic 

profile” is based on reports generated by financial intelligence unit (FIU) of the country 

consisting of  “Currency Transaction Reports”, “Suspicious Transaction Reports”, and 

“Cross-border Currency Reports”.  Each country will have only one FIU as it will have 
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one central bank. The FATF model prioritizes the assessment/score of static risk even if 

the risk assessment includes the suspicious transactions report (qualitative analysis) 

prepared by the bank BSA officer.   

The Wolfsberg Group is an international organization made up of eleven leading 

international banks that have established standards, guidelines and a discretionary risk 

model [63] to counter money laundering, Although the guidelines emphasizes that the 

ML risk for some customers might increase after they starts a transaction, the risk model 

is still based on static attributes. . Wolfsberg Group says that monitoring customers is an 

essential part of countering money laundering and measuring the risk can be achieved 

using various categories such as “Country risk”, “Customer risk”, and “Services risk”, 

and leave the weights assigned to each of these categories at the discretion of the 

evaluating organization. The static risk model used by Citibank [64] also uses three risk 

factors of “Geography and country risk”, “Business and entity risk”, and “Products and 

transaction risk”.  The overall “Composite Risk” is determined by scaling all the three the 

components on a three-dimensional matrix.  The composite risk is one of the three levels 

of “Low”, “Medium”, and “High”. 

Based on data from a Chinese commercial bank, the static model developed by Wang et 

al. [ 65]   says that their model differs from others by taking a layered approach to 

entertaining a customer rather than measuring transactional risk. The model uses a 

decision tree to determine the money laundering for customer profiles using four factors 

of “Business and entity risk”, “Location”, “Business size of the customer”, and “Products 

and transaction risk” to compute a money laundering risk. Although they recognizes the 
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necessity of including the dynamic risk factors, which might change after opening the 

account the model fails to calculate such risks and delegates it to the area of data mining 

[65]. Therefore, in my opinion it is similar to the other models that do not assess risks per 

transaction basis.  

The static risk model developed by Scor [ 66] models the risk as “linked to the product 

itself”, “inherent in client relationships”, and “linked to distribution networks”. The risk 

model is different than the other models in that it consider only “Entity, Product, 

Geography” factors. The model accepts ML to be determined by “Agility” of adopting 

new rules per customer, “Complexity” of transactions, and “Secrecy” of transactional 

information and customer account [ 66]. Yet, the model fails to assess the risk factors, 

network and relationship, as dynamically changing factors. The three stated risk factors 

include 55 sub-criteria, which are given risk scores on the scale of 1 to 4.   The static risk 

model differentiates itself from other static risk models by considering the factor “Flow 

of funds” as one criterion, without capturing and calculating the dynamics of this 

important factor.  

Kount [ 67] developed a dynamic scoring service to continuously monitor indicators of 

fraudulent credit card activity, as a part of the so Kount Complete system that alerts 

merchants of once approved  transaction, but later determined to have links to suspicious 

purchasing activities occurred after identity theft . The suspicious purchase-transactions s 

to patterns never occurred before, for example the purchase of video games by senior 

citizen or the purchase of a product from distant stores when it is continuously purchased 

from local store. This dynamic scoring identifies and groups purchase using a set of 
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attributes such as device IDs, credit card numbers, and emails.  Although the system 

retroactively determines fraudulent credit card transactions after the purchase is made, it 

is similar conceptually similar to my framework of continuously calculating the risk 

scores for financial transactions, and link transactions based on risk scores.  

SAS AML system [ 68] assesses dynamic ML risk of a transaction by integrating 

transactional parameters and scenarios in the risk classification and calculation. The 

initial risk profile of the customer is assessed and then the value is re-assessed with the 

attributes of the monitored transaction. The risk is classified based on attributes of high-

risk products, customer types, services and geographies. These attributes are used to 

assign customers to risk categories in the account-opening phase. While the system 

calculates the dynamic risk score by expecting a particular financial behavior pattern by 

the customer, it lacks the capacity to capture the intrinsic relationships among customers 

whose transactions are visible in the monitored domain. Consequently, the SAS AML 

system is similar to static risk modeling using customer profiles from the account-

opening phase, and then updating the risk scores based on observed properties of 

transaction monitoring. Another shortage of the SAS AML is that it only focuses on the 

high-risk transactions and large cash deposits.  

7.3 Sharing Transaction Risk Scores 
The static risk calculation is required to obtain the risk score of the customer 

within that bank to make decisions about opening accounts and obtaining financial 

products, but it is not conclusive for the real-life ML risk score. The bank risk score is 

inconclusive and insufficient because it is based on limited information related to the 
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account, and is valid within the boundaries of that financial institution. The financial 

institutions must calculate the risk of transacting customers, including data obtained from 

trusted third parties (TTPs) in order to accurately evaluate the risk associated with the 

transacting customers and to determine if the transaction is related to others.  

Various laws exist in many countries to allow gathering data related to criminals 

and entities including a list of transactions that are to be blocked maintained in a 

centralized repository. This database is accessible to financial institutions, and also to the 

public in the USA. A centralized dynamic list can only be trusted to be state-controlled or 

internationally controlled database, like the Anti-Money-Laundering International 

Database (AMLID) of United Nations’ International Money Laundering Information 

Network (IMoLIN) [69]. 

Sharing evidence and critical information among financial institutions and the 

governments exist. To comply with the already established procedures and methods, the 

FIs maintain financial records of transaction and provide reports to the government. Such 

records are reported to comply with the Currency and Financial Transactions Reporting 

Act (CFTRA) passed by US Government in 1970. Due to the improving technology and 

changing ML techniques, the CFTRA was updated in the past years to counter money 

laundering and other financial crimes [1, 9, 70]. The Act was amended by Title III of the 

PATRIOT Act of 2001 and other legislations, and is now commonly referred to as the 

"Bank Secrecy Act" (BSA).  

Banks have already implemented their mandatory reporting system with the 

government, and therefore can be extended to share additional transactional data that can 
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be used to drive results and aggregate data about transacting entities.  Such data is not 

limited to the risk score of the transacting entities, but may also include the ML history of 

transacting parties and their involvement in MLS.  

The BSA mandates on financial institutions to submit several types of reports to 

the government, most relevant to my work are the Currency Transaction Report (CTR), 

Report of International Transportation of Currency or Monetary Instruments (CMIR), and 

Suspicious Activity Report (SAR).   

State controlled financial intelligence units (FIUs), like the FinCEN of USA, 

maintains databases of low-risk and high-risk customers and organizations, such as the 

“Sanctions List” of the United States Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC). These 

state controlled external lists empower financial institutions to automatically deny 

executing transactions on belonging to any party that exists in such lists. For public use, 

the OFAC publishes the list of individuals and companies controlled by targeted 

countries and lists non country specific individuals and entities referred to as "Specially 

Designated Nationals" (SDNs) [70]. The list contains individuals and companies that are 

indicted with money laundering based on investigation of SAR, CTR, and CMIR.   

7.4 The Static Risk Modeling of the Bank Secrecy Act 
To comply with BSA requirements banks monitor transactions and maintain 

records of initial and periodic risk evaluation of all customers. The BSA/AML mandates 

the risk assessment process to be the first step in the compliance process. The risk model 

is mandated to identify and analyze specific “products and services”, “customers and 

entities”, and “geographical locations” that are within the operating domain of the 
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financial institution, and categorize them as “high", "medium", and "low", and add the 

risk rating of all categories to obtain the overall accumulative risk score. Some risk 

factors considered in the analysis are the daily transaction volume, monthly account 

balance, average cash transactions, overall cash transaction volume, account owner type, 

nature of the business for a business account owner, the Electronic Funds Transfer 

volume, residence/citizenship status, and SAR. Figure 19 shows a sample of such a risk 

assessment.  

 

 

Figure 19 The Amended BSA Static Risk Modeling [2] 

 

I adopt the BSA static risk modeling of Bankers Online [2] to perform the risk 

assessments of products, services and customers as shown in figure 19. The tree structure 
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(shown in figure 19) contains the different risks calculated in the static risk model of 

BSA. It contains the “account risk”, “location risk” or “geography risk”, “business risk”, 

and “transaction risk” or “product-dependent transaction risk”.  Each of the applicable 

risk factors shown in figure 19 are selected and included in the risk evaluation of each 

section.  

I amended the factors of “product risk” in the BSA modeling [2] to include a risk 

factor of the derivative market activity. I also reduced the risk weight of three factors in 

the “business risk” of BSA model [2] from the original value of “+30” to the new value 

of “+20”, as the total risk score of “30” is the cut-off for an alert to the management of 

the financial institution. The reduction of the weight of the three factors to “+20” is 

necessary to lower the aggressiveness of the risk model. A risk model should never 

assign the maximum available risk score to one attribute, as that will disallow a legal 

entity with only one risk attribute to transact, even if the entity is legally transacting. 

BSA risk analysis starts with assessing the duration of the customer’s relationship 

with bank, and Section 2 of the BSA risk model [ 2] determines if the account owner 

provided any tax ID to the bank. In sections 3 and 4 of the BSA, the risk analysis 

evaluates the risk of the geographical location of individual or business by using the 

primary and other addresses. This assessment is based on factors such as if the customer 

is located in High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) or High Intensity Financial 

Crimes Area (HIFCA) as described in the U.S. Treasury’s annual National Money 

Laundering Strategy reports.   
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As specified in section 5 of the BSA, I determine the ultimate owners of each 

business. The risk analysis includes the individuals whom hold a government position in 

any country, referred as politically exposed persons (PEP).  

As specified in Section 6 of the BSA, I evaluate the risk associated with high 

products and services, such as money service business (MSB) and other cash intensive 

business. Such businesses provide money launderers a great opportunity to place dirty 

money into the banking system.  The Money Laundering Suppression Act of 1994 

(MLSA) established a two-phase exemption process for some financial institutions. Phase 

I (31 CFR 103.22(d)(2)(i)–(v)) [71] grants exemptions for reporting currency transactions 

by banks, governmental departments or agencies, and listed public companies. Phase II 

(31 CFR 103.22(d)(2) (vi)–(vii)) [71] grants exemptions for reporting transactions 

entered by smaller businesses that meet criteria of FinCEN’s BSA.  

Using sections 7 and 8 of BSA, I analyze the static risk analysis of both of debit 

and deposit transactions. For existing customers, I review the account history.  For the 

new customers, old transaction history with other institutions is examined.  The focus is 

on patterns of repetitive wire transfers, walk in wires, domestic and foreign wires. The 

risk is assessed as if the wire transfer activity is normal within the customer’s business 

operation.  

I define the accumulative risk score as the Local Static Risk Score (LSRS), ring to 

the score obtained by the financial institution that holds the account.   The LSRS will 

used in the calculation and derivation of other risk scores, that will be used in conjunction 

with LSRS, to derive the shared static risk score. 
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Definition1 [Local Static Risk Score (LSRS) and Risk Categories]: The Local Static 

Risk Score is the sum of the following attributes and their assignable integer values; 

a. Account Risk: Range = [-5, +10] 

b. Location Risk: Range = [-1, +10] 

c. Business Risk: Range = [-15, +20] 

d. Product Risk: Range = [0, +5] 

Where Account Risk is the Sum of the following components; 

 Customer Risk: Range [-5, +10] 

 Tax ID Risk: Range [+5] 

And Location Risk is the Sum of the following Components: 

 Primary Location Risk: [+2] 

 Sum of the Risks of Non Primary Locations, where each Non Primary Risk is 

a value in the Range [-1,+10] 

And Business Risk defined as the sum of : 

 Business Primary Risk: Range [-3, +20] 

 Business Nature Risk: [-15, +20] 

And Product Risk is the sum of the following entities 

 Debit Activity Risk: [0, +5] 

 Credit Activity Risk: [0, +5] 
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The BSA risk score is the sum of the component risk scores of Account Risk, 

Location Risk, Business Risk and Product Risk. Each of these components risks are also 

sums of further sub components as specified in Definition 1. Possible computed value for 

a customer is an integer value for between -23 and +20.   

The details of risks used in Definition1 are as follows. The Account Risk is the 

Risk due to customer’s reputation and a risk assigned due to providing / not providing a 

TAX ID. The Locations Risk is the sum of having multiple (business) Locations, and the 

risk associated with the Primary (business) Location. The Business risk is the sum of two 

risks, the risk due to the Principal Owner and the risk associated with the Nature of the 

Business. The financial product risk is the risk associated with the Debit activity and the 

risk associated with the Credit activity.  

 

Definition 2 [Categorizing Local Static Risk Scores]: Local Static Risk Scores (LSRS) 

are categorized as low, medium, high and extremely high based on range of the totally 

calculated score: Low [-23, 4], Moderate [+5, +14], High [+15, +30], Extreme Risk 

[+31, +153].  

7.5 Accumulative Static Risk Score  
In order to model and compute the risk of transacting customers, in addition to 

Static Local Risk Score (LSRS), risk of recent transactions need to be taken into account. 

In order to do so, instead of exchanging all data from all past transactions, I am 

exchanging aggregate risk scores assigned to customer transactions, because a running 
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average may not expose all the data of all transactions and therefore may not violate 

privacy. 

Let TRN(O,R), be a transaction with originator O and recipient R, and let TRNA ≡ 

<TRNA1(x1,y1), TRNA2(x2,y2),, …… , TRNAn(xn,yn)>, listed in newest to oldest transaction 

order represent the last n transactions of entity A. Then, for every i<n , one of {xi,yi} is A.  

Let Partneri(A,TRNAi(xi,yi)) represent the other entity {xi,yi} \{A}.  Let 

<LSRS(Partner1(A,TRNA1(x1,y1))), …, LSRS(Partnern(A,TRNAn(xn,yn)))> be the LSRS 

values of partners of A in the last n transactions.  

Then recursively define the Exponential Moving Average (EMA) risk as: EMA(i) 

= LSRS(Partneri(A,TRNAi(xi,yi)))* k + EMA(i-1) * (1 – k) where k = 2/(n+1) .  

 

Definition 3   [Receiver’s/Originator’s Average]: These averages are calculated by the 

bank that holds the account of entity A, it is done by calculating the exponential moving 

average of the LSRS of the last n transacting partners of A,  

EMAi = LSRS(Partner1(A,TRNA1(xi,yi)))* k + EMA(i-1) * (1 – k) where k = 

2/(n+1), and where A=xi  for all i<n. 

When Partneri(A,TRNAi(xi,yi)) = A= Receiver for all i<n. Then EMAi computes 

the receiver’s risk and When Partneri(A,TRNAi(xi,yi)) = A= Originator for all i<n. Then 

EMAi computes the originator’s risk. 

 

Definition 4 [Receiver’s/Originator’s Variance]: The RV is calculated by the bank that 

holds the account of entity A, it is done by calculating the difference of the LSRS of the 
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entity A with the average LSRSs of the entities receiving funds from A. It is calculated 

for the last n transactions where entity A is in the fund-originating position. A positive 

RV value is an indicator of the involvement of A in a fraudulent scheme. Then,  

VarA = LSRSA– Average(LSRS(Partner1(A,TRNA1(x1,y1))), …, 

LSRS(Partnern(A,TRNAin(xn,yn)))). As with the Average, when Partneri(A,TRNAi(xi,yi)) 

= A= Receiver for all i<n. Then VARAi computes the receiver’s risk and When 

Partneri(A,TRNAi(xi,yi)) = A= Originator for all i<n. Then VARAi computes the 

originator’s risk. 

The RA/OA is the parameter that I use to assess the risks associated with the 

participation/involvement of an entity in the ML, by analyzing the affinity/role in the 

money-flow of a laundering process. The RA and OA is needed due to the necessity to 

calculate/keep a record of the historical activity and the divergence in pattern of receiving 

or sending funds. The pattern will be used as an indicator for assessing a risk penalty or 

not, comparing the current RA/OA value with the value of 90 days and 180 days ago 

(RA/OA) will definitely indicate the transaction tendency of the entity. The tendency or 

transaction patterns are used in the risk penalty score, otherwise in risk reward core, to 

produce the overall static risk score. Based on the formula of the risk reward/penalty 

calculation, the RA will be used in determining the value of additional risk penalty or to 

reward a risk score reduction.  

The RV/OV is a classifier that is used to verify/confirm the increasing trend of 

exponential value of RA/OA, must be accompanied by receiving from higher LSRS risk 

counterparts. That is, under certain conditions of MLS evolution, the tendency of 
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transacting with higher risk entities will be indicated by a positive RV. In essence, the 

increasing exponential value of RA, even if the entity is transacting with lower risks, 

causes the RV value to be positive. 

 

Definition 5 [Static Risk Penalty and Reward (SRPR)]: An entity that continuously 

transacts in high and increasingly risky pattern is subject to penalties for having an 

increased LSRS, and an entity that transacts in decreasingly risky patterns is subject to 

the reward of decreasing LSRS. Thus my penalty and rewards system self-adjusts. The 

leverage provided by the self-adjustment nature of SRPR is required to avoid maintaining 

the risk entity value of an entity at a static level. There is also a more subtle, form of self-

adjustment mechanism inherent in the SRPR built upon the transaction pattern of the 

entity by calculating the "reciprocal" risk with the last n transacting -parties.  

The penalty can be set upon the needs of the financial institution and the 

regulations of the country, although optimal levels are shown in the formula below. The 

optimum penalty/reward are produced to allow entities to retain their old static risk levels 

in between one and n transactions. An extreme example is an entity that continuously 

transacts with high-risk entities. The criteria defined below indicate that if the aggregate 

risk sores is higher than 90 days ago which is higher than the same value 180 days ago 

this entity’s transacting risk is on the increase. 

 

Definition 6 [Penalties and Rewards]: I define RA0M, RA3M, RA6M, OA0M, OA3M, and 

OA6M to be respectively the current, three months, and six months old values of RA and 
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OA value, for any entity. Let RA-Inc, RA-Dec, OA-Inc and OA-Dec be defined as the 

conditions (RA6M<RA3M<RA0M), (RA6M>RA3M>RA0M), (OA6M<OA3M<OA0M), and 

(OA6M>OA3M> OA0M). I define Static Risk Penalty and Reward (SRPR) as: 

- (SRPR=+5), if  [(RA-Inc)   (OA-Inc)]   (RA≥ LSRS       35>LSRS)   (RV≥ 5  OV≥ 5) 

- (SRPR=+3), if  [(RA-Inc)   (OA-Dec)]   (RA≥ LSRS     35>LSRS)   (RV≥ 5  OV≥ 5) 

- (SRPR=+3), if  [(RA-Dec)   (OA-Inc)]   (RA≥ LSRS     35>LSRS)   (RV≥ 5  OV≥ 5) 

- (SRPR=+2), if  [(RA-Dec)   (OA-Dec)]  (RA≥ LSRS    35>LSRS)   (RV≥ 5  OV≥ 5) 

- (SRPR=-2), if  [(RA-Dec)   (OA-Dec)]   (RA≥ LSRS     35<LSRS)   (RV<5   OV< 5) 

- (SRPR=-3), if  [(RA-Dec)   (OA-Dec)]   (RA≤ LSRS     35<LSRS)   (RV≥ 5  OV≥ 5) 

- (SRPR=0), if  [(RA-Any)   (OA-Any)]   (RA≤ LSRS) 

The logic of determining the penalty score is given in the table below.  

 

Table 10 Factors Used in Determining the Scores for Static Risk Penalty and Reward 

RA OA LSRS OV and RV SRPR Up/Lo Bound Indicator 

RA6M<RA3M<RA OA6M<OA3M<OA RA≥ LSRS RV≥ 5 and OV≥ 5 SRPR=+5 LSRS<35 Potential Launderer  
RA6M<RA3M<RA OA6M>OA3M>OA RA≥ LSRS RV≥ 5 and OV≥ 5 SRPR=+3 LSRS<35 ML participant  
RA6M >RA3>RA OA6M<OA3M<OA RA≥LSRS RV≥ 5 and OV≥ 5 SRPR=+3 LSRS<35 ML participant 
RA6M >RA3>RA OA6M>OA3M>OA RA≥ LSRS RV≥ 5 and OV≥ 5 SRPR=+2 LSRS<35 ML risk 
RA6M>RA3M>RA OA6M>OA3M>OA RA≥ LSRS RV< 5 and OV< 5 SRPR= -2 LSRS>35 Decreasing ML risk  
RA6M>RA3M>RA OA6M>OA3M>OA RA≤ LSRS 0<RV<1&0<OV<1 SRPR= -3 LSRS>35 Eliminated ML risk  

All Other values  All Other values RA≤ LSRS All values SRPR=0 All values No indication  

 

The RA is the primary factor that LSRS depends upon on to determine the penalty 

value due to the fact that receiving the funds is where the money laundering fraud starts. 

The penalty and reward point system will have the upper and lower bounds, in order to 

maintain the LSRS within its boundaries. In other words, the ASRS will have a fix point 
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(risk saturation point) in its decreasing or increasing trend. There is no need to apply the 

penalty on an entity that is in maximum risk levels of LSRS, as the purpose of the SRPR 

is to provide the transacting entity with the ability to reduce the risk.  An entity with high 

risk   The LSRS will be calculated every time the transaction occurs. For example, if all 

of the following four conditions: 1) “RA6<RA3<RA”, 2) OA6<OA3<OA, 3) RA≥LSRS 

4) RV>OV>0 are met, then the SRP of “+5” will be imposed on transacting person if the 

“upper bound” limit is met. In other words, if the LSRP of the entity is above 40 then the 

SRPR will not be applied. The logic of determining the penalty score is given in the 

Table 10.  

Depending on the demands and functionality of the FI, the proposed timeframe to 

apply penalty and reward point can be changed to be calculated every three months, 

instead of assessing it in every transaction commit.  

 

Definition 7 [Accumulative Static Risk Score (ASRS)]: of an entity is the sum of the 

local static risk score and static risk penalty and reward, then, (ASRS =LSRS + SRPR). 

SRPR will continuously update the risk value of entities transacting with higher 

risk entities. The ASRS constitutes as the base for the ML risk calculation, and it is 

strengthened with the dynamic risk modeling. Such combined risk calculation lead us to 

propose my enhanced ML risk modeling that captures risks that is not considered in 

existing risk models.  
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Figure 20 Accumulative Static Risk Model 

 

7.6 Accurate Risk Calculation and the Significance of Dynamic Money 
Laundering Detection  

Current AML systems do not relate different products types, entities, and business 

lines involved in different combinations of complicated ML schemes. Industry specific 

AML systems use risk models from that industry and is static and therefore incapable of 

capturing known dynamics of MLS evolutions.  Countering ML and other forms of fraud 

requires industry-wide risk analysis method to score dynamically and prevent s scheme 

during the life span of MLS. The static risk modeling is not inclusive of the “dynamic” 

risks factors associated with the past transactional behavior related to the ML, such as the 

social relations and past association in MLS. Therefore, I created a dynamic risk model 
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that also incorporates the static attributes, such as the senders and recipient’s static 

profiles and dynamic social connection attributes of the transaction. Consequently, my 

risk model consists of a static component and a dynamic component. 

7.7 Dynamic Risk Modeling with Extracted Data from MLEDF 
The MLEDF uses the social network analysis (SNA) to link the missing and 

unreported relations among trails.  The SNA is performed on the associates and bosses of 

MLSs, Full-Trail’s, and Missing-Trail’s. The SNA algorithm continuously runs on the 

data retrieved from the attached database of detection and evolution algorithms, to relate 

key participants of detected schemes. The output of MLEDF will be used as a watch list 

to calculate the dynamic risk of the entities. The two databases of SNA module in 

MLEDF, “SuspectWeight” and “Relations”, are databases that contains the list of entities 

that are involved in ML activity. The two databases can be used to the serve purpose of 

imitating the role of central data repository used to calculate the risks of entities involved 

in MLS. Such DB is reliable source, because it is produced after a detailed and accurate 

detection process in MLEDF.  

The dynamics of none-static risk scoring was designed considering the following 

criteria:  

1. Continuous scoring: The score is calculated per every transaction.. 

2.  Automatic scoring: Risk computation does not require human intervention on the 

part of the financial institution.  

3. Correlation of past transactions: Risk score correlate transactions with current one 
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As I explained in previous sections, the SNA is continuously performed on the all 

“Associates”, “StartBoss”, “EndBoss” of MLSs, Full-Trail’s, and Missing-Trail’s. The 

output of “SNA” module is used as data repository to calculate the risks from one reliable 

source, which is dependent upon accurate detection framework.  

 

Definition 8 [Assigning Weights to Relations (Dynamic Relation Extract Algorithm 

(DREA)]: The algorithm searches the SNA DB “SuspectWeight” for the past n detected 

ML activities of the entity A. The algorithm is similar to the algorithm used in the “SNA” 

module of MLEDF (explained in previous sections).  

 

DREA Algorithm: A risk weight is defined for entity A, for each detected ML activity in 

the SNA DB “SuspectWeight”. The larger the weight, the larger the risk weight of the 

entity A. Weight is calculated by adding parameters for each of the corresponding events; 

therefore, the result is considered as the accumulative risk weight: 

 For each detected MLS, 5 is added to start/end boss couple, 2 for each 

boss/associate combination, and 1 for each associate/associate non-repeating 

combination. 

 For each Missing-Trail, 3 is added to each associate non-repeating 

combination. The Full-Trails adds 3 to each associate combination and 10 to 

the start/end boss. 

The values of the weights are chosen based on the risk of a relation in a scheme, a 

relation of certain type is not treated equally as a relation with less importance. The 
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margin of weights chosen allowing an iteration of certain relation to be equal in weight 

value to another relation with a higher weight, for example two “Boss-Associate” 

relations is value wise equal to one  “Boss-Boss” relation. 

 

Table 11 Dynamic Relation Extract Algorithm 

   Dynamic Relation Extract Algorithm 

1 
2 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
8 
 
 
 

 INPUT Transact BankTransaction; SNARel SNARelationsDB;  
 OUTPUT DynamicRelationWeight 
 CREATE MEMORY TABLE RelationsTable WeighedRelations 
     PRIMARY KEY (relationID) USING BTREE 
     SECONDARY KEY (relationID, entity) USING BTREE 
     SECONDARY KEY (hash) USING BTREE; 
 CREATE MEMORY TABLE Transactions BankTransaction 
     PRIMARY KEY (#"time") USING BTREE 
     SECONDARY KEY (originatorEntityID, #"time") USING BTREE 
     SECONDARY KEY (receiverEntityID, #"time") USING BTREE; 
 CREATE DynRelWeight;  SELECT   * FROM SNARel, 
    if RELATION_SCHEMABOSSES == SNARel.type then  3  
    else if RELATION_BOSSASSOCIATE == SNARel.type then  2  
    else if RELATION_ASSOCIATES == SNARel.type then  1  
    else if RELATION_MISSINGTRAILASSOCIATES == SNARel.type then  3  
    else if RELATION_FULLTRAILBOSSES == SNARel.type then  10  
    else if RELATION_FULLTRAILASSOCIATES == SNARel.type then  3  
    else if RELATION_BUSINESS == SNARel.type then  10  
    else if RELATION_FAMILY == SNARel.type then  10  
    else 0 AS weight  INTO   DynRelWeight; 
 SELECT Transact.originatorEntityID,  Transact.receiverEntityID, Transact.time, 
    sum(DynRelWeight) AS DynamicRelationWeight   
    FROM   Transact, RelationsTable 
    WHERE    RelationsTable.entity == Transact.ownedEntityID 
    LIMIT 5 INTO DynamicRelationWeight; 
INSERT INTO Transactions (time, originatorEntityID, receiverEntityID)  
    SELECT  time, Transact.originatorEntityID, Transact.receiverEntityID,  
    FROM Transact ; 
INSERT INTO RelationsTable (relationID, type, entity1, entity2, hash, weight,  
    entity, limit)    
    SELECT SNARel.type , SNARel.entity1, SNARel.entity2, 
    SNARel.hash, SNARel.weight, SNARel.entity, 5 AS trea  
    FROM SNARel 
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In 1 and 2 we create the input and output feeds. In steps 3 and 4, we create the 

two tables “RelationsTable” and “Transactions” DB. In step 5 we assign the weights 

given to each relation, and in step 6 we calculate the weight for an entity of the last 5 

SNA relations. The limit of the last 5 relations can be increased based on the demand of 

the financial institution. In steps 7 and 8 we insert the extracted dynamic risk and 

transactions into their designated tables that were created in steps 3 and 4. 

 

Definition 9 [Self Adjusting Dynamic Risk Score (SDRS)]: Calculates the risk weight 

based on the history of the transacting entity A in the database “SuspectWeight”. The 

calculation is executed by calling [ DREA(Entity A)] on the transacting entity.  

 

Definition 10 [Receivers’ / Originators’ Dynamic Risk Score (RDRS/ODRS)]: 

Calculates the aggregate risk weight, it is based on the relations history of the last n 

entities (R1,……..,Rn) funds  receiving from, and  the last n entities (O1,……..,On) funds 

originating to  the entity A. The average weight of receiving /originating entities is 

obtained by calculating the average of DREA(R1), …. ,DREA(Rn ) and DREA(O1), …. 

,DREA(On ). I produce ODRS and RDRS. 

 

Definition 11 [Accumulative Dynamic Risk Score (ADRS)]: Of an entity is the sum of 

SDRS, RDRS and ODRS. That is ADRS = SDR+ RDR+ODR.  
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7.8 Accumulative Risk Score and Risk Dependent Transaction Scoring 
Static and dynamic risk analysis are correlated to the analytics of transaction 

scoring, in order to identify transactions with high-risk score pertaining to ML, and to 

prevent transaction sequences from being executed.   The correlations used in the 

dynamic risk scoring can be used in detecting and tracking transactions belong of ML 

fraud scheme. I use this final risk scoring system for transactions, using a message 

exchanging system (future work). The correlations used in the dynamic risk scoring can 

be used in detecting and tracking transactions belong of ML fraud scheme. I propose 

using this final risk scoring system for transactions, using a message exchanging system 

explained proposed shortly (next chapter).  

 

 
Figure 21 Accumulative Dynamic Risk Model 
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Definition12 [Accumulative Transaction Score (ATS)]: The ATS is calculated as the 

average risk of (ADRS, ASRS, SLRS) of the two transacting entities. 

Receiver ATS = ∑ Receiver (ADRS, SLRS, ASRS),  

Originator ATS = ∑ Originator (ADRS, SLRS, ASRS), 

Accumulative Transaction Score = AVG (Receiver ATS, Originator ATS). 

 

Definition13 [Comprehensive Evidence Data (CED)]: The triple (SLRS, ASR, ADRS) 

is said to be the comprehensive evidence data (CED).  

A database dedicated to retain CED information of each account owner entity is 

kept in certain institutions, financial or trusted third party, to keep track of the transaction 

history of the entity. The CED database contains a field that lists the last five entities that 

the entity has transacted with.  
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Figure 22 Strata of Comprehensive Evidence Data and Direction of Data Flow 

 

Table 12 Components of Comprehensive Evidence Data DB and A Sample Output 

CED DB (Owner string,    CounterParty List (entity string),    #"time" 

timestamp,    ADRS long,    SLRS long,    ASRS long)  

PRIMARY KEY (OwnerParty, #"time") USING BTREE; 

Time Owner 
Counter-Party  
[Last five transactions] 

ADRS SLRS ASRS SDRS 

20121202 M82231 A23,  M123,  K545,  Y93, T2313 +21 +13 +3 0 
20121210 A42302 X129,  W212, L885, K709,  D163 +44 +24 +1 +4 
20121211 N25942 G316,  K95,  Y12,  T62,  C621 +2 +11 +8 N/A 
20121218 C58742 GB90, VI44,  NGO, 6WL, HP3 +3 +7 +2 0 
20130118 S51605 H134, GN64, LM90,OD16,WK34 +5 +9 +8 N/A 
20130125 O11854 WC1, KOG, LGC, 6R7, NWL +10 +12 +1 +1 
20130214 B85659 Q743, RT25, X319, G730, WE03 0 -15 1 N/A 
20110622 L92113 QJ188,  B863, SG98, QW67, CS3 +2 -20 4 N/A 

 

7.9 The Transaction Risk Score and Prevention Mechanism  
There is a threshold for a cut-off value of ATS, to decide to deny or execute a 

submitted transaction. In my model, this threshold value does not vary depending on the 

financial sector, as the inherent risk is valid across all sectors, regardless of their different 
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business dynamics.  Table 13 below represents the action taken by a sample financial 

institution that has set the transactions cut-off value of “+50”, where the risk scores are 

chose using ATS value.  

 

Table 13 Preventing the Transaction Execution Using the Transaction Score (ATS) 

ATS Cut-off Threshold : Action  

ATS ≥ +80  +81 :(Deny/ Start investigation) 

+79≥ ATS ≥ +65  +80 :(Deny/Track/Report) 

+64≥ ATS ≥ +50  +65 :(Allow/Report) 

+49≥ ATS ≥ +35  +50 :(Allow/Track) 

+34≥ ATS   +35 :(Allow) 

 

7.10 Related Work 
The guidelines established by Financial Action Task Force (FATF) [62] and 

Wolfsberg Group [63] provide the basis for the current static risk modeling used in the 

financial industry, where the risk model of the two organizations on behalf of two 

customers is based on evaluating the risk of “Customer profile”, “Product/service 

profile”, and “Geographic profile”. I adopt the BSA static risk modeling of 

BankersOnline [2], with minor modification to create a static risk assessment. My risk 

model uses “products and services”, “customers and entities”, and “geographical 

locations” that are specific to the financial institution. None of the static risk models and 

guidelines mentioned above [2, 61, 62] includes the dynamics of transactions and its 

reciprocal changing influence on the risk scores. 
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The money laundering evolution framework detection framework (MLEDF) I 

developed detects the well-known types of MLS.  The dynamics of ML are captured by 

the evolution algorithms, to achieve that the MLEDF uses four evolution algorithms to 

link and create the series of correlated MLSs that span over time and many locations. The 

output of MLEDF will be used as resource to calculate the dynamic risk of the entities. 

The “Suspect Weight” and “Relations” are database of entities that are involved in ML 

activity. The two databases function as central data repository used to calculate the risks 

from one reliable source, which is dependent upon a detailed detection framework. The 

vitality of such data lies in the ease of relating it to a risky transaction, especially if any of 

the transacting parties already listed in the databases. Such data will play an important 

role in assigning the accurate risk scores to transacting entities, regardless of being 

internal or external, based on their detected ML relations.   

7.11 Conclusion  
I enhanced the BSA inspired static risk with aggregated static risk, to reflect the 

changing dynamics of the ML and its consequences on the risk calculation. My risk 

model factors in the initial account-opening risk as well as the recent transactions risks, 

and it presents a risk score that is valid within and outside the boundaries of a single 

financial institution.  

I have created a comprehensive ML risk modeling that the framework will depend 

upon in calculating the ML risk associated with transactions. The feasibility of the 

comprehensive risk modeling and the transaction scoring framework depends primarily 

upon modeling of static MLS, modeling of dynamic MLS, MLS evolution detection 
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algorithms and framework. The MLEDF output is used in both the risk modeling and the 

transaction scoring framework.  

I extended the static risk model to develop a MLEDF-dependent risk modeling, in 

order to produce a comprehensive ML risk modeling in combination with the aggregated 

static risk model. The aggregated static risk will be completed with integration of the 

MLEDF-dependent risk modeling, which captures the hidden, and dynamic, relations 

among none-transacted entities.  Such risk model is used to create a valid and accurate 

transaction scoring system to be used in a ML prevention system.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT- MONEY LAUNDERING TRANSACTION RISK SCORING 

EXCHANGE AND PREVENTION FRAMEWORK  

8.1 Introduction 
In order to prevent or detect money laundering schemes, it requires a system built 

to exchange information and prevent the execution of complex schemes. Such system 

requires industry specific standards and systems that use the standard to monitor, detect, 

score, and prevent money laundering, I propose a multi-level and multi-component 

framework. The proposed system relies upon the finding of an accurate detection system 

and the results of dynamic risk modeling and transaction scoring system to be used by 

transacting organizations. The scoring and prevention framework will integrate the 

detection results. The prevention framework will include a protocol to exchange the 

information among participant institutions, and incorporates two levels of cooperation 

and information sharing. I use the output of detection framework to calculate the dynamic 

risk scores and exchange scores and alerts among participants. Using shared risk scores 

and alerts, I continuously recalculate the risk score of submitted transactions based on 

different classifiers, and exchange the results among participating financial organizations. 

 My framework uses a secure protocol for transaction and evidence sharing 

among framework participants.  

The “Forensics Web Services” (FWS) developed by Gunestas et al [50, 51] 

establishes a framework to exchange and preserve appropriate evidence to recreate the 
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composed web service invocations independent of the parties with a vested interest. The 

framework is focused on collecting evidence of web services. FWS incorporates the 

Simple Evidence Layer Protocol (SELP) [72] to collect the evidence and ensure evidence 

delivery with none-repudiation. The SELP is designed for e-commerce transactions, 

composed of two protocols to generate and deliver the evidence to involved parties in 

message exchange. The first protocol is the Simple Evidence Layer Protocol and the 

second is the optimistic one. FWS the layering approach of SELP [72] with minor 

changes, such as adding the time stamping point, and use SELP as the evidence 

generation protocol. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 8.2 explains the Money 

Laundering Transaction Scoring Exchange Framework (MLTSEF) and Section 8.3 

describes the Comprehensive Evidence Exchange Protocol (CEEP). Section 8.4 explains 

the process of signing the messages and collecting Pair-Wise transaction evidence and 

Section 8.5 explain the signing of the messages and collecting comprehensive evidence 

data. Section 8.6 describes the architect the proposed evidence processing module. 

Section 8.7 describes related work and Section 8.8 concludes the chapter. 

8.2 The Money Laundering Transaction Scoring Exchange Framework 
Investigating ML transactions require sharing the evidence between transacting 

financial institutions.  
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Figure 23 The Money Laundering Transaction Scoring Exchange Framework 

 

In order to facilitate investigations on a reliable infrastructure that can produce 

convincible evidence for the judicial systems, I propose the Money Laundering 

Transaction Scoring Exchange Framework (MLTSEF) that preserves records of 

transactional evidence between any two transacting parties. A non-repudiation argument 

with records collected from many financial institutions has no forensic value, without the 

approval of ACH or TTP. Therefore, forensics on transactional services of financial 

institutions should never be considered as an issue only between two parties, given that 

there are many standards and architectures composing multiple entities and generating 

global activities.    

8.2.1 Major Participants and Key players of the MLTSEF 
To achieve reliability in evidence collection in a neutral and trusted way, 

MLTSEF uses multiple Transaction Scoring Exchange Proxy (TSEP) systems that are 
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connected to the TSEPs of Trusted Third Parties (TSEP-TTP). Generally, the TSEP-TTP 

is different from a Money Laundering Transaction Scoring Exchange Proxy (MLTSEP) 

or from the MLTSEP that resides in the ACH. However, MLTSEP can assume the role of 

a TSEP-TTP in case of need.   

The MLTESP has the authority to determine if a transaction must be denied or 

committed as TSEP-TTPs do not have such an authority. All financial institutions are 

required to transact using designated TSEPs, and any transaction that is committed 

without the use of such a TSEP might be subject to rejection by ACH. The designated 

TSEPs are proxies that are authorized to represent the transacting entities, and exchange 

information on the behalf of the represented financial institution. 

The financial institutions do not directly communicate with MLTSEF but with 

designated TSEPs, which communicate using the TSEP-TTP with the MLTESP. The 

TSEP-Receiver (TSEPR) and TSEP-Originator (TSEPO) communicate directly with 

originator and receiver financial institutions to generate evidences.  The “TSEP-Registry” 

is the process in which a TSEP is registered with TSEP-TTP to be part of the framework. 

The “TSEP-” is the process in which a TSEP is referred by TSEP-TTP to be the 

designated TSEP of a transacting entity in the current transaction.  The TSEP are 

authenticated and allowed to exchange the transaction score between the TSEPs and 

TSEP-TTP, but not to reject or deny executing transactions.  

My Trusted Third Parties (TTP) sits in between any two transactions, even 

without direct involvement. All financial institutions subscribe to them with a TSEP to 

obtain the services of a MLTSEF, as shown in figure 23. In order to create 
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comprehensive evidence of a ML scenario, all relevant TSEPs must cooperate by 

providing relevant pair-wise and comprehensive transactional evidences that are stored 

within their infrastructure. It is assumed that TSEPs incorporate MLEDF system and 

comprehensive risk modeling, or have access to such data using a TSEP-TTP (MLTSEF). 

Every registered financial institution utilizes its evidence modules to route its 

messages over TSEP systems to reach their ultimate goals (dashed lines); every financial 

institution can call each other’s systems (solid bold lines).  

8.2.2 The Services Provided by the Framework 
The MLTSEF provides two essential services pertinent to the evidence 

generation. The first service is “Pair-wise Evidence Generation” (PEG), the service 

exchanges evidence of this particular transaction. The evidence includes information 

about transactions, such as the transacting parties, transaction amount, transaction date, 

and transaction time. The evidence is recorded at the transaction invocation times which 

take place between two transacting parties.  The second service is “Comprehensive 

Evidence Generation” (CEG), the service exchanges, and if needed generates, the 

comprehensive evidence of transactions. The comprehensive evidence includes MLEDF 

related data such as (Suspect Weight, Relations), static risk score, aggregated static risk 

score, and the dynamic risk score of the two entities involved in the transaction. The 

designated TSEPs are responsible to generate the evidence in case the financial 

institutions do not have records and data.   

Additionally, there are five roles played by a TSEP: originator, receiver, trusted 

third party, referral, and registry. The originator and receiver TSEPs refer to a TSEP 
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selected by either party to represent them and manage their comprehensive data 

exchange. The trusted third party (TTP) designates and authorizes representation, and 

collects all types of evidence from all TSEPs.   TSEP- will assist financial institutions to 

their designated TSEP, and TSEP-Registry officially registers financial institutions with 

the designated TSEP and maintains a record of registered TSEP-FIs. Both roles may be 

located with the TTP, however in heavy transactional systems the roles might be 

separated to lower the heavy -load on TTPs.  A TSEP registry is available to locate all 

registered TSEPs systems. TSEP systems must satisfy the following requirements: 

 The transaction system of financial institutions must support MLTSEF. 

 A message format, that is proprietary to the MLTSEF, is required to communicate 

messages and store them in TSEP systems. 

 All transaction systems must use a client agent that re-routes their transactional 

messages through TSEPs. 

 TSEP that is chosen to represent a financial institutions must have majority of 

transaction of that financial institutions go though it systems. 

 TSEP handles the evidence exchange with other TSEP, transaction specific 

evidence is shared only by designated TSEPs.  

 In the TSEP- process, the TSEP-TTP considers the “Percentage of transactions 

handled by TSEP on the behalf of a financial institution” to be the only factor in 

referrals.  

 If a financial institution is reluctant to provide the comprehensive evidence of their 

customer, then the TSEP-TTP will provide the comprehensive evidence.  
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 The underlying system must provide a trust base and cryptographic services based 

upon protocol SELP [72]. 

 The identity of the TSEP-TTP is never disclosed to the financial institution and the 

transacting entities. By design all required communication with the TTP is 

achieved through the TSEPs.   

8.3 The Comprehensive Evidence Exchange Protocol 
The Comprehensive Evidence Exchange Protocol (CEEP) is designed to be 

applicable to the cooperative and non-cooperative scenarios. The protocol mandates the 

sequence of communication between the two transacting entities, their proxies, and TTP. 

In the case of cooperative scenarios, all of the entities already agree to share all of the 

comprehensive evidence, whereas in none-cooperative entities one or both entities 

decline to share the comprehensive evidence.  The protocol is designed to be inclusive of 

both scenarios by requiring the proxies to exchange the evidence information. For 

example, the TSEPs will represent entities regardless of the cooperation level of financial 

institutions. The functionality of CEEP depends upon enforcing cooperation and 

exchanging evidence, even in the none-cooperative scenarios. In both cases, it is 

mandatory on the originator financial institution (OFI) to start the negotiation process for 

exchanging comprehensive evidence. This is because all evidence exchange transactions 

are handled through TSEPs, regardless of the cooperation type. It is mandatory on the 

TSEPs provide the TTP with transaction score of their own calculation, the designated 

TSEPS of the transacting two parties share the score with each other.  All the TSEPs 

calculate and provide the fraud transaction scoring to the TTP.  
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8.3.1 Messaging in the Comprehensive Evidence Exchange Protocol 
The CEEP protocol uses many messages in the process of exchanging data, 

confirming actions, and commanding entities. Some of the messages are only used during 

the comprehensive evidence generation phases, whereas others are used during the pair-

wise evidence generation phases. Messaging system must satisfy the following 

requirements: 

 Messages represent all communication exchanged in the framework  among 

transacting entities including, financial institution representing transacting entities, 

proxy organization for transaction scoring and exchanging, trusted third party 

organizations, and automated clearing house.   

 All framework activities use messages, such as “request data”, “send data”, and 

“transact”. A message will have a sender and a receiver, and a message contains 

two or more parameters passed to the recipient.  The messaging system provides 

the cryptographic and confidentiality services based upon protocol SELP [72]. I list 

and describe the messages used in the framework shown in figure 23 as follows: 

Messages used in PEG phase: Contains the messages that are used by the entities, 

financial institutions, and designated proxies to carry out the actual financial transaction, 

which will contain the pair-wise transaction evidence. The message types 

“TransactApprove” and “TransactDeny” are originated in the PEG phase and extended to 

the CEG phase.  

1) Transact (“Originator Entity”,“Receiver Entity”): The first message in the sequence 

that initiates the transaction process, it is sent by the originating entity to the financial 

institution of the originating entity to identify the transacting parties. The message 
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contains the identifier of originator and receiver entity, that can be account ID or any 

other identifier such as tax ID.  

2) Negotiate Transaction (“Originator Entity”,“ Receiver Entity”,“SRS Originator 

Entity”,“Full / None”): Sent by the originating financial institution to the receiving 

financial institution. The purpose of this message is to inform the receiving financial 

institution  of the expected transaction among two entities, to share/exchange the 

originator SRS, and to negotiate the evidence cooperation level of full or none.   

3) Accept Transaction (“Originator Entity”,“Receiver Entity”, “SRS Receiver 

Entity”,“Full / None”): Sent by the receiving financial institution to the originating 

financial institution in response to the negotiate message evidence cooperation message. 

The purpose of this message is to inform the originating financial institution of the 

expected cooperation level of “full or none” by the RFI in the expected transaction, and 

to share/exchange the receiver SRS.  

4) TransactData (“Counterparty Entity”,“ Counterparty FI”,“ Self SRS/SRSP/ASRS”): 

Sent by both financial institutions to their designated proxies, the purpose of this message 

is to inform the proxy of three static risk values, which is calculated by the financial 

institution, of the entity that holds the account with the financial institution. The message 

contains the identifier of counterparty entity, counterparty entity, and the “SRS, SRP, 

ASRS” of the self entity. This is the last message in PEG first half section that takes place 

before CEG phase. The second half of the he PEG section continues after PEG phase, by 

with receiving either “Transact Approve” or “Transact Deny” messages.  
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5) TransactApprove (“Originator Entity”,“Receiver Entity”,“TransactionID”): Sent by 

the TTP to the designated proxies TSEPO and TSEPR, is delivered to the originating 

financial institution and receiving financial institution. This dual message originates in 

the PEG phase and extends to the CEG phase. The purpose of this message is to inform 

the designated proxies and financial institutions of the TTP or ACH approval of this 

transaction. The message contains the TransactionID assigned by ACH to this approved 

transaction, and also contains the originator and receiver entity information.  

6) TransactDeny (“Originator Entity”,“Receiver Entity”,“TransactionID”): Sent by the 

TTP to the designated proxies TSEPO and TSEPR, to the originating financial institution 

and receiving financial institution. This dual message type is originated in the PEG phase 

and extended to the CEG phase. The purpose of this message is to inform the designated 

proxies and financial institutions of the TTP or ACH denying execution of this 

transaction. The message contains the TransactionID assigned by ACH to this denied 

transaction, and also contains the originator and receiver entity information.  

7) CommitTransaction (“Originator Entity”,“Receiver Entity”,“TransactionID”): The 

message before the last one in the message sequence, it is sent by the originating financial 

institution to the receiving financial institution. The purpose of this message is to execute 

the transaction and perform the funds transfer after the transaction approval message. 

This message can only be sent if the transaction is approved by the ACH. The message 

contains the TransactionID assigned by ACH to this denied transaction, and also contains 

the originator and receiver entity information.  
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8) CompleteTransaction (“Originator Entity”,“Receiver Entity”): The last message in 

the sequence that terminates the transaction process, it is sent by the financial institution 

of the receiving entity to the receiving entity to confirm that transaction was executed. 

This message can only be sent if the transaction is approved by the ACH, the message 

contains the identifier of originator and receiver entity. 

 

Messages used in CEG phase: Contains the messages that are used by the proxy 

services “TSEPO”, “TSEPR”, and “TSEP-TTP” to generate and exchange the 

comprehensive evidence among each other.   

9)  (“RFI”,“Receiver Entity”): This is the first message in the sequence that initiates the 

transaction process in the CEG phase, even though the first part of this dual message is 

originated in the PEG phase. The dual message is sent by the originating financial 

institution to the TSEPO, and via the TSEPO is delivered to TSEP-TTP. The purpose of 

this dual message is to start the PEG phase be getting the TSEPO involved and contact 

the TTP and to have the TSEPO share with the TTP the IDs of the receiver entity and 

receiving financial institution. The main purpose of the message from the RFI perspective 

is to ask for the referral of TTP for the designation of the TSEPR. The message contains 

the identifier of the receiver entity and the receiving financial institution. 

10) Register (“Designated Proxy of the FI”, FI”): This is another dual message sent by 

the TTP to the designated proxies (TSEPO and TSEPR), to have each party follow the 

authority of the TTP to register the designated TSEP with the specific financial 

institution. The TTP sends the TSEPO the identity of the pair TSEPR and the receiving 
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financial institution, and then, sends the TSEPR the identity of the pair TSEPO and the 

originating financial institution. This resembles the first part of handshaking sequence, 

where the intermediating authority exchanges the identity of the counterparty among the 

transacting entities. The purpose of this message is to send the identity of the designated 

proxies and financial institutions to the parties involved in the transaction, and wait for 

the acceptance of the designation of TSEPs.  The message contains the identifier of the 

financial institutions and the proxy representing the financial institution.  

11) Accept (“Designated Proxy of the FI”,“ FI ”): This is another dual message sent by 

the designated proxies (TSEPO and TSEPR) to the TTP, to have each party confirm of 

their acceptance of the former “Register” command (which was sent by the TTP  to 

register the designated TSEP with the specified financial institution). This resembles the 

final part of handshaking sequence, where exchanged identity of the counterparties is 

confirmed by the transacting entities to the intermediating authority, the TTP. The 

TSEPO sends the TTP the identity of the pair TSEPR and the receiving financial 

institution, and then, the TSEPR sends the identity of the pair TSEPO and the originating 

financial institution to the TTP. The purpose of this message is to confirm and accept the 

identity of the designated proxies and financial institutions to the TTP, the confirmation 

is sent by the proxies of the parties involved in the transaction. This message acts as the 

subsequent response to the challenge-response message sent by the TTP. The message 

contains the identifier of the financial institution and proxy representing the financial 

institution.  
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12) RequestData (“ComprehensiveEvidence of the Receiver Entity”, “Receiver Entity”, 

“Receiving FI”): This is another multi-step of message sequence among the proxy 

systems TSEPO, TSEPR, and TTP. The TSEPO sends the TSEPR a request for the 

“comprehensive evidence data” of the receiving entity, per the agreement messages sent 

by the both proxies to the TTP. The purpose of this message is to have the proxy of 

originating party request the comprehensive evidence of the receiving party from the 

proxy of the “Receiver Entity”, this message acts as the initial step in a multistep 

sequence of data-exchange messages. The message contains the identifier of receiver 

entity and the receiving financial institution.  

This message is the first message in of five steps messaging sequence as shown in figure 

23, where: The proxy of “Originator Entity”, which is the message initiating party, 

requests the “Comprehensive Evidence” of the counterparty “Receiving Entity”, The 

proxy of counterparty “Receiving Entity” responds to the request message by providing 

the data “Comprehensive Evidence” of the counterparty “Receiving Entity”. The same 

data in step II is also provided to the TTP, by the proxy of counterparty “Receiving 

Entity”.  Subsequently, the proxy of the “Originator Entity” is required to exchange and 

correspond to the data provided by the proxy of the counterparty “Receiving Entity”. 

Therefore the proxy of “Originator Entity” which is the message initiating party, 

provides the data “Comprehensive Evidence” of the “Originator Entity” to the proxy of 

counterparty “Receiving Entity”. Finally, the same data in step IV is provided to the TTP 

by the proxy of “Originator Entity”. This way the exchanged data is under the monitoring 

and brokerage of the TTP. 
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Figure 24 The Message Sequence to Exchange the Comprehensive Evidence of the Transacting Parties 

 

13) SendData (“ComprehensiveEvidence of the Entity”,“Entity”,“FI of the Entity”): The 

last four-messages (described above in message sequence II-V) completes comprehensive 

evidence transaction process. The messages are sent by each proxy to the counterparty 

proxy and the TTP containing the comprehensive evidence pertinent to the entity and the 

financial institution, which is represented by the proxy sending the message. Two 

identical messages, that contain “OrinigatorComprehensiveEvidence, Originator,OFI”, 

are sent by TSEPO to TSEPR and TTP. Another two identical messages that contain 

“ReceiverComprehensiveEvidence, Receiver, RFI” are sent by TSEPR to TSEPO and 

TTP. 
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Figure 25 The Sequence Diagram of the Comprehensive Evidence Exchange Protocol 

 

8.3.2 Choreography of Messages in the Comprehensive Evidence Exchange 
Protocol 

In this section I list and describe the steps followed by transacting entities and 

financial institutions participating in the execution of a financial transaction. I also list 

and describe the steps followed by the proxies, along with TTP, to interact with the each 

other and with the other entities to create the comprehensive evidence in the CEG phase. 

The steps of 1-5 and steps of 18-21 occur in the PEG phase, whereas the steps 6-17 occur 

in the CEG phase. Transacting entities’ PEG phase starts the messaging sequence, and 

the choreography of proxies’ CEG phase starts at step 6 and ends at step 17. Then, in step 

18 the PEG phase resumes the messaging sequence, and ends in step 21 with the 
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execution of the transaction, if the transaction is approved by the ACH. Otherwise, it 

ends in step19 if transaction is denied.  

 

Table 14 Choreography of Messages in CEG and PEG phases of Comprehensive Evidence Exchange Protocol 

Step Send – Recv Message (Parameters and variables ) 
1

st Orig --> OFI  Transact (“Orig”, “Recv”) 
2

nd
  OFI --> RFI NegotiateTransaction (“Orig”, “Recv”, SRSO, “Full / None”)  

3
rd

  RFI --> OFI AcceptTransaction ( “Orig”, “Recv”, SRSR, “Full / None”)  
4

th
  OFI --> TSEPO TransactData (“RFI”, “Recv”, “Orig SRSR/SRS/SRP”) 

5
th
  RFI --> TSEPR TransactData (“OFI”, “Orig” , “Recv SRSR/SRS/SRP”) 

6
th
  TSEPO --> TTP  (“RFI”, “Recv”) 

7
th
  TTP --> TSEPO Register (“TSEPR”, “RFI”) 

8
th
  TTP --> TSEPR Register (“TSEPO”, “OFI”) 

9
th
  TSEPO --> TTP Accept (“TSEPR”, “RFI”)  

10
th
   TSEPR --> TTP Accept (“TSEPO”, “OFI”) 

11
th
  TSEPO-->TSEPR RequestData (“ComprehensiveEvidenceRecv”, “Recv”, “RFI”) 

12
th
  TSEPR-->TSEPO SendData (“ComprehensiveEvidenceRecv”, “Recv”, “RFI”) 

13
th
  TSEPR --> TTP SendData (“ComprehensiveEvidenceRecv”, “Recv”, “RFI”) 

14
th
  TSEPO-->TSEPR SendData (“ComprehensiveEvidenceOrig”, “Orig”, “OFI”) 

15
th
  TSEPO --> TTP  SendData (“ComprehensiveEvidenceOrig”, “Orig”, “OFI”) 

16
th
  TTP --> TSEPO TransactApprove/TransactDeny(“Orig”,“Recv”,“TransactionID”) 

17
th
  TTP --> TSEPR TransactApprove/TransactDeny(“Orig”,“Recv”,“TransactionID”) 

18
th
  TSEPO --> OFI  TransactApprove/TransactDeny(“Orig”,“Recv”,“TransactionID”) 

19
th
  TSEPR  --> RFI  TransactApprove/TransactDeny(“Orig”,“Recv”,“TransactionID”) 

20
th
  OFI  --> RFI  CommitTransaction (“Orig”, “Recv”, “TransactionID”) 

21
st
  RFI  --> Recv  CompleteTransaction (“Orig”, “Recv”) 

 

In step1, the originator Orig sends a “transact” message to the OFI, thereby it 

starts the PEG process. In step2, the OFI will “negotiate transaction” cooperation level 

with the RFI, by sharing the SRS of the originator (SRSO) and by requesting either full 

or none cooperation. In step3, the RFI corresponds to OFI with the “accept transaction” 

cooperation level between Orig and the receiver Recv, and also sharing the SRS of the 

receiver (SRSR). In steps 4-5, both financial institutions OFI and RFI send the 
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“transactData” that contains the static risk related data of their party and identity of 

counterparty to their designated proxy TSEPO and TSEPR.  

In step 6, the CEG process starts, TSEPO “” RFI and Recv to the TTP. In steps 7-

8, the TTP “register” TSEPO and TSEPR with each other. In steps 9-10, TSEPO and 

TSEPR send the “accept” proxy designation to the TTP. In step 11, TSEPO “request 

data” of the comprehensive evidence of Recv from TSEPR. In steps 12-13, TSEPR “send 

data” of comprehensive evidence of Recv to TSEPO and TTP. In steps 14-15, as response 

to the messages of steps 12-13, TSEPO “send data” of comprehensive evidence of Orig 

to TSEPR and TTP. In steps 16-17, the CEG process ends, TTP either “transact approve” 

or “transact deny” the transaction between Orig and Recv. The messages are sent from 

TTP to TSEPO and TSEPR sealed with the transaction ID.  

The CEG phase continues in steps 18-19, the transaction decision of the ACH and 

transaction ID is delivered to the originator and receiver financial institutions. If the 

decision is “approve transact” then the steps 20-21 will occur, in step 20 the OFI “commit 

transaction” and successfully finalizes the transaction. In step 21, the CEG phase 

completes with “complete transaction” resulting in the funds being released to Recv.  

Figure 18 represents the sequence diagram of the choreographies, using the messaging 

systems of MLTSEF.   

8.4 Signing the Messages and Collecting Pair-Wise Transaction Evidence  
 

The CEEP collects the pair-wise transaction evidence (PE) using the Simple 

Evidence Layer Protocol (SELP) [72]. All types of data exchange and other forms of 

communication in the MLTSEF including of collecting pair-wise transaction evidence 
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between the originator and receiver entities, is conducted using SELP and incorporating a 

modified version of the messaging sequence used by Forensics Web Services [50]. The 

SELP protocol and FWS event logs retain the evidence to verify the following claims 

[50, 72]:   

1) Evidence of Origin (EOO): Sender’s claims of timely transmitting.   

2) Evidence of Delivery (EOD): Receiver’s claims of timely delivery.  

3) Evidence of Failure (EOF): Sender’s claims of receiver’s failures of timely receipt.  

4) Evidence of Availability (EOA):  Either party’s claim of non-availability of the other.   

5) Evidence of Agreement Violation (EOV): Either party’s claim of contractual violation.   

Figure 26 shows the sequence of the transactions and steps followed between 

parties according to the SELP. Here, I refer to the intermediary as TSEP, a middle-man 

that arbitrates the communication between the sender and receiver of the messages, 

during financial transaction.  In figure 26 the transactions represent a sequence without 

messaging error, the sender (referred as “client” in SELP) sends a valid message and 

obtains an evidence of delivery from the Intermediary (referred as “notary” in SELP). In 

turn, the receiver (referred as “server” in SELP) obtains an evidence of origin delivery 

from the Intermediary.  

The CEEP uses the following version of a message format adopted from 

Forensics Web Services [50]: < #transaction | #message | #SignatureK ( #transaction | 

#message/sequence | #message/envelope) >, where # s to the points in XML format, | 

denotes concatenation and / points to the subparts of elements. The “transaction” 

identifies a financial transaction between two entities, and “message” is the CEEP 
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message sent part of the CEEP protocol to execute the transaction. The sequence number 

(message/sequence) of the message corresponds to the code of the message [50], whether 

if the message exchange pattern (MEP) [50] type is two-way messaging based on SELP. 

If the message is a request message then sequence code is “1”,  a response message code 

is “2”, a failure message code is “-1”, and an acknowledgment message code is “3”.  The 

message content of the exchanged data is represented in the “message/envelope”. Both of 

the originator and receiver sign a session. Each originator and receiver, sign the 

transaction, message/sequence, and message/envelope parts of the message with the 

signature element of the message. 

 

 

Figure 26 Proxy Managing the PEG, using SELP Protocol (Adapted/Modified from [11]) 

 

The PEG phase records are not critical in decision process of allowing two 

transacting parties to execute their transaction. The data crucial to the MLTSEF is the 

data produced during the CEG phase, which is produced by TSEPO and TSEPR. The 
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comprehensive evidence (CE) data is the information-set that will be detrimental, by the 

decision of TTP and ACH, if the financial institutions representing transacting parties are 

authorized to execute the transaction. Additionally, the TSEPs representing each 

transacting party are required, by design of CEEP, to keep records of such transaction for 

data none-repudiation, data-authentication, and data-redundancy purposes. Although 

there is no necessity to the transacting parties and TSEPs to re-assemble the already 

produced PE records, because by design, the MLTSEF designates the TSEP-TTP and/or 

the ACH to store all CEG records. Needless to say, the none-CE information of the 

transacting parties will be contained within the CE data. 

The pair-wise transaction messages in two formats: LogRecordIndex (LRI) and 

LogRecord (LR) without signatures [50], where LRI records a single CEEP message, LR 

stores entire CEEP messages up to that point, including all messages delivered to and/or 

generated by TSEPs. LRIs are stored at both TSEPs while LRs are stored only at the 

designated TSEP. TSEPs also timestamp all messages. LR contains a record index with 

the final timestamp, status and the last sequence value of the transaction. All transaction 

information is reliably intercepted and re-routed through TSEPs.  

There are four entities involved in the process: originator, receiver, and the 

intermediaries TSEPR and TSEPO. TSEPs refer to the proxies designated by TTP to 

represent the transacting entity. Steps followed by the entities are as follows, are shown 

in figures 26 and 27.  The SELP protocol and TSEP event logs preserve the evidence to 

verify the none-repudiation of sender and receiver, and timely submission of messages.  
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MsgSeq.1 is assumed to be a request message with code “1”, MsgSeq.2 is a 

response message with code “2”, MsgSeq.-1 is a failure message with code “-1”, and 

MsgSeq.3 is an acknowledgment message with code “3”. A typical messaging sequence 

occurs as follows:  

1- TSEPO receives from Originator MsgSeq.1 

(<#transaction|#message|#SignatureOriginator-K(#transaction|”1”|# env )>).  

2- Validates, stores the message, creates an LR and LRI for MsgSeq.1 and notifies 

TSEPR.    

3- MsgSeq.1 is forwarded to the Receiver and starts a timer.   

4- If the response MsgSeq.2 cannot reach the TSEPR before timing out then, MsgSeq.-1 

(<#transaction |#message|#SignatureTSEPO-K (#transaction|”-1”|# env)>) is signed by 

the TSEPO; it is stored and sent back to the Sender (Originator) and an LRI is created 

and sent to the TSEPR. If MsgSeq.2 (<#transaction |#message|#SignatureReceiver-

K(#transaction|”2”|# env)>) arrives on time then, it is forwarded to the sender and stored 

in TSEPR along with notifying the TSEPO its LRI.  
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Figure 27 The Steps Taken by TSEP to Store PEG Records (Adapted/Modified from [50]) 

 

5- TSEPR creates, signs and sends MsgSeq.3 (<#transaction 

|#message|#SignatureTSEPR-K (#transaction |”3” |#env)>) and to the Receiver. It also 

stores the message in the LR and sends the LRI to the TSEPO. At the same time, TSEPO 

creates, signs and sends MsgSeq.3 (<#transaction |#message|#SignatureTSEPO-K 

(#transaction |”3” |#env)>) and to the Sender (Originator). It also stores the message in 

the LR and sends the LRI to the TSEPR. These two messages contain the same envelope 

information of TTP denying or approving the transaction.  

8.5 Signing the Messages and Collecting Comprehensive Evidence Data 
 

Similar to the method used in PEG phase, the CEEP collects the comprehensive 

evidence (CE) using the SELP. In Figure 28 one can see the sequence of the transactions 

and steps followed between parties according to the SELP. Here, the intermediary is 

referred to as TTP-TSEP, a middle-man that arbitrates the exchange of CE data between 
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the designated proxies of the originator and receiver. Although the transactions are 

proprietary to the MLTSEF without the involvement of the financial entities, it is 

accepted as part of the financial transaction, as the evidence exchange will determine if 

the transaction will be executed. In figure 26 the transactions represent a sequence 

without messaging error, the sequence starts with originator proxy initiating a request for 

a session of CE exchange with the receiver proxy, via the involvement of the TTP. The 

message that initiates the request is not accepted as part of the actual evidence exchange 

sequence, as it dedicated only to concur on the proxies that will be involved in the CEG 

phase. After the agreement, the originator proxy TSEPO sends a request for the 

“Receiver CE” data from the TSEPR. On receipt, the TSEPR responds with a valid 

message that contains the requested data, and obtains an evidence of delivery from the 

TTP. The evidence of the delivery is obtained by sending the same identical response 

message to the TTP. Correspondingly, the TSEPO sends the   “Originator CE” data to the 

TSEPR, and obtains an evidence of delivery from the TTP by sending identical message 

to TTP. In turn, the designated proxies TSEPO and TSEPR obtain an evidence of origin 

delivery from the TTP, per the last “identical’ message sent to both of them, to deny or 

approve the transaction.  

The CEG phase uses the same message format and message sequence number 

used in the PEG phase explained in previously. The CEG phase records are critical in 

decision process of allowing a two transacting parties to execute their transaction, the 

data crucial to the MLTSEF is the data produced during this phase by TSEPO and 

TSEPR. The comprehensive evidence (CE) data is the information-set that will be 
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detrimental, by the decision of TTP and ACH, if the financial institutions representing 

transacting parties are authorized to execute the transaction.  

The comprehensive transaction messages exist in the format LogRecord (LR) 

without signatures [50], and without the need to LogRecordIndex (LRI). There is no need 

to keep records of LRI, as the proxies involved in this phase have no interest in 

fabricating data but to provide genuine and trusted data. Also the data can be reproduced 

from the records kept with TTP. There will be duplicate LR for each message, one with 

the proxy which sent the message, and one with the TTP. LR stores entire CEEP 

messages up to that point, including all messages delivered to and/or generated by 

TSEPs, and TSEPs also timestamp all messages. LR contains a record index with the 

final timestamp, status and the last sequence value of the transaction. All transaction 

information is reliably intercepted and re-routed through TSEPs and TTP.   

 

 

Figure 28 Proxy Managing the CEG, using SELP Protocol  
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There are three entities involved in the process: originator proxy TSEPO, receiver 

proxy TSEPR, and the trusted third party proxy TTP. The SELP protocol and TSEP event 

logs preserve the evidence to verify the none-repudiation of sender and receiver, and 

timely submission of messages. Steps followed by the entities are as follows, are shown 

in figures 28 and 29.   

MsgSeq.1 is assumed to be a request message with code “1”, MsgSeq.2 is a 

response message with code “2”, MsgSeq.-1 is a failure message with code “-1”, and 

MsgSeq.3 is an acknowledgment message with code “3”. A typical messaging sequence 

occurs as follows:  

1- TSEPR receives the message “evidence request data” from TSEPO, MsgSeq.1 

(<#transaction|#message|#SignatureTSEPO-K(#transaction|”1”|# env )>). TSEPR 

validates, stores the message, creates an LR for MsgSeq.1. 

2- TSEPR responds to the request made in MsgSeq.1, it sends the evidence data to 

TSEPO and TTP simultaneously and starts a timer.   

3- If the response MsgSeq.2 cannot reach the TSEPO before timing out then, MsgSeq.-1 

(<#transaction |#message|#SignatureTSEPR-K (#transaction|”-1”|# env)>) is signed by 

the TSEPO; it is stored and sent back to the TSEPO. If MsgSeq.2 (<#transaction 

|#message|#SignatureTSEPR-K(#transaction|”2”|# env)>) arrives on time then, it is 

forwarded to the TTP and stored in TSEPR. The TTP also validates, stores the message, 

and creates a LR for MsgSeq.2. 
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4- TSEPO responds to the response message sent in MsgSeq.2, it sends the MsgSeq.3, 

which contains the “evidence data” of the originator. TSEPO will send MsgSeq.3 

simultaneously to TSEPR and TTP, and starts a timer.   

5- If the response MsgSeq.3 cannot reach the TSEPO before timing out then, MsgSeq.-1 

(<#transaction |#message|#SignatureTSEPO-K (#transaction|”-1”|# env)>) is signed by 

the TSEPO; it is stored and sent back to the TSEPR. If MsgSeq.4 (<#transaction 

|#message|#SignatureTSEPO-K(#transaction|”2”|# env)>) arrives on time then, it is 

forwarded to the TTP and stored in TSEPO. The TTP also validates, stores the message, 

and creates a LR for MsgSeq.3. 

6- TTP creates, signs and sends MsgSeq.4 (<#transaction |#message|#SignatureTTP-K 

(#transaction |”3” |#env)>) to the both designated proxies, TSEPR and TSEPO. Also, the 

TTP stores the message in the LR.   

Depending on the content of the acknowledgement message sent in step 6, the 

transaction can proceed with execution or termination.  
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Figure 29 The Steps Taken by TSEP and TTP to Store CEG Records  

 

8.6 Evidence Module Architecture  
Exchanging the CED among transacting parties and routing the transaction 

information through the TSEPS require that all transactions be reliably intercepted and 

routed, as shown in figure 30.  As a proof of concept the evidence module architecture is 

explained below. I describe the evidence sender process and receiver processes 

implemented in the designated Proxies of the financial institutions, and list the module 

components. 

1- The Sender Process: The Evidence Module of TSEPO manages and captures the data 

obtained from the messages 4 and 12 of CEEP, sent from OFI and TSEPR, which are 

the “Receiver SRSR/SRS/SRP” and “CED-Receiver” of the receiving entity. Also, it 

produces CED of the represented party using the “Comprehensive Evidence Module”, 

which acts as the primary module of the Evidence Module to calculate, produce and 

keep evidence about the transacting party.   
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2- The Receiver Process: The Evidence Module of TSEPR manages and captures the 

data obtained from the messages 5 and 14 of CEEP, sent from RFI and TSEPO, 

which are the “Originator SRSR/SRS/SRP” and “CED- Originator” of the originating 

entity. Also, it produces CED of the represented party using the “Comprehensive 

Evidence Module”, which acts as the primary module of the Evidence Module to 

calculate, produce and keep evidence about the transacting party.  

Receiver/Sender Proxy Partner Link: The unit that belongs to the two designated 

proxies, this unit maintains a link that exists between two proxies during the life-time of 

the CEEP messaging sequence. The unit is responsible to hold numerous links between 

the proxy and other proxies, which involved in financial transaction. The linkage is 

performed through the brokerage of TTP via the “TTP Evidence Exchange & Deliver 

Process”. 

Transaction Data Receiver/Sender: The unit acts as a message control module that 

inspects, and then delivers, all incoming and outgoing transaction messages. All received 

or sent messages by the proxy go through this proxy unit, it verifies if the message 

matches the SELP and CEEP properties of proper message format. For example, it 

verifies if the data sent complies with all its fields, and if there is any missing fields.  
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Figure 30 The Evidence Module and Exchange of Data between Proxies 

 

In-Data (Evidence In-Delivery): Contains the unit responsible to retrieve the 

counterparty sent data, extract relevant data, and deliver it to the related modules within 

the main Comprehensive Evidence Module. The data sent by the counterparty is the CED 

of the counterparty. The SRS of the counterparty is received and delivered to the Static 

Risk Module, whereas the SDRS retrieved from TTP of the subsequent transactions is 

delivered Dynamic. Also, the SRS of the counterparty is delivered to FI to be used in the 

calculation of the static risk score. This module retrieves the data from Receiver/Sender 

Proxy Partner Link. 
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Out-Data (Evidence Out-Delivery): Contains the unit responsible to send the 

requested/required data, retrieve the originator relevant data from the CompEvdData 

Sender Module, and deliver it to the counterparty related modules, within the main 

Comprehensive Evidence Module, via the Receiver/Sender Proxy Partner Link.  The 

CED of the transacting party is sent to the counterparty.  

Comprehensive Evidence Module: The unit contains five modules and the database of 

CED.  The unit is named after its produced data, because the five modules all together 

collectively generate the CED. 1) Static Risk Module: The module produces the static 

risk related data that was explained in former sections. 2) Dynamic Risk Module: The 

module generated the dynamic risk related data, using the databases Relations and 

SuspectWeight of MLEDF. 3) MLEDF Module: The module responsible to detect the 

ML patterns as well as the ML evolution. 4) CompEvdData Builder Module: This module 

places the generated data into the format and specification that matches the messaging 

format of CEEP explained previously. 5) CompEvdData Sender Module: The module 

responsible to communicate and deliver the required data to the Out-Delivery module.  

Receiver/Sender FI Application: The application running in the environment of the 

financial institution that continuously interfaces with the proxies, to retrieve and provide 

data, and to receive the decision of the ACH/TTP of the transaction rejection/approval.   

8.6.1 The Transaction Risk Score and Prevention Mechanism  
There is a threshold for a cut-off value of ATS, to decide to deny or to accept the 

transaction execution, is critical in processing the financial transaction. The threshold 

value will not vary depending on the financial sector, as the inherent risk is valid across 
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all sectors, regardless of their different business dynamics. Therefore, the transaction 

prevention cut-off value should be a unified value among all parties, and should be 

dictated by the TTP and/or ACH. Table 13 (in Section 7.9 represents the action taken by 

the FI on transactions cut-off value of “+50”, the actions are based on comparing the 

values of Standard ATS, and then deciding the action to be taken based on the value of 

then the value of Standard ATS.  

8.7 Related Work 
The “Forensics Web Services” (FWS) developed by Gunestas et al [50, 51] 

establishes a framework to exchange and preserve appropriate evidence to recreate the 

composed web service invocations independent of the parties with a vested interest. The 

framework is focused on collecting evidence of web services. FWS incorporates the 

Simple Evidence Layer Protocol (SELP) [72] to collect the evidence and ensure evidence 

delivery with none-repudiation. The SELP is designed for e-commerce transactions, 

composed of two protocols to generate and deliver the evidence to involved parties in 

message exchange. The first protocol is the Simple Evidence Layer Protocol and the 

second is the optimistic one. FWS the layering approach of SELP with minor changes, 

such as adding the time stamping point, and use SELP as the evidence generation 

protocol. 

Gunestas, et al. [51] conducted a similar study in the financial transaction 

forensics, with a focus only on Ponzi schemes. The framework only captures one form of 

web services transactions. My framework improves the concept of FWS [50, 51] in the 

domain of ML by focusing on for MLS and accepting all forms of transactions, including 
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the banking transactions. My framework collects the transaction evidence using the 

Simple Evidence Layer Protocol (SELP) [72]. All types of data exchange and other forms 

of communication in my framework, is conducted using SELP and incorporating a 

modified/enhanced version of the messaging sequence used by Forensics Web Services. 

The messaging system provides the cryptographic and confidentiality services based 

upon protocol SELP.  

8.8 Conclusion 
I have created a framework to score transactions based on their affinity to ML, to 

track the MLS, and to prevent the execution of such transactions by ACH/TTP.  I have 

created a comprehensive ML risk modeling that the framework will depend upon in 

calculating the ML risk associated with transactions. The feasibility of the comprehensive 

risk modeling and the transaction scoring framework depends primarily upon modeling 

of static MLS, modeling of dynamic MLS, MLS evolution detection algorithms and 

framework. The MLEDF output is heavily used in both the risk modeling and the 

transaction scoring framework. The algorithms run in two modes, a perfect-life scenario 

mode where all the historical transaction data are available as evidence, and real-life 

scenario mode where assumptions are made about the transaction sequences, in the cases 

of missing links in the sequence. The created financial transaction tracking framework 

will keep necessary historical information of the transaction sequence, the framework 

will facilitate the information to be exchanged with other financial institution. The 

financial institution is allowed to discern the nature of the transaction from the past 

information, after applying the results of the detection algorithms.  
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CHAPTER NINE – TESTING AND VALIDATION RESULTS OF MLEDF AND 

MLTSEF 

9.1 Introduction  
I introduced two separate and essentially different testing (Real-Life Data) for the 

ML detection components, namely MLEDF in Chapters 5 & 6 and the comprehensive 

risk model MLTSEF in Chapter7. Each of those tests was conducted and validated results 

using a multi-phases testing methodology tailored towards the various theoretical 

concepts used in MLEDF and MLTSEF.  

9.2 Experimental Evaluation of MLEDF and MLTSEF 
It is difficult to obtain real-life data in the domain of ML, with samples used to 

explain complex real-life cases. Therefore I approached several organizations to collect 

sanitized real-life cases that validate the testing of MLEDF, meeting the requirements 

imposed by the organization that provided the sanitized cases. My case studies are based 

on data provided from an organization I refer as Trusted Third Party (TTP), which is 

legally allowed to collect information and track records of financial exchange. The 

identity of the TTP cannot be disclosed due to a Non-Disclosure Agreement. The 

sanitized cases were provided on the basis of having the MLEDF also tested in the 

infrastructure of the TTP.  The same sanitized real-life cases, that are used to test 

MLEDF, were also used to validate MLTSEF and the Comprehensive Risk Modeling 

(Dynamic Risk and Accumulative Static Risk) used in transaction scoring. 
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9.2.1 Using Real-Life Cases in the Validation Tests of the MLEDF and MLTSEF 
Our test case spans over 5 countries involving 11 companies, 10 associates, and 8 

innocent entities. As shown in figure 31 and table 15, the scheme has 3 different full trail 

cycles. The laundered amount is lower than the amount transferred by the “StartBoss” of 

the cycle.  The amounts in the case only reflect the amount laundered, either by gaining 

and losing, or by means of transferring the value. The amount does not represent the full 

amount of the transaction, which is higher than the amount laundered.  

 

 
Figure 31 Real-Life Case of Evolved and Sophisticated MLS 

 

The masterminds of the scheme are Company1 and “EndBoss”, based on the 

information provided to us by my TTP. The sub-cycles of the case occur independently 

of each other, and each one had different rounds. Each round in each sub-cycle worked in 
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tandem with other rounds of the same sub-cycle. The information of individuals and 

companies, locations, and dates are all sanitized. 

 

Table 15 The Subcycles and Rounds of the Full-Trail of the Real-life Case 

Cycle StartBoss Cycle EndBoss Participants Rounds Laundered Amount 

Company1 Money Launderer 15 5 $260,000 

Company1 Money Launderer 4 3 $185,000 

Company3 Money Launderer 5 3 $185,000 

 

Table 16 Output from the MLEDF Related to the Real-Life Case 

Output  Value  

Networks "STOCK-I,Assoc7,Comp1,"[M,A]",$36435, 
7,countryX,StockInc,$375900", 
"DIRTYEFT,Comp4,Assoc7,[null],$35500,18,countryX,EFT,$0", 
"DIRTYEFT,Comp4,Assoc6,[null],$35500,17,countryY,EFT,$0", 
"HIGHTRADE,Comp8,Comp4,[Comp4],$190000,26,CountryZ,HiTr,$10

0000", 
                               ........................................................   
                               ........................................................   
"DIRTYEFT,Comp10,Comp6,[null],$65000, 28,CountryGood,eft,0.0" , 
"DIRTYEFT,EndBoss,Comp10,[null],$260000,31,CountryBad,EFT,0.0",       
"EFT,EndBoss,EndBoss,[null],$530000,32,CountryBad,Withdrawal,0.0" 

TrailID 1425 
Duration 91 
FinAmount $530000 
StartBoss Company1 
EndBoss EndBoss(ML) 
DetectTime 2012-12-28 13:25:55.525-0500 
EndWthdraw True 
isWide True 
LocationList CountryX, CountryY, CountryZ, CountryBad, CountryGood 
AvgAssoc 1.33 
AvgCost $107548.36 
Locations 5 
NetSizeIncr True 
NetCostIncr False 
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Table 17 Choreographies of the of the 32 steps of the Money Flow of the Case 

Step Receiver Sender MLS Amount 

1-4 Company1 Assoc Group1 Stock Type1 $180,000 

5-8  Company1 Assoc Group2 Stock Type2 $120,000 

9-12  Assoc Group1 Company4 Dirty-EFT $175,000 

13-16  Assoc Group2 Company4 Dirty-EFT $115,000 

17  Company6 Company4 High-Invoicing $  95,000 

18  Company4 Company7 Low-Invoicing $105,000 

19  Company8 Company4 High-Invoicing $  85,000 

20 Company6 Company10 Dirty-EFT $  90,000 

21  Company7 Company10 Dirty-EFT $100,000 

22  Company8 Company10 Dirty-EFT $  80,000 

23  Company1 Company2 Stock Type 1&2 $200,000 

24  Company2 Company11 Dirty-EFT $190,000 

25  Company11 EndBoss(ML) Dirty-EFT $185,000 

26-27  Company3 Assoc Group3 Stock Type 1&2 $200,000 

28-29  Assoc Group3 Company5 Low-Invoicing $190,000 

30  Company5 EndBoss(ML) Derivative-Options $185,000 

31  Company10 EndBoss(ML) Dirty-EFT $260,000 

32 EndBoss(ML) EndBoss(ML) Withdraw Funds $530,000 

 

9.3 Experimental Setup of MLEDF 
Using the real-life dataset, I generate a larger dataset that contains different 

random transactions using a data generator module I created (implemented using Java).  I 

used a template from real-life cases to generate the synthetic data that resembles real-life 

scenarios by selecting a subset of real-life cases to create more samples and develop new 

patterns, based on criteria such as preserving duration flexibility, geography variation, 

multitude of funds transferred, crowded trails, trails with low funds, transaction that use 

complex instruments such as derivative products, financial schemes that continuous 

transition from one financial sector to the other, splitting a transaction with large funds 

into many connected small funds, etc.  Once I generate artificial data sets I unite all the 

databases with disparate simulated data to create a large dataset to be inserted into the 
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MLEDF for validation and testing. All the “endBoss” and “startBoss” of trails and 

generated MLS series are compared against the detected ones from MLEDF.  The same 

test was repeated with inserted random patterns of small trails and MLSs in some interval 

to confuse the MLEDF and test the false positive rate (FPR) and false negative rate 

(FNR). By adding a combination of randomly generated MLS series I imitate daily 

production environments of stock brokerage and retail banks. The real validation test for 

MLEDF is accomplished by assessing its ability to detecting patterns with accuracy in a 

noisy environment, similar to the real life transactions that are filled with noise.   

9.4 Experimental Evaluation of MLEDF 
I introduced a three phase testing prototype to examine MLEDF and detection 

algorithms. All three phases focused on testing and validating the components of MLS, 

Full-Trails, and Suspicious-Trails.   The first phase focused on testing all components and 

the other tests focus on Full-Trail and Suspicious-Trail components.  

 

Table 18 Used Testing and Validation Methodology 

Test-Validation Type  Patterns Used  Pattern Generation Method 

Test I: Without Noise  Single MLS,  

Missing-Trail,  

Full-Trail 

StreamBase-Generated single MLS 

StreamBase-Feed Pair of MLS  

Feed Full-Trail's from Real-life Cases 

Test II: Subtle Noise Entities, 

Transactions, 

Single MLS  

Inject same entities into Full-Trail 

Inject subtle transactions into Full-Trail 

Inject similar MLS into same Full-Trail  

Test III: Controlled 

Data 

30LDeep Full-Trail 

20LDeep Full-Trail 

10LDeep Full-Trail 

Create 30 levels vertically deep trails 

Create 20 levels vertically deep trails 

Create 10 levels vertically deep trails 
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Table 19 Defining False Negative Rate (FNR) for Each Test Phase 

Test  Patterns 

Used  

FNR 

Test I Single MLS,  

Pair MLS,  

 

Full-Trail 

Detected MLS list is less than the input list  

Detected MLS pairs is less than the input list, or MLS pair is 

detected as single MLS 

Detected Full-Trail list is less than the input list, or Full-Trail is 

detected as Missing-Trail’s (shorter trails) and single MLSs 

Test II Entities, 

Transactions, 

Single MLS  

Missed detection of  MLS, because similar participants injected 

Missed MLS detection , because identical transactions injected 

Missed detection of trail, because similar MLS injected 

Test III 30L-Deep 

 

 

20L-Deep  

 

 

10L-Deep  

30L-Deep is missed in detection, and it will cause to be detected 

as (FPR) other level deep combination of Full-Trail (less than 

30L), Missing Trails and MLS 

Missed detection, and causing generation of FPR of Full-Trail 

(less than 20L), Missing Trails and MLS 

Missed detection, and causing generation of FPR of Full-Trail 

(less than 10L), Missing Trails and MLS 

 

 

Table 20 Defining False Positive Rate (FPR) for Each Test Phase 

Test  Patterns 

Used  

FPR 

Test I Single MLS,  

Pair MLS,  

Full-Trail 

Not possible: MLS is either detected or missed, there is no noise 

Not possible: MLS pair is either detected or missed, no-noise 

Full-Trail is not captured, instead MLS pairs, MLS triple, or 

shorter Full-Trails are captured in lieu of the Full-Trail 

Test II Entities, 

Transactions, 

Single MLS  

Detect MLS with different participants (Associate and/or Boss) 

Detect MLS with different participants (Associate and/or Boss) 

Missed detection of the actual Full-Trail. Instead of that MLS, 

Missing-Trails and shorter Full-Trails  that form the actual Full-

Trail captured  

Test III 30LDeep  

20LDeep  

10LDeep  

Full-Trail of desired depth (10L, 20L, 30 L) is not captured, 

instead a combination of Full-Trail of less depth, Missing-Trail, 

and MLS are captured in lieu of the actual Full-Trail 
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Test without noise: This is designed to test every module of MLEDF, including detection 

algorithms and trail analysis modules. These tests evaluate the FPR and FNR by 

comparing the results of the test with the data feed that contains the patterns of single 

MLS, pair of MLSs, and Full-Trails. The desired result is to have a list of the validation 

result identical to the list in the data feed.  I tested the efficiency to keep up with the 

speed of the data feed by using the time window feature in the StreamBase [ 56, 57]. By 

setting the time window to glide over only one event at a time tick in the StreamBase 

system, I required the detection algorithms to be fast at normal speed of one event at one 

time tick of the CEP system. By design, algorithm that cannot attain the speed of event 

production will not be able to capture MLS events or the Full-Trail, thereby generating 

false negatives.  

Each of the six detection algorithms are tested with its own dataset feeds in order 

to verify that I was able to detect without FPR and FPR. The algorithm-specific dataset 

feed is generated using the built in feed generator working with my pattern specific event 

generator. Afterwards, I tested the “Missing-Trail” by feeding linked pairs of MLSs into 

the MLEDF. The linked/related pairs are randomly selected from the set of six types of 

MLS. As mentioned, any pair of linked MLS will make it to “Missing-Trail” and not into 

“Full-Trail”, due to the required depth. Moreover, I finally tested the detection and 

evolution of “Full-Trail”s by feeding trails generated using the various laundering 

strategies of the real-life cases.  

The process of creating the “Full-Trail” will start with creating an MLS type out 

of the six MLS types of Smurfing, Trading, DirtyEFT, Stock, Derivative, E-Money. Once 
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the selection of first MLS is made, I create the linked MLS series based on considerations 

such as geography, money-amount, time, complexity, difficulty of tracking. The trails 

were created considering different levels of criteria the randomization of the criteria is 

uniformly distributed. The generator created the data that do not exceed 10 levels of 

depth MLS to feed Full-Trail trails. The trails are either a variant or a subsection of one 

of the real-life cases that are similar in terms of complexity and people involved to the 

case explained previously.  

 

 
Figure 32 False Detection Results (Quantity, not percentage) of Test I 

 

At the normal speed of one event at one time tick of the CEP system, the test 

result is zero for the false positive rates and false negative rates. It is highly improbable to 

get a false positive trail due to the business rules that define them, and due to the 

accuracy and granular level of linking transactions. I did not get any false positive rate 

(FPR) or false negative rate (FNR) in the MLS tests due to the synthetic nature of the 
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data. When I increased the speed of the data generated to 10 times and 100 times the 

normal speed, I observed a FPR and FNR in the objects detected (Full-Trail). Increasing 

the speed of processing data processing did not produce FPR and NFR for a single MLS, 

but it produced FPR and FNR for pair MLS at speed 100X. The term “object” in the 

graph s to the three different patterns of single MLS, pair MLS, and Full-Trail in the 

proprietary test of the specific object (Object in the first pattern test s to the first pattern 

single MLS, in the second to MLS pair, in the third to Full-Trail). The values of FRP and 

FNR reflect the number of falsely detected objects. 

 

Test with subtle noise: This is the most relevant accuracy test of my detection algorithms. 

The goal of this test is to mislead the detection algorithms by generating both a false 

positives and false negatives with the use of subtle synthetic data. The test has three 

separate phases: injecting the scheme participants, injecting subtle transactions, and 

inserting similar MLSs. A subtle transaction is a transaction with ±5% of an actual 

transaction amount in a MLS. A similar MLS is identical to a real-life MLS with the 

same set of participants but with the MLS value is ±10% of the laundered amount of the 

actual MLS. The injection speed was set to normal processing speed, 10 times faster, and 

100 times faster.  The test of injecting transactions and MLSs is setup considering each 

MLS type. For example, in the test of smurfing, I created only smurfing MLS and 

smurfing transactions that can extend vertically up to 20 levels of depth and horizontally 

to 30 levels of depth. When I was generating the MLSs, my measures did vary based 

upon the MLS. I do not use artificially created none-real life cases. For example, I did not 
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use a smurfing MLS with 100 levels deep, as that is uncommon and impractical to 

launder money. I did not inject other types of MLSs into the injection test of a specific 

MLS. However, in the Full-Trail test, I inject all the types of MLS. By design, a Full-

Trail is required to have different types of MLS under the same Full-Trail.  

As it can be seen from figures 33-35, the test produced low FNR and low FPR for 

transaction and MLS injection when the phases were executed at normal processing 

speed.  Those rates increased in the phases when tests were executed at faster processing 

speed. One way to imitate the data rate of real production environment is to run the CEP 

tests at a faster rate, thereby overloading the system with processing and analytics while 

attempting to keep pace with the data stream. The goal is to evaluate the effectiveness of 

“Full-Trail” detection when the system absorbs data at a higher rate while performing the 

analysis. Due to the design methodology of detection algorithms and the complexity of 

the business rules of MLS detection, their false detection rates stayed at low levels (less 

than 5%) even with injection similar transactions and MLSs, at a higher data-feed speed 

(1000% and 10000% speed). 

Meeting the design principles, the “Full-Trail” and “Suspicious-Trail” results 

remained at low rates for both false positive and false negative. Therefore, all the subtle 

single MLS created with my injected data ended in the “Missing-Trail”, where they do 

not exceed the depth of 3 consecutive MLSs. Some reasons for this success in trail 

analysis and avoiding any negative impact are (1) MLEDF is designed in a strict and 

granular method, especially for matching MLSs within trails, (2) SNA is used in the trail 

analysis algorithms, (3) Adopted the criterion to follow the direction of the flow of the 
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laundered-money. MLS is not expected to terminate with funds remaining in the account. 

The money must flow in some direction in order to be laundered, or must be withdrawn 

by the launderer. The Figures 33-35 show the results of the number (quantity) of the 

transactions resulted in false positive and false negative, as it was explained above in the 

previous paragraph. The figures show the number of FP and FN patterns of each phases 

from the three injection phases of the Test II, along with the results from running the test 

at different speed (1000% and 10000% speed) . 

 

 
Figure 33 False Detection Results (Quantity, not percentage) of Test II-Entity Injection 
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Figure 34 False Detection Results (Quantity, not percentage) of Test II-Transaction Injection 

 

 
Figure 35 False Detection Results (Quantity of transactions, not percentage) of Test II- Similar MLS Injection 
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injection testing. The test is designed to assess the performance of MLEDF in capturing 

real-life data and analyzing them on the fly. The desired test result is to generate low FPR 

and FNR. The test module generates all synthetic data from real-life cases. The test is as 

similar as it can be to real-life scenarios, considering that there are limited ways to 

manipulate a MLS. The test program functions as follows: (1) Set a trail depth. The 

program enters a loop and builds a trail by choosing a first scheme from of each MLS 

type at random, as it was described in Test I in building the Full-Trails. (2) The loop 

continues by creating an MLS that can be linked by funds, time, location and complexity 

to the current MLS. I repeated the step above with the exception of not creating any 

Smurfing MLS for the rest of the levels. (3) The permutation continues until I reached the 

last level, where I always choose an MLS of type DirtyEFT with withdrawal, in order to 

generate the trail termination point, as by definition a trail will end with the withdrawal of 

money. (4) The test repeated the process of trail generation forever at the maximum 

possible speed. (5) The testing module saved the arrival time of the last DirtyEFT and 

subtracted that from the build times of the trail, thereby obtaining Milliseconds difference 

in trail processing times. 

My data was generated for worst-case scenarios. By doing so, I ensured that the 

generated data is more complex and that the performance is evaluated only in most 

resource consuming cases. Displayed results represent the performance of data generated 

without any repetitive bosses or associates. Hence, the dataset consumes a significant 

number of resources.   
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Figure 36 False Positive Rate (Percentage) and False Negative Rate (Percentage) of Test III 

 

 
Figure 37 Fast Processing Speed of  MLSs and Number of Detected Trails in Test III 
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9.5 Data Characteristics of the MLEDF Test 
I introduced six MLS types with different subtypes for each sector. The 

combination of schemes is novel in its entirety as they were driven from real-life cases. 

The novelty lies in (1) I created patterns from real life cases using Complex Event 

Processing (CEP) system, (2) I developed a software that can read patterns from real-life 

or synthetic cases and evolve it based on criteria I implemented, (3) I attempted to link 

the networks of from those cases to produce different MLS variations that involve all 

well-known MLS. 

In the first test, the StreamBase (SB) simulator [ 56, 57] and MLS DB were used 

to feed data into the application. In the tests of the MLS pair and “Full-Trail”, the 

simulator retrieved the data from the database and generated samples. In the single MLS 

test, the data stored in the database was fed into the simulator to generate samples from a 

pool of a specific set of MLS. The “Full-Trail” dataset contains variants and parts from 

five real-life cases. The dataset was in CVS format, and contained 292,000 MLS records 

that constituted a total of 12,000 “Full-Trail” records. The dataset contained 1.4 million 

transactions. In the second test, I used a modified version of the dataset to contain subtle 

noise pertaining to transactions and identical MLSs. I injected 20,000 identical MLS and 

95,000 subtle transactions using the simulator. In the third test, I implemented a Java 

program to stream the generated data into the MLEDF.  

9.6 Testing Performance of the MLEDF Test 
In order to test performance using the environment described above, I executed 

three major tests over three different data sets. The third simulation test was the most 
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crucial test, as the data feed resembles the data feed seen on a daily basis in a bank or in a 

brokerage house.  

The processing ratio is ideal, obviously workable to be faster. The trail processing 

time decreases with the deeper trails because there are less MLS per object in this case. 

However, it is a good indicator because it means that in more healthy situations, the 

system will be faster in responding to troubles.  

 

 
Figure 38 Performance Test Results of Test III 
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in 2 milliseconds is ideally fast and significant. While the processing ratio can be very 

subjective to the number of markets, banks and other feeds connected to the system, a 

productive version of a system like this will need to be scaled in order to meet that ratio 

of “process one transaction object in 2 milliseconds”.  Figure 39 shows the low levels of 

memory and CPU use of algorithms written and implemented in StreamSQL in a 

StreamBase system. 

 

 
Figure 39 Performance Test Results III 
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outcomes in terms of performance tests, even when using this none-enterprise test 

environment as shown in figures 36-39. Given the specially crafted synthetic data sets, I 

observed that the algorithms resulted in reasonably accurate values. I obtained zero FPR 

and zero FNR at normal running speed of the CEP system, and less than 5% FPR and 

FNR in the faster speeds of 1000% and 10000% of the CEP system.  

Processing Speed: In terms of the processing speed of the transactions and trails in the 

most complex and resource consuming Test III, while running the evolution trail and 

MLS detection algorithms, the MLEDF was able to process a transaction in every 2 

millisecond. The processing means analyzing the MLS, and then, running the evolution 

trail algorithms produced on the transaction and generates results.  

Performance Statement:  In terms of the system performance and resource utilization the 

system never exceeded 2.5 GB of RAM memory in the most complex and 30 deep trail 

generation test phase. The same is valid for the 20 deep and 10 deep trails with memory 

use of 2.07 GB 1.56 GB memory.  

I validated my MLEDF in terms of detection accuracy within time levels, 

accepted as real-time detection, with low FPR and FNR, as explained above as explained 

above (with the given values and numbers) and described in previous three sections.  

9.8 Experimental Setup of MLTSEF 
I introduced four types of risk model testing prototype to examine the three 

different versions of static modeling, and the dynamic risk modeling. I assessed the 

effectiveness, of the each of the four models, in evaluating the risk of all detected 

relations by the MLEDF detection algorithms. The risk assessment and calculation is 
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performed on all type of relations of captured Full-Trails and MLSs. All of the four 

phases focused on testing and validating the values and efficiency of my proposed 

transaction scoring system, which is built upon my dynamic and static risk modeling.   

The first phase focus on testing all components and the other tests focus on Full-Trail and 

Suspicious-Trail components.  

Data Set: Two different sets of data were used and both types were injected into the four 

different tests. In each of the risk model test type, the data set were injected to assess the 

accuracy and the validity of the risk model. Table 21 lists the two risk patterns and 

explains the pattern generating method. 

 

Table 21 Used Patterns in Testing and Validation Methodology 

Test-Validation 

Type  

Risk Patterns Used  Pattern Generation Method 

(1) Randomly and 

Uniformly Injected  

Single MLS, 

Pair MLS, 

Full-Trail (5 Levels) 

 

Feed randomly generated single MLS 

Feed randomly generated Pair of MLS  

Feed randomly generated Full-Trail's  

 

(2) Injected from 

Real-Life Cases 

10Levels Full-Trail 

 

Create 10 levels vertically deep trails 

 

Using the real-life dataset of MLEDF, I generated a larger dataset that contained 

different levels of random transactions using a module I implemented using Java.  I used 

a template from real-life cases to generate the synthetic data that is similar to those cases 

by selecting a subset of real-life cases to create more samples and develop new patterns, 

based on criteria such as preserving duration (happen within the range of detection 

algorithms), geographical variation, multitude of funds transferred, deep trails (with 
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minimum levels of MLS, I used 10 levels deep), trails with low funds, complex 

instruments such as derivative products, continuous transition from one financial sector to 

the other, splitting a transaction with large funds into many connected small funds, etc.   

The extracted artificial data set (belonged to transacting entities that I was 

assessing/analyzing risk score) was selected from within a large dataset to be inserted 

into the MLEDF for validation and testing. Then, I ran the SNA algorithm on the 

extracted large synthetic dataset from real-life cases, to capture different kinds of 

relations.  In the subsequent section, I applied four different risk models to produce the 

four different risk scores, thereby producing the transaction fraud score. The system that 

provided the best risk score (in terms of most reliable risk score that causes less havoc for 

the properly transacting entities) but preventing most of the MLS transactions from being 

committed at the earliest stages is accepted as the most effective risk model. The most 

effective risk model was the model that penalized the entities active in money laundering 

schemes and exist in the SNA databases. Additionally, the validation test assessed the 

ability to accurately detect patterns in noisy environment similar to real life transactions.  

The content of the data set was mixed with inserted random patterns of small 

trails and MLSs in some interval and test false positive rate (FPR) and false negative rate 

(FNR). By adding a combination of randomly generated MLS series I imitated the daily 

production environment of stock brokerage houses and retail banks.   

9.9 Experimental Evaluation of MLTSEF 
I introduced a four-phase risk modeling testing prototype to examine three 

different versions of static modeling and dynamic risk modeling. 
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Four Tests of Four Risk Models:  

 (T1) Accumulative Static Risk:  Accumulative Static Risk calculation is used to 

evaluate the risk with the standard average instead of the exponential average. 

The “standard average” replaces the actually used “exponential average”, in 

calculating many classifiers and in producing the “standard average” based 

ASRS. 

 (T2) Accumulative Static Risk: The Accumulative Static Risk is computed using 

exponential average apply only penalty but not reward. The risk is calculated with 

penalty-only SRPR and excludes the rewards points in the SRPR calculation. 

 (T3) Accumulative Static Risk: Using exponential average, apply both penalty 

and reward. The risk is calculated with both penalty and reward SRPR. 

 (T4) Accumulative Dynamic Risk: The Accumulative Dynamic Risk calculation 

is computed using detected schemes from the output of MLEDF, to produce the 

dynamic ML risk of the transacting entities. The databases “SuspectWeight” and 

“Relations” are used as streamed data (list) to the dynamic module, DBs contain 

entities and their relations, which are involved in ML activity. 

I assessed the effectiveness of the models in evaluating the risk of all detected 

relations by the MLEDF detection algorithms. The risk assessment and calculation is 

performed on all relation of captured Full-Trails and MLSs.  

All of the four tests focused on testing and validating the values and efficiency of 

my proposed transaction scoring system, which is built upon my dynamic and static risk 

modeling.   The first data injection pattern (explained in previous section and listed in 
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Table 21) focused on testing all components and the second data injection pattern 

(explained in previous section and listed in Table 21) focused on testing the Full-Trail 

components. 

 

Table 22 The Four Risk Models Used in Testing and Validation Methodology 

Risk Model  Pattern  Risk Model Methodology 

I)Aggregated Static Risk:  

Using standard average 

instead of the exponential 

average 

(1) (2) 

 

The Aggregated Static Risk calculation is used. The 

“standard average” replaces the actually used 

“exponential average”, in calculating many 

classifiers and in producing the “standard average” 

based ASRS 

II)Aggregated Static Risk: 

Using exponential average,   

apply only penalty, no 

reward 

(1) (2) 

 

The Aggregated Static Risk is produced using the 

exponential average. The risk is calculated with 

penalty-only SRPR, it omitted/excluded the rewards 

points in the SRPR calculation 

III)Aggregated Static Risk: 

Using exponential average, 

apply both penalty and 

reward 

(1) (2) 

 

The Aggregated Static Risk is produced using the 

exponential average. The risk is calculated with both 

penalty and reward SRPR 

IV)Aggregated Dynamic 

Risk: 

Using detected schemes, 

from the output of MLEDF, 

to derive aggregated 

dynamic risk  

(1) (2) 

 

 

 

  

The Aggregated Dynamic Risk uses the outputs of 

MLEDF, to produce the dynamic ML risk of the 

transacting entities. The databases “SuspectWeight” 

and “Relations” are used as streamed data (list) to the 

dynamic module, DBs contain entities and their 

relations, which are involved in ML activity 

 

The purpose of the four tests was to compare the obtained risk scores of entities. I 

calculated the static/dynamic risk score of the entities (without my proposed risk models) 

and compared them to obtained result of all other test phases (I, II, III, IV). I used the 

same data set of patterns in the all test phases to determine the efficiency of each risk 

calculation method in attaining the goals listed in Table 23. 
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Determining Efficiency And Assessment Goals of Tests: 

 

Table 23 Risk Model Effectiveness and Relation to the Injected Data Streams 

Test  Determining Efficiency And Assessment Goals 

Tests  

(I, II,  

III, IV) 

1- Ability to produce a risk score that extremely affects only the bad entities, 

not victim entities. 2- Ability to preserve the risks at desired levels (high for 

bad entities and low for good entities  3- Produce risk levels above specified 

thresholds for entities that execute bad transactions [with entities transacting 

are with high LSRS] continuously 4- Effectiveness when certain patterns (all 

high risk or all low risk) are injected, A)Does the ASRS saturates at certain 

fixed-point level, B) (FPR) : Does the ASRS continue to grow towards (driven 

by) the high risk level of the continuously injected data  C) (FNR) Does the 

ASRS deviates towards the low risk level of the continuously injected data   

Test 

IV 

5- Maintain a desired risk level for bad entities even if they deliberately 

transact with good entities, in order to lower their risk (profile).  6- FPR: A risk 

model should never increase a victimized entity risk score to the level of 

money launderer risk score. 7- FNR: The money launderer ends up having low 

risk (profile). 

 

Methodology of Transaction Data Injection: The process of creating test data started 

with randomizing (using the uniform distribution) transacting patterns with LSRS score 

of “Base-LSRS”, in my case LSRS of 15. The process of creating transaction data 

continued with increasing the LSRS of transactions gradually, until it reached a desired 

level of “Target-ASRS”. I increased the LSRS to higher values in the range of 25, by 

setting the randomly generated transaction of LSRS to 25 (Target-ASRS). Once the 

generators reached the level of Target-ASRS of 25, phase1 transactions were injected 

with MLEDF entities with the same LSRS value (of Target-LSRS). Afterwards, I 

continued to complete the transactions with injecting MLEDF entities with different 

LSRS risk scores in different data injection phases.  
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Phase 1- Data Injection: LSRS [25], as the same average LSRS of entities  

Phase2- Data Injection: Lowest LSRS of value 10,  

Phase3- Data Injection: Low LSRS of value 20,  

Phase4- Data Injection: Higher LSRS of value 30.  

The dataset produced in the four data-injection phases was fed into the four 

different testing types (T1, T2, T3, T4), in order to have them produce output to compare 

results. I compared all the outputs upon running the four phases of the data injections by 

the four test types. Additionally, I analyzed the effect of the injected data for the all 

phases on the four different risk models.  

The purpose of running extensive and long tests was to create possible scenarios 

played by money launderers to affect different kinds of risk models. If the injected data 

inserted was none-MLEDF data or data of entities that are none-existent in MLEDF DB, 

then the results of test 4 will be the same as test 3, as the score of ML none-active entities 

will be zero. Injected data included all of the transactions receivers and majority of the 

transaction originators, in order to be uniformly distributed across all datasets. The 

selection of the data that was injected based on selecting entities with: 1) ML activity 

participation 2) wide ML network activity, 3) frequency of (Less/More) ML activity, 4) 

and entities in MLEDF SNA. The process of the selection sample data, from MLEDF 

output, produced and injected an additional 44,851 transactions to the already existing 

524,038 transaction records. 
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Table 24 The results ( ASRS) of four different tests running on the data set with different injection patterns 

Data Injection Phase/ Risk Model Tested T1 T2 T3 T4  

Starting Score (Base-ASRS)/Ending score (Target-LSRS) 15 /25 15 /25 15 / 25 15 / 25 
Score of Injected Similar LSRS (Phase1) 25 25 25 25 
Min scored ASRS  during all tests 1 8 4 16 
Max scored ASRS  during all tests 80 92 86 109 
Phase1- AVG all ASRS – After injecting LSRS 25 58 63 59 77 
Phase2- AVG all ASRS – After injecting LSRS 10 52 60 55 67 
Phase3- AVG all ASRS – After injecting LSRS 20 56 64 59 72 
Phase4- AVG all ASRS – After injecting LSRS 30 62 71 69 84 

 

 
Figure 40 Difference in the overall average risk among four tested risk models, after each data injection phase 

 

Table 24 and figure 40 show the effect of applying the four different risk models 

on the entities. One can see as expected/desired, how dynamic risk model increased the 

overall risk score of entities in T4, compared to the other three static risk model tests 

(T1,T2,T3) in each phase of the four data injection phases. Figure 40 demonstrates the 

difference among the four tests in their overall average risk score, in each phase of the 

data injection. 

Risk Score Results of different Risk Models: The obtained results indicate that the 

dynamic risk model (T4) produces the highest total risk rates, followed by the penalty 

only static risk model (T2), followed by the static risk model with reward/penalty (T3), 
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and finally the standard average static model (T1). The dynamic score is the sum of the 

static risk score T3 and dynamic risk score driven from the MLEDF output. Consequently 

it is always larger in value than all other risk models. I imposed limits on the calculation 

of the dynamic model:  1) I calculated in my test the last 10 entries (as opposed to last n 

entries) of the MLEDF entities 2) I bounded the maximum penalty calculation (assign 

risk score) imposed on the entities in the MLEDF. 3) For testing purposes, any entity 

involvement was calculated once. For example, the involvement of an entity in ten 

schemes of type “Full-Trail Boss” was counted only once. Any involvement in any other 

scheme by the same role is not calculated (added to) as a risk, in order not to inflate the 

risk scores to unbearable levels. 

As it can be seen from figure 40, the test results indicated a maintained level of 

score difference among all risk models tests, the difference between the risk models were 

preserved even when the injected data varied at low and high LSRS levels.  The output 

validates the claim “The highest risk score was calculated by T4, then T2, then T3, and 

then T1”.  For example, in Table 23 and phase1 data injection (of transacting entities with 

LSRS value of 25), the average risk score of all transactions calculated by the four risk 

models were: T1 (58), T2 (63), T3 (59), T4 (77).  Also in the phase2 from the same table, 

data injection (of transacting entities with LSRS value of 25), the average risk score of all 

transactions calculated by the four risk models were: T1 (52), T2 (60), T3 (55), T4 (67).    

The figures 41 and 42 show the difference of the risk scores obtained by the three 

static risk models (T1, T2, T3) of randomly selected entities from my dataset. For 

example, the entity “T” has the highest score when the T2 risk model is used versus the 
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other two risk models. In figure 41, when compared to other static risk models, T2 will 

produce the highest risk score for an entity, even after injecting transactions with entities 

of low risk score (LSRS of value 10). 

  

 
Figure 41 Sample of entities that entity “A” transacted with them, from data set of 240 thousand transactions 

with random ASRS 

 

 
Figure 42 Sample of entities that entity “A” transacted with them, and the lowered ASRS after injecting 

transaction with MLEDF entities of ASRS of 10 

 

Effect of Injecting Risk Score on the Overall Risk Score: My results showed that the 

effect of transacting with lower risk entities will lower the risk score of high risk entities. 

Therefore, the implementation and use of the proposed dynamic risk model in the 

financial industry is justified to retain the high risks score of entities with a bad ML 

reputation, as such a reputation should be retained regardless of the intermittent good 
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transaction patterns. This is because even if the static risk score can be lowered to some 

level, the dynamic risk value obtained from the MLEDF (using the SNA detection 

results) keeps the risk level at high levels for entities active in ML. The accumulative 

static risk model I proposed is an enhanced model when compared to BSA risk model, as 

it changes depending on the static risk value of counterparty entities. Conversely, a bad 

reputation can be lowered by continuously entering good transactions. The Accumulative 

Static Risk model is vulnerable to a manipulation by money launderers, because the static 

risk of an entity can be reduced to low levels if the launderer keeps on transacting with 

entities of low static risk.  The ASRS is produced using the counterparty risk score, 

therefore it is possible to reduce the static risk score 60 of a bad entity to static risk score 

of 10 after few transactions with  counterparty entities with  static risk score 10. Any 

additional criteria to be applied may be determined by any financial institution.  

False Positive Rate (FPR): To calculate the false positive rates, I analyzed the trend for 

any fluctuations of the none-MLEDF entities risk scores after the data was injected. 

Normally false positives are observed when the data is injected with a risk score higher 

than previously calculated overall risk score. Alternatively the FPR is observed when 

some patterns within the injected data are target specific entities and thereby cause an 

increase in the risk level of those targeted entities. The purpose of FPR analysis is to 

calculate the rate of risk score deviations when introduce data into already risk-calculated 

data sets.  In order to uniformly distribute data across all entities, injected data was made 

to include all receivers and majority of originators of transactions.   
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False Negative Rate (FNR): The FNR functioned the same way as the FPR, in 

calculating the trend of overall transactional risk score after injecting data. Normally false 

negatives are observed when the data is injected with a risk score lower than previously 

calculated overall risk score. Also, the FPR is observed when some injected data patterns 

cause an increase in the risk scores for some entities. The purpose of FNR analysis is to 

calculate the rate of risk score deviation caused by introducing data into a data set with 

already known risk score.  

 

Table 25 Rate of false positive (grown risk with injected data) and false negative (declining risk with injected 

data) 

Transaction Injection Type // Test Type  T1 T2 T3 T4 

Total Generated Transaction 524038 524038 524038 524038 
Unique Originators not existent in MLEDF  227 227 227 227 
Unique Originators existent in MLEDF 254 254 254 254 
Total Unique Originators 481 481 481 481 
Total Unique Receivers 936 936 936 936 
Total Injected Transactions of MLEDF Entities 44851 44851 44851 44851 
FPR- Phase1-Growing ASRS None-MLEDF Entity 9 17 14 26 
FNR-Phase1-Declining ASRS None-MLEDF Entity 0 0 2 0 
FPR-Phase2- Growing ASRS None-MLEDF Entity 2 8 3 12 
FNR-Phase2- Declining ASRS None-MLEDF Entity 6 1 2 0 
FPR-Phase3- Growing ASRS None-MLEDF Entity 7 14 10 21 
FNR-Phase3- Declining ASRS None-MLEDF Entity 0 0 0 0 
FPR-Phase4-Growing ASRS None-MLEDF Entity 14 28 20 44 
FNR-Phase4- Declining ASRS None-MLEDF Entity 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 25 shows the results of the false positive and negative rates obtained for 

each test (T1, T2, T3, T4) in each of the four data injection phases ( by only injecting 

entities did not exist in MLEDF) . The false negative rate was below 1% in phase 1 of all 

tests, and 0% in remaining three phases of data injection for all tests. The false positive 
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rate was below 5% for T4, and lesser for other the three static tests (T1, T2, T3). For 

example in T4 and phase 4, there were 44 entities ended with higher scores, thereby 

producing less than 5% FPR (false entities divided by sum total unique originators and 

receivers). 

Figure 43 is representing as a graph the false positive rates (of Table 25) of four 

tests in each of the four data injection phases.  

 

 
Figure 43 False Positive Rate for each Four Risk Models after Four Data Injection Phases (none-MLEDF 

Entities) 

 

Table 25 shows the results of the false positive and negative rates of test T4 in 

each of the four data injection phases, when only injecting entities exist in MLEDF (in 

other words entities that are already detected by MLEDF). The false negative rate is the 

highest at 11% when entities with high static risk (of LSRS 30) are injected in phase 4, 

then at 9% in phase 1 when high static risk score (of LSRS 25) are injected, then at 8% in 

phase 3, and finally at 3% in phase 2 when low risk score (of LSRS 10) is injected. The 

false negative rate is 0% in all phases of test T4.  

Figure 43 is representing as a graph the false positive rates (of Table 25) of four 

tests in each of the four data injection phases.  
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Table 26 Rate of false positive and false negative of the dynamic risk model test (T4) 

FPR/FNR and Data Injection Phase  T4 

Total Generated Transaction 524038 

Total Injected Transactions of MLEDF Entities 44851 

Unique Originators not existent in MLEDF  227 

Unique Originators existent in MLEDF 254 

Unique Receivers existent in MLEDF 300 

Total Unique Receivers 936 

FPR- Phase1-Growing Risk of MLEDF Entity 49 

FNR-Phase1-Declining Risk of MLEDF Entity 0 

FPR-Phase2- Growing ASRS of MLEDF Entity 18 

FNR-Phase2- Declining Risk of MLEDF Entity 3 

FPR-Phase3- Growing Risk of MLEDF Entity 45 

FNR-Phase3- Declining Risk of MLEDF Entity 0 

FPR-Phase4- Growing Risk of MLEDF Entity 63 

FNR-Phase4- Declining Risk of MLEDF Entity 0 

 

 
Figure 44 False Positive Rate (of MLEDF Entities) for Dynamic Risk Model (T4) 

 

Results of different False Positive and False Negative Rates: Results obtained show that 

the dynamic risk model (T4) produces the highest rate of FPR of none-MLEDF entities. 

Although the rate is higher compared to other risk models, the rate increment is less than 

5%, and that is satisfactory compared to large transactions sets. Obtained FPR results of 
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MLEDF entities indicate that the dynamic risk model (T4) produces none-zero FPR but 

with the advantage of detecting all MLEDF participants. This is again satisfactory and 

advantageous relative to risk models that do not consider the risk of being involved in 

MLS.  

9.10 Characteristics of Data used in the MLTSEF Tests 
I introduced four different risk models and created a data set derived from real-

life cases, to produce scenarios for assigning risk scores calculation of each risk level. 

The combination of data-set, uniformly generated and injected from MLEDF output is 

novel in its entirety as they were driven from real-life cases. The novelties lies in (1) 

creating patterns from real life cases using CEP system, (2) developing a test-bed that can 

produce and read patterns from real-life or synthetic cases and inject them based on 

criteria I implemented, (3) attempting to evaluate the risk models of their effectiveness in 

increasing the risk score of MLS networks. 

In all the test phases and data injection phases, I used the StreamBase (SB) [ 56,  

57] to produce transactions, calculated overall risk scores, connected to MLEDF database  

to get data, and feed all of the data as streams into the risk models. I used the SNA output 

data generated from the MLEDF detection system to feed the dynamic risk model. 

In all the tests to assessing risk scores by creating transactions and w single MLS, 

MLS pair, and “Full-Trail”, the simulator retrieved the data and generated samples. In 

data injection tests, I fed the Database resident data of the MLEDF “SuspectWeight” and 

“Relations” into the risk models directly to confuse the risk models. The data injected 

were selected samples from a pool of a specific set of MLEDF that already transacted 
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with lower risk entities. The “Full-Trail” dataset contained variants and subsections from 

five real-life cases. The transaction dataset was in CVS format, and contained 240,387 

records reflecting transactions between randomly chosen MLS participant entities. In the 

second test pattern, I used the already produced data from a Java program I implemented 

to generate Full-Trail data. Sample entities were selected based on frequent ML activity, 

disperse network activity and less ML activity and smaller network entities. Sample data 

added an additional 44,851 transactions to the already existing 524,038 transaction 

records.  

9.11Performance Testing of the MLTSEF  
In order to test performance using the environment described above, I executed 

four major tests over the same data set. The test framework was designed to comply with 

the need to have less processing power and resource availability, and to prove that the 

system proposed consumes fewer resources. Transaction risk value generation rate was 

one transaction every 1 millisecond, and the transaction generation time was kept 

constant. The test ran on Dell workstation with Intel Prescott (90 nm) x86 family 15 

model 4 stepping 1 with total a system memory of 2 GB of RAM. The storage medium of 

the test bed was Western Digital WD3200AAKS 320GB 7200 RPM 16MB Cache SATA 

hard disk. 

The speed of injecting one transaction every millisecond and be able to process it 

in less time frame is another contribution of the CEP to the test. The reason for the 

variation between the data generating and processing such data is attributed to the process 

of write-process/commit data to the local PC. The transactions risks were generated at 1 
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transaction risk in every 1 milliseconds and the test for data generation was repeated 

multiple times to obtain an accurate reading by averaging the time of those multiply ran 

tests. The rate of generating injected-transaction from MLEDF data was higher, at rate of 

previous test, of one transaction every 1.21 milliseconds compared to the transaction 

generating speed, due to the additional time incurred to fetch MLEDF data. The rate of 

injecting transaction data was one transaction every 1.21 milliseconds. Meeting the 

design principles, the CPU and memory intermittent usage never exceeded 50% and 

averaged at the rates shown in figure 45. This result implies that the system is more 

suitable to more complex calculation of longer and more complex data injection of 

particular depth, with my assessed speed to get ~1 transactions/millisecond processing.  

 

 
Figure 45 Performance Test Results (MLTSEF) 

 

9.12 The Validation Statement of the MLTSEF Test 
Tests: I used the StreamBase Studio Feed Simulation platform for the following 

validation tests of the three different static risk modeling (T1, T2, T3) and the dynamic 

risk modeling (T4), (1) to connect it to module generator of tests T1, T2, T3 , and T4 to 
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retrieve the deep Full-Trails, (2) to connect it to the data-feed and data output of MLEDF 

(case generator I used in MLEDF tests) in all the four tests, (3) to create varying high, 

medium, and low risk injection data in the four tested, using risk patterns I and II. 

False Positive /Negative Rates: Although higher performance have been promised by 

vendors, StreamBase in particular, I observed that my risk model algorithms revealed 

reasonable outcomes in terms of performance tests, even when using this none-enterprise 

test environment as shown in figure 45. Given the specially crafted synthetic data sets, I 

observed that the algorithms resulted in reasonably accurate values.  

 In each test of (T1, T2, T3, T4) and with each of the four data injection phases 

(by only injecting entities did not exist in MLEDF). The false negative rate was 

below 1% in phase 1 of all tests, and 0% in remaining three phases of data 

injection for all tests. The false positive rate was below 5% for T4, and lesser for 

other the three static tests (T1, T2, T3).  

 In test T4 and with each of the four data injection phases by injecting entities did 

exist in MLEDF. The false negative rate for T4 (When only injecting entities that 

are already detected by MLEDF) is the highest at 11% when entities with high 

static risk (of LSRS 30) are injected in phase 4, then at 9% in phase 1 when high 

static risk score (of LSRS 25) are injected, then at 8% in phase 3, and finally at 

3% in phase2 when low risk score (of LSRS 10)is injected. The false negative 

rate is 0% in all phases of test T4.  

Processing Speed: In terms of the processing speed of the dynamic risk calculation, static 

risk calculation, and transactions and trails in the most complex and resource consuming 
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Test 4, while generating/injecting the MLEDF entities, the MLTESF was able to process 

a transaction in every 3 millisecond. The processing means analyzing the risk scores, 

aggregating the static risk and the dynamic risk, and then, producing the accumulative 

transaction score. This included running the evolution trail algorithms produced on the 

transaction and generates results into the different databases, including SNA.  

Performance Statement:  In terms of the system performance and resource utilization the 

system never exceeded 0.71GB of RAM memory in the 10 deep trail generation test 

phase. The same is valid for the risk calculation and aggregation, CPU and memory 

intermittent usage never exceeded 50% and averaged at the rates 20%  (was shown in 

figure 45).  

I validated my accumulative static risk model, and then ultimately, the dynamic risk 

model in terms of detection accuracy within time levels, accepted as real-time detection, 

with low FPR and FNR, as explained above (with the given values and numbers) and 

described in former three previous sections. 
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CHAPTER TEN – CONCLUSION 

10.1 Conclusions 
I provided concluding comments in multi-phases multi-techniques in the design 

and experimentation of my money laundering detection system. My system consists of a 

static model for money laundering, a model for MLS evolution designed to conceal and 

avoid detection. I also used many techniques such as SNA and CEP to detect ML and the 

evolution of such schemes. I also used social networks to allow the detection system to 

use relationships among key MLS players to connect otherwise missing, hidden or 

unreported evidence. My system also maintains a database known money launderers and 

their associates. My system enhanced BSA recommended static risk model to include the 

static risk score of counterparties in the calculation of risk score of an entity (aggregated 

reciprocal risk score). Such a risk score is not limited to the boundaries of the risk 

calculating financial institution. I also developed a dynamic risk model that uses the 

results of known advanced AML systems to dynamically calculate the dynamic risk. My 

system uses a transaction risk score computed by summing the reciprocal static risk 

scores and dynamic risk scores, computed before the committing a submitted transaction. 

I also suggest a framework to exchange the transaction score and protocols that approves 

or deny transactions based on their risk score.  

I developed and tested an AML framework that incorporates detection, dynamic 

risk scoring, transaction scoring, and transaction prevention based on transaction scoring.    
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I validated the accuracy of detecting evolving money laundering schemes using a 

multi-phases test methodology. My test used data generated from real-life cases as a seed, 

and extrapolated to generate more data. I validated the accuracy of static risk scoring and 

transactions scoring using another multi-phases test methodology based on data generated 

from the same data-set used in the detection phase.  

10.2 Future Work  
Future work includes implementing the communication protocol of MLTSEF to 

run on a prototype financial enterprise system that is similar to an automated clearing 

house. Technical feasibility of such system has been already studied and was approved by 

the TTP, and is being analyzed for the legal liability aspects before that final approval is 

granted.  
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[2] Murad Mehmet, Duminda Wijesekera, "Ontological Constructs to Create 

Money Laundering Schemes", Presented in the Semantic Technologies for Intelligence, 

Defense, and Security, October 2010. 

[3] Murat Gunestas, Murad Mehmet, Duminda Wijesekera, Anoop Singhal, 

"Forensic Web Services Framework," Published on IEEE- IT Professional, vol. 13, no. 3, 

pp. 31-37, May/June, 2011. 

[4] Murad Mehmet, Duminda Wijesekera, "Detection of the Evolving Money 

Laundering Schemes", Presented in the IFIP Int. Conf. Digital Forensics, January 2013. 

[5] Murad Mehmet, Duminda Wijesekera, "Money Laundering Detection 

Framework to Link the Disparate and Evolving Schemes", Presented in the ADFSL 

Conference on Digital Forensics, Security and Law, June 2013. 
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[7] Murad Mehmet, Duminda Wijesekera, " Dynamic Risk Modeling for 

Money Laundering based on SNA driven AML ", Invited 06/2013 , to be submitted 
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 [8] Murad Mehmet, Duminda Wijesekera, “Plug and Play & Enterprise Ready 

Real-Time AML", Planned 09/2013 Journal of the Association of Certified Anti-Money 
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